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This thesis consists of (1) a literature review, (2) the 
development of a methodology for a profile analysis and (3) its 
subsequent application to a limited sample of the Connecticut 
End Stage Renal Disease population. 
Attention is given to the equivocal role of the physician as 
manager of the patient care team, the role of allied health 
professionals in E.S.R.D. patient care, and the need for greater 
chart documentation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The medical record, always the general chronologue of a 
patient's illness and his treatment successes and failures is 
assuming an important role as a medico-legal and routine quality 
of care assessment document. The assignment of the pivot role to 
the medical record is logical since there is no other widely 
utilized composite information source which details the daily 
management (professional and ancillary services report) and 
condition of the patients. Some problems arise from this assign¬ 
ment; ,however, i.e., the questions of accuracy and completeness. 
Inconsistent quality in either will militate against the validity 
of this instrument in assessing patient care. 
Nonetheless, the importance of this document for quality 
assessment and cost control as perceived by the U.S. Legislature 
arid the coricurrence by the medical profession with at least the 
former role is underscored by the mandated 5 year retention of 
the medical record for adults and effectively greater than or 
equal to 3 years for minors by P.L. 92-603. 
Chart documentation will logically reflect the nature and 
phil osophy of a physician's medical education and training as 
well as any diploma and board certification evidence. 
The need for an analysis of the Connecticut dialysis experience 
is aptly identified by the response of Network Coordinating 
Council No. 27's response to Network No. 3's criterion and 
standards final report. 
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"...It is clear that many networks will not have similar 
resources available to develop a comprehensive review system 
in a short time period. Nevertheless, we think it is 
critical to the meaningful interest and cooperation of our 
member units that a program such as the California project 
he developed on-site in the respective networks with the full 
participation of their members. Therefore, we are in 
agreement with the conclusion of the task force which 
stresses the necessity for locally developed criteria as a 
basis for the M.R.B. function. We also concur with the need 
for MRB unanimity in the criteria setting process." 
^"Perhaps the BQA would consider funding a second project 
here in Connecticut where we already have a registry in 
place and where the predominate setting of dialysis differs 
significantly from the Northern California." 
The BQA (Bureau of Quality Assurance) recommends two ways 
for analysis of a given network's dialysis experience: Medical 
care evaluation (MCE) and profile analysis. The former entails 
the initiation and completion of an evaluation of patient care 
including criteria development and deficiency correction. The 
latter is meant to assist in problem definition and assessment of 
program effectiveness via analysis of aggregate patient data. 
This profile analysis (PA) should display patterns of health care 
services rendered over a specific time period. It is important 
to remember the PA can not be expected to provide definitive 
answers concerning the appropriateness on the quality of care, 
per se. This does not weaken its theoretical potential for 
problem identification and its significance as a methodologic 
starting point for any subsequent MCE study. 
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This thesis will consist of two major blocks; a literature 
review and a profile analysis of a select group of the Connecticut 
dialysis population. 
The literature review presents the non-static history of the 
development of hemodialysis technology, the E.S.R.D. policy 
debate, the role of the federal government agencies in E.S.R.D. 
program capability evolution, a presentation of the legislation 
and a synopsis of program capability. An overview of the evolution 
of medical review and its role in cost and quality control is 
also herein presented. 
The remainder of this thesis deals with (1) the instrument 
development for the profile analysis, (2) examination of its 
revelations and (3) my conclusions and recommendations. 
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The twentieth century, more so than any other in known 
recorded history, has been and will undoubtedly continue to be an 
explosive age of technologic innovation. This innovation has 
touched the "Western" world with greater discernible impact than 
much of the yet technologically undeveloped world. It has 
reached from its scientific cradle into the realm of philosophy 
and religion and consequently demands and challenges our abilities 
to incorporate scientific progress into previously established 
concepts of life, the value of life and morality. 
The artificial kidney and renal transplantation represents 
the present zenith of the medical technologic progress and drama¬ 
tically underscore the aforementioned challenge. 
^"Clinically, the artificial kidney machine is the first 
artificial substitute for a whole natural organ and kidney 
transplantation is the first surgical procedure for trans¬ 
planting a whole natural organ from one individual to 
another." 
The theoretical groundwork for the artificial kidney preceeded 
its present utilization as the professional mainstay for the 
treatment of patients with End Stage Renal Disease by more than 
fifty years. Many investigators, parallel scientific inquiries, and 
fortuitous discoveries, all figure prominently in the evolution of 
hemodialysis therapy. The discovery of Heparin in 1918, cello¬ 
phane 1920's and teflon in 1938 and the Scribner Shunt in 1960, 
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all facilitated the practical application of the artificial 
kidney machine first developed by a Dutch physician, William T. 
Kolff, in Nazi occupied Holland in the early 1940's. 
^"The search for an artificial substitute in the form of an 
extra-corporeal machine dates most directly from the early 
part of this century. In November, 1912, John T. Abel, 
Leonard G. Rountree, and B. B. Turner, working at Johns 
Hopkins, performed an experiment that involved drawing blood 
from dogs, passing it by means of arterial cannula through a 
tubular "celloidin" semi-permeable membrane, and filtering 
diffusable substances from the blood back into the animal 
through a venous cannula." 
^"Kolff published his results in 1944, but Alwall in Sweden 
and Murray in Canada published results of clinical dialysis 
in 1947. All three physicians were working independently of 
each other and, until the appearance of Kolffs article 
without knowledge of each other." 
The first artificial kidney machine built in America was 
called the Kolff-Brigham machine. Kolff supplied the engineering 
drawings from his machine to investigators at the Peter Bent 
Brigham Hospital in 1947. From the introduction of the arti¬ 
ficial kidney into America until 1960, the machines were used 
extensively for treatment of patients with renal failure and to 
stabilize patients awaiting transplantation. Its usage was 
responsible for the differentiation of acute renal failure from 
chronic renal failure. 
^"The use of the artificial kidney from the late 1940's 
until 1960's led gradually to the distinction between acute 
and chronic renal failure." 
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The identification of chronic renal failure as a patho¬ 
physiologic entity and the development of the rudimentory apparatus 
for its palliation naturally generated considerable discussion 
within the medical, scientific, and lay communities concerning 
the applicability, reliability and dangers of hemodialysis. 
Central to the heart of the debate was the question whether 
hemodialysis was in the experimental stage or could be considered 
established therapy. The leading investigators could often be 
quoted giving contradictory opinions on the progress of hemo¬ 
dialysis along what Rettig calls the experimental - therapeutic 
continuum. The question was not "authoritatively" resolved until 
7 years after Scribner first revealed his shunt to the scientific 
community. The Gottschalk Committee stated in 1967 that dialysis 
and transplantation could be considered established therapies. 
^"Schreiner, Merrill, Teschan, Bleumle, Kolff and a few 
others were present. Schreiner, an editor of the Trans¬ 
actions had Scribner and his colleagues submit their three 
papers on their work. These papers were inserted and 
discussion presumably from the hotel room was included as if 
it were transcript of the questions and answers, and thus 
the news first appeared in the literature." 
®"In the debate on whether dialysis was experimental or 
therapeutic the Gottschalk Committee in its 1967 report can 
be regarded as the most authoritative statement that both 
dialysis and transplantation were to be regarded as estab¬ 
lished therapies." 
The early days of dialysis could be characterized as some¬ 
what tumultuous and the initial patients were instant celebri¬ 
ties. Greater familiarity with the technique of dialysis and its 
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dangers as well as increased appreciation for the pathophysiology 
of renal failure and its sequelae have lead to a more uniform 
approach to the management of patients with E.S.R.D. Numerous 
new and remodeled machines, dialysates, paraprofessionals, 
professionals and paraphernalia have contributed to the unequi¬ 
vocal emergence of hemodialysis as the predominent, if not 
preferred, method of treatment for patients with end-stage renal 
disease. As a consequence of the diligence of the aforementioned 
health care personnel, the survival of dialysands has increased 
significantly since the "early days," but no considerably greater 
increase in life expectancy is anticipated in the near future 
through improvements in dialysis technology. The small amount of 
money available for research and development of dialysis and 
transplantation therapies and technology relative to the total 
amount spent on E.S.R.D. patient care attest to the governments 
disposition and underscores the difficulty that is encountered by 
investigation interested in dialysis R and D. 
^"According to the National Institute of Health Data for 
fiscal year 1976, funding for research and development on 
renal failure, dialysis and transplantation amounted to 13.3 
million which is only 1.5% of the amount expended in 1977 
for care of patients with uremia." 
Patients starting dialysis therapy dependent upon the 
etiology of their renal failure and the presence or absence of 
concomitant dialysis-related and non-related infirmity can expect 
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an 85-90% chance of survival at the end of 1 year, 60% survival 
at 5 years and greater than or equal to 35% chance of survival at 
10 years. Equally important in predicting the survival of 
patients with E.S.R.D. is the mode of dialysis therapy which they 
receive. 
Home dialysis has the best survival rate followed by facility 
dialysis. The difference in survival is greater in the first few 
years of treatment and decreases steadily as reflected by the 
end-of-year survival rates published in the-February 16, 1978 
NEJM shown in Figure 1(e). 
Paradoxically the percentage of patients on home dialysis 
has been decreasing consistently since the federal government 
started paying for dialysis treatment. 
10"Thirdly there has been a sustained decrease in the pro¬ 
portion of hemodialysis patients treated at home from 39.8% 
in 1972 (the year before federal assumption of the cost of 
dialysis) (Sic), to 23.7% in 1976. The DHEW has recently 
issued facility Report #2 analyzing Medicare-approved 
E.S.R.D. (...) suppliers for data available through December 
31, 1976. This new analysis shows a further decline in the 
proportion of patients treated by home dialysis to 12.9% of 
all dialysis." 
The reasons for this decline in home dialysis percentage is 
still unclear. A few variables do appear to be identifiable. 
One is patient willingness to be dialyzed at home and another is 
physician bias. Whereas most patients starting hemdialysis are 
quite ill, it is unlikely that they would readily respond to the 
idea of being dialyzed at home if they have been on center-based 
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(in hospital) dialysis for a considerable period of time, parti¬ 
cularly if the option is presented too early in their therapy. 
Physician bias may be due to reimbursement schedules, the patients 
co-insurance provisions, allocation of their often scarce time, 
as well as the general movement of physicians in America away 
from the tradition of making house calls. 
^^"It has become clear, however, that the fraction of uremic 
patients on dialysis at home reflects physician bias rather 
than regional differences in patient population. In Japan 
for example, where nephrologist have opposed home dialysis, 
only 103 (0.6%) (Sic) of 18.010 patients on hemodialysis in 
July, 1977 were being treated at home. By contrast, 66% of 
all hemodialysis in the U.K. where the uremia budget has a 
specific allocation, is performed at home. Similar dispar¬ 
ities exist in the U.S. where more than 75% of patients on 
dialysis in the State of Washington and 60% of patients in 
Indiana receive this treatment at home at the same time that 
fewer than 15% of patients in the Northeast perform self¬ 
dialysis. " 
The increased survival of patients with E.S.R.D. being 
treated by dialysis has resulted in a greater awareness of the 
sequelae of E.S.R.D. as well as the sequelae of its treatment. 
These sequelae may include complex endocrine, hematologic and 
neurologic problems to categorize a few. 
^^"The several complications of renal failure and its 
treatment are recognized: atherosclerosis may be accelerated, 
hypertension, anemia, osteoperosis, increased susceptibility 
to infection and gastrointestinal disturbances. Neurologic 
abnormalities - both central and peripheral are not uncommon." 
It is presently difficult to determine the "state of the 
art" concerning dialysis outcomes relative to treatment and to 
determine whether present and potential therapies will impact on 
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patient survival, mode of therapy and resource allocation for 
patients with E.S.R.D. This difficulty arises from the fact that 
there is no national dialysis registory at the present -- hopefully, 
the bureaucracy will resolve this "temporary" inconvenience. 
^^"Until 1975, a record of about 85% of treated patients was 
kept by the National Dialysis Registry under contract to the 
Artificial Kidney - Chronic Uremia Program of the National 
Institute of Arthritis, Metabolic and Digestive Diseases. 
Transfer of the responsibility to the Social Security System 
in late 1975 has resulted in a hiatus in reporting data on 
both transplantation and patients on dialysis to the extent 
that figures for the current year are unavailable." 
RENAL TRANSPLANTATION 
Hemodialysis although presently the predominent mode of 
therapy for patients with E.S.R.D., is not the only noteworthy 
method of therapy available. Renal transplantation has been 
developing simultaneously with renal hemodialysis, dating back to 
the procine heterograft experiments in 1950's and evolving to the 
comparatively greatly sophisticated HLA matching system utilized 
today. The most significant breakthrough in renal transplan¬ 
tation to date is the ability to mollify the rejection reaction 
through the use of ummunosuppressive drugs which were initially 
used in 1963, and have been the vanguard for salvaging cadaveric 
transplants. 
In 1963, it was realized that the use of immunosuppres¬ 
sive drugs could aid in the immunologic rejection problem 
confronting transplants that involved a cadaveric rather 
than a living - related kidney." 
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Subsequent to the initial use of immunosuppressive drugs and 
the transplant surgeons' increased familiarity and expertise, 
there was an appreciable decrease in patient mortality parti¬ 
cularly for cadaver - kidney recipients. A smaller but appre¬ 
ciable decrease in living related-donor recipients mortality was 
also observed. 
There is presently and will continue to be much debate over 
whether renal transplantation represents optimal therapy for 
patients with E.S.R.D. It is unequivocably better therapy than 
dialysis as it relates to the "quality of life" whereas many of 
the successful recipients are able to return to normal lives with 
the help of medication. Transplantation, however, is not for 
everyone. The elderly have an increased risk of mortality and 
morbidity, elderly females more so than males. 
^^"The significant decline in patient mortality (p .001) 
from 57% in the earlier period to 23% after 1968 demon¬ 
strates improved treatment of complications and increased 
use of dialysis. This decrease in mortality is noted 
• especially among recipients of cadaver allografts,..., 
although it occurred among those with living related grafts." 
^^"An analysis of mortality as dependent upon age and sex 
showed that females receiving living related kidneys in 
their 5th decade were significantly (P=0.016) (sic) more at 
risk than males of comparable age or than patients of either 
sex in younger groups (P=0.01)." 
Hemodialysis survival curves lie between the corresponding 
curves for living related donor recipients and cadaveric donor 
recipients and the therapies are considered to be supplementary 
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therapies instead of competitive. Patients should be educated to 
consider them part of a total potential package, given the 
noteworthy but poor graft - survival rates for cadaver trans¬ 
plants. 
Information on total number of patients receiving each 
method of therapy and their relative survival rates are given in 
Figure I Tables a-e, and Figures II, III. 
^^"It seems increasingly clear that, as the experience in 
both dialysis and transplantation accumulates, they must be 
used conjointly as part of a total treatment for those with 
End Stage Renal Disease, with transplantation acting in 
relation to dialysis in a complimentary rather than a 
competitive manner." 
RENAL DIALYSIS IN CONNECTICUT 
Literature on the Connecticut dialysis experience is scarce. 
The Connecticut experience varies from that national experience in 
a few noteworthy ways. Similar to the national experience the 
majority of patients in Connecticut are receiving in-center 
dialysis; however, the literature available suggests that the 
percentage of patients being dialyzed at home was increasing. 
The information available, unfortunately, addresses the 1966 to 
1972 time period (prior to federal assumption of the cost of 
dialysis) and is not directly comparable to the data presented by 
E.A. Friedman in the previously referenced NEJM article. See 
Figures I(b) and V(a). 
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^^"By far the greatest percentage of patients received in¬ 
center dialysis (over 83% between 1966 and 1972) (Sic.) As 
of November 1972, there had been an increase in the per¬ 
centage of patients dialyzed at home; the percentage increased 
from 16.4 over the study period to 21.7." 
Consistent with the national dialysis experience and the 
general patterns of the national health care delivery experience, 
the majority of hemodialysis services are concentrated in the 
urban areas and fewer patients live in the rural areas where fewer 
treatment units are located. See Figure V(d). 
^^"Almost 1/3 of all the units are in the South Central HSA, 
which contains the Yale - New Haven Medical Center/Veterans 
Administration E.S.R.D. Program; the largest number of 
individual treatment units, 14 are at the West Haven VA 
Hospital." 
The demographic breakdown of the Connecticut E.S.R.D. 
dialysis experience differs from the national population. Sixty 
percent of the 353 patients reported by Pearson, et.al. were 
male and 40% female. The Ethnic categorization of the Connecticut 
population revealed about three time the number of non-European 
American patients as there were known to be residing in the 
state. But consideration of the validity of this 3 to 1 ratio 
must take into account the vagaries of census taking. See Figure 
V(6). 
^^"A comparison of the Connecticut dialysis patients with 
those on the National Dialysis Registry shows that the State 
has a smaller percentage of males in chronic dialysis 
programs." 
"Nineteen percent of the total patient population and 22 
percent of the active patients were non-white. This non¬ 
white caseload of both total and active patients appears 
high compared with Connecticut's 1970 non-white population 
of only six percent." 
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Contrary to the national norm (prior to the federal assump¬ 
tion of dialysis cost), Connecticut also was in the enviable 
position of having adequate dialysis facilities when assessed on 
a per million population basis. The dialysis population of the 
State has increased by almost forty-five percent from about 350 
to about 500 since then. The picture is not as clear whenever 
dialysis centers in one HSA now have to refer patients to those 
in others. This problem largely results from the continuation of 
the established treatment modality patterns in the State. If the 
tendency toward center based dialysis treatment continues, 
Connecticut will inevitably and unnecessarily encounter the same 
shortage problem as other States. 
^^"Hollen and Harris estimated the number of annual potential 
hemodialysis patients in the 15-54 year age group to be 
between 67 and 84 per million population. Because the 
number of new patients entering Connecticut programs during 
the first 11 months of 1972 (131 or 79 per million) (Sic) is 
consistent with the Hollen and Harris estimates. It is 
suggested that Connecticut is in the unique position of 
providing adequate services for the population in need." 
^'^"Connecticut therefore, is probably one of the few States 
where hemodialysis services are not in short supply, given 
the claims regarding the national lack of hemodialysis 
services." 
Connecticut's dialysis patients as the rest of the nation's 
fare poorly with respect to the percentage receiving renal trans¬ 
plantations however. The problems have the same etiology, and 
insufficient number of cadaveric donor kidneys consequent to an 
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increasing demand and un unequal increase in supply. The pro- 
blem(s) is likely to get worse before it improves whereas increasing 
numbers of critically ill and previously marginally or totally 
unacceptable patients are being hemodialyzed. Physicians now have 
little rationale to prevent attempting to improve the survival 
and/or quality of life of any patient who might benefit from 
dialysis therapy. 
^^"It was found that the percentage of patients removed from 
dialysis througli renal transplantation declined, however, 
the absolute number of transplants increased. This appears 
to be an indicator that renal transplantation has not kept 
pace with the increasing dialysis population." 
The Policy Debate 
The policy debate concerning E.S.R.D. centered around two 
points; the position of dialysis along the experimental-therapeutic 
continuum and the role of the federal government in financing 
patient-care. 
The location of a new medical procedure along the "continuum" 
logically had a considerable impact upon the policy debate 
concerning the role of the federal government in the regulation 
of that procedure as well as the role of the medical profession 
in its practice. Practitioners logically might consider rapid 
implementation of such a life-saving procedure as prudent for 
their patients. The more research oriented physician logically 
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might stress the limitations of knowledge and the shortcomings of 
"half-way" technology, recalling the inadequacy of the iron lung 
vs. vaccine for polio. As a result of his advocacy of the technique 
Scribner was not invited to the N.I.H. Conference in November, 
1964, and held his own. 
pc 
"Consequently, among clinical investigators 'the Scientist' 
is likely to emphasize the unknowns and uncertainties of a 
new procedure, to stress the limits of knowledge, and to 
regard it as experimental for a longer time than a 'physician'. 
By contrast, the 'physician', is likely to emphasize the 
prospective benefits of a new procedure and de-emphasize the 
associated uncertainties." 
pc 
"For example, in 1969, a Medical Advisory Board was 
created within the National Kidney Foundation in large 
measure to offset the research influence of the scientific 
co’^munity. As another example of the dissatisfaction in the 
early 1970's with ASAIO at the limited portion of the agenda 
located to dialysis and renal transplantation led to the 
establishment of the Council on Dialysis and Transplantation. 
This free floating group later attached itself to the 
National Kidney Foundation." 
A combination of legislative and administrative forces 
before and after the adjudication that dialysis and transplan¬ 
tation were established therapy by the Gottschalk Committee in 
1967 attempted to limit the role of the federal government to 
facility support or no support. 
27 
"However, the Senate, in setting forth the legal authority 
for P.H.S. action, limiting the scope of that action to 
demonstration and training, and providing modest funds for 
fourteen community dialysis centers reflected great reluc¬ 
tance to accept federal government responsibility for paying 
the cost of treatment." 
28 
"The Health Service and Mental Health Administration, 
under whose authority the Kidney Center Program was then 
being administered, took action to terminate grant support." 
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The influence of "identifiable lives" played a literally 
conspicious role in the "debate." The 'drama' of dialysis before 
the House, Ways and Means Committee attest to the unique stature 
of patients with E.S.R.D. Particularly when the fact that 
numerous more Americans are afflicted with other debilitating 
Illness, i.e., hemophilia, where optimal treatment can cost vir¬ 
tually prohibitive amounts. 
The debate on payment for treatment of E.S.R.D. transpired 
concomitantly with the greater debate about the role of the federal 
government in the financing of health care services. The unique 
medical status of E.S.R.D., and its proposed program were thought 
to present an opportunity for "small" scale experimentation to 
test the administrative capability of the federal government to 
gear up for and implement a catastrophic and/or National Health 
Insurance Program. Both programs were and are known to have 
strong legislative leadership backing most notably by Senators 
Russel B. Long and Edward M. Kennedy, respectively. 
2^"It should be remembered that Senator Russel B. Long, 
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, was then, and now 
advocating health insurance for catastrophic illness.... 
Therefore^ in addition to being included under the general 
language of the disabil ity pi^ovisions, financing of treatment 
for E.S.R.D. was also seen as the first step toward pro¬ 
viding catastrophic medical insurance through Medicare." 
The Medicaid/Medicare experience of continuously escalating 
cost and flagrant abuse also figured prominently in the "debate." 
Whereas about ninety percent of patients with E.S.R.D. were 
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eligible for benefits, the private market was essentially removed 
as a benchmark for evaluating the reasonable cost or charges for 
treatment. The program planners were eager to implement the 
program in a manner which would restrict, if not temporarily 
prevent, a sudden increase in the number of facilities providing 
SLexvi'ces, on the eve of the creation of another guaranteed patient 
market. 
3*^"The emergence of cost control as an objective of regu¬ 
lation is attributable to several factors. The entire 1972 
legislation was permeated with a desire to control the cost 
of Medicare which had continuously escalated since its 
enactment in 1965. Since the E.S.R.D. program established 
nearly universal coverage for kidney failure the private 
market was essentially eliminated as a basis for determining 
thj Reasonable cost' and 'reasonable charges of treatment'." 
The threat of litigation has significantly hampered the 
establishment and operation of a bureaucratic mechanism for 
implementing cost control incentives. Potential review cases are 
often adjudicated in favor of the providers by DREW because of 
the. desire to avoid lengthly, costly court battles. Potential 
litigation will also unfortunately be an impediment to the 
establishment of a National Health Insurance program. The 
reticence of the government to pressure all suspected offenders 
underscores the position of cost control as a secondary objective 
of the E.S.R.D. program; its primary intention being to 
provide medical services to the population in need. 
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The secondary nature of the government position notwithstanding, 
some cost control provisions were an inevitable part of the final 
legislation and understandably so. The health care industry is 
now the number two industry in the country and the government 
provides greater than fifty cents on the dollar of the total 
expenditure. The nature of the cost control provisions were 
another topic for considerable discussion and bureaucratic "jaw¬ 
boning" with various federal agencies attempting to protect their 
respective turfs and modi operandi. 
^^"Bureaucratic competition and conflict between the SSA's 
BHI and the office of the Assistant Secretary for HEW will 
strongly affect cost control design. BHI is likely to favor 
co^'t control mechanism which incorporate administrative 
s:implfcity and maximum consistency with the existing Medi¬ 
care procedure. The office of the Assistant Secretary is 
more likely to be concerned with an overall cost control 
strategy though it is also susceptible to the representation 
of other interests." 
^^"Between 1969 and 1976, total annual expenditure for 
health care in this country increased from the 64 billion 
to 139 bill ion." 
The nature of E.S.R.D. is that it strikes without reference 
to barriers of sex, age, race or geography and would, ideally, 
not arouse wide-spread claims of political favoritism from most 
legislators' constituencies. The potential for rehabilitation 
and subsequent gainful employment of patients with E.S.R.D. 
helped make the macroscopic economic cost considerations more 
pallatable. Whereas the issue was being "debated" at the same 
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time that the performance of therapy was improving, it was argued 
that the cost were not unreasonable and that the unit cost of 
treatment was improving. 
The economic consideration were not reliable estimates of 
the unit or aggregate cost of therapy for several reasons. 
Initially patient selection criteria were more severe than at 
present. Limitations on age were applied at both ends of the 
spectrum and limitations on the types of patients were also 
applied. Once the question of financial resources was removed as 
the final arbiter of the distribution of scarce medical technology, 
physicians had few reasons for denying therapy to anyone who 
might benefit. 
Approximately 10,000 new E.S.R.D. patients, more than double 
that before passage of the 1972 Law, enter the system annually. 
Approximately 3,000 are transplanted about 1,800 successfully and 
the rest return to dialysis each year. All of these factors 
contributed to the miscalculation of the potential aggregate cost 
for treatment of patients with E.S.R.D. Inflation has similarly 
invalidated previous unit cost estimates. 
^^"As of June, 1975, there were 21,800 people enrolled in 
the Medicare E.S.R.D. program; by September 30, 1975, the 
number had increased to 24,000 (both transplant and dialysis 
patients are included in this number) (Sic). By 1980, it is 
expected that 50 through 60,000 people will be receiving 
Medicare benefits under the E.S.R.D. (Sic) program." 
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The legislative history of the bill was not very conspicous 
except in its near absence. All of the legislative action was 
via the appropriations committee and no hearings were held from 
1965 to 1969 on any pertinent legislation. The Gottschalk Committee 
did recommend E.S.R.D. patient care financing through an amendment 
to Title XVIII of the Social Security Act in 1967. The legis¬ 
lative action was not taken until 1970 when the legislature 
amended the RMP's authority to include kidney disease and the 
DHEW's, P.H.S. - Chronic Renal disease program was effectively 
terminated, legally and administratively. 
Neither the Senate nor the House heard testimony on E.S.R.D. 
during the hearing on H.R.l although the House Ways and Means 
Committee heard testimony in late 1971 urging the inclusion of 
E.S.R.D. in any national health insurance program. There was no 
activity within the Senate Finance Committee dealing with E.S.R.D. 
and the Conference Committee between the House Ways and Means 
Committee and the Senate Finance Committee met for a single day. 
The kidney amendment received only ten minutes discussion and was 
passed without significant moderation. The federal government 
through its demonstration and capacity building, research and 
development, as well as the acceptance of financing for eligible 
veterans essentially created that which many of the legislative 
and administration policy makers initially tried to avoid. 
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^^"The End Stage Renal Disease amendment was not considered 
until the provisions of the entire H.R.-l bill were being 
debated seriatim on the Senate floor. On a Saturday morning, 
hardly a normal legislative work day, September 30 barely 1 
month before the November election. Senator Vance Hartke (D- 
Ind.) was recognized at 11:30 AM to propose an amendment on 
chronic renal disease. Thirty minutes of time was allocated 
to the immediate consideration of the Kidney Amendment." 
The Legislation 
The E.S.R.D. program became effective on July, 1973 and 
until the final regulations of June 3, 1976 was operated under 
Interim Regulations which were published and republished on 
6/29/73 and 4/22/75, respectively. The first interim regulations 
provided for reimbursement to facilities administering E.S.R.D. 
care on/or before 6/1/73, and describe criteria for reimbursement 
for ej<panded or additional facilities during the interim period. 
The second interim regulations proposed rules in areas relating 
to 0) qualification for Medicare reimbursement, (2) minimal uti¬ 
lization rates, (3) supplier certification, (4) network designation, 
('5) establishment of network coordinating council (NCC) and medical 
review boards (MRB's). 
In the absence of the MRB's, the Interim program through the 
initial Intermediary Letter issued by the Social Security Admini¬ 
stration (SSA) sought to eliminate unnecessary services in the 
use of laboratory procedures and physician services for stabilized 
patients. Office visits for stabilized patients were limited to 
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one per month and extensive examinations to two per year. One of 
the most discussed features of the Intermediary Letter was the 
initial requirement that physicians be paid out of facility 
reimbursement funds. This idea created a plethora of opponents 
and was consequently modified to include the aforementioned 
option and to permit physician reimbursement directly or on a 
retainer basis. The choice was left up to the determination of 
individual groups of physicians associated with a given facility. 
The Interim regulations specified that no assurance of long 
term approval was guaranteed by interim period recognition of a 
facility and that facilities not qualifying under the long term 
final regulations would be curtailed in a fashion which would 
minimize disruption of services to E.S.R.D. patients. 
The general intent of the final regulations was: to assist 
dialysands to receive the required care; to encourage proper 
utilization and distribution of resources so as to maintain 
adequate or improved quality of care to patients with E.S.R.D.; 
and to allow the flexibility necessary for physicians and faci¬ 
lities to provide appropriate care. 
The final regulations established 32 E.S.R.D. networks, 26 
of which had a base population greater than or equal to 3.5 
million. E.S.R.D. network designation was made primarily according 
to S.M.S.A. analysis attempting to preserve their integrity and 
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recognize patient referral patterns for transplantation and 
patient flow patterns. Each "network" was to have a Network 
Coordinating Council (NCC), as well as a Medical Review Board 
(MRB) and the extent practicable be coterminus with HSA and 
PSRO's. 
The network coordinating council membership as elaborated in 
the final regulations must include: a transplant surgeon; a nephro¬ 
logist, a social worker, a chief executive officer, a qualified 
dietician, a director of a histocompatability lab, a director of 
an organ procurement agency, 3 informed consumers and a qualified 
nurse. If the NCC has greater than twenty members then an execu¬ 
tive committee (better than 25% consumer) of less than or equal 
to this number must be formed to assume the responsibilities of the 
council. 
Each E.S.R.D. network's facilities must collectively include 
the capability for chronic dialysis, self-care dialysis, trans¬ 
plantation (at least two transplant centers per network), center 
based dialysis, organ procurement, histocompatability testing, 
and supportive services for home dialysis. 
In order to qualify for reimbursement each E.S.R.D. facility 
must: belong to a network; have executed an agreement with the 
NCC; have the mandatory staff; and, be able to provide back-up 
services on a twenty-four hour basis. The mandatory staff are chief 
executive officer, clinical social worker, clinical nutritionist, 
medical record practitioner and a physician director. Other 
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personnel are considered staff but are not defined by the final 
regulations and I refer you there for further elucidation. 
(See Appendix) 
The responsibilities and duties of the NCC are myriad. The 
more salient are: (1) the appointment and monitoring of the MRB 
(composed of 7 members), (2) the development of written arrange¬ 
ments with Professional Standard Review Organizations (P.S.R.O.'s), 
(3) the description of a mechanism for development of prioritized 
criteria and standards by the MRB, (4) the development of written 
working arrangements with HSA's and SHCC to assure that these or¬ 
ganizations receive appropriate advice concerning needs of E.S.R.D. 
patients within their jurisdictional boundaries and (5) the pro¬ 
vision of a mechanism for the inclusion of the opinions of others 
not on the MRB who have expertise and/or interest in procedure de¬ 
velopment but who are not qualified for Board membership by disci¬ 
pline category or simply not currently serving on the Board. 
The majority of NCC's have undertaken the appointment of the 
MRB but it is still too early to expect much more progress in the 
elaboration of specific criteria and standards by these fledgling 
organizations. 
^^"The majority of the NCC's have begun to appoint their 
MRB's in accordance with the final regulations, and all are 
expected to be approved by July 19, 1977. In a few in¬ 
stances, the MRB's are functioning under earlier arrangements 
with various organizations (e.g.. State Kidney Council) and 
all should be involved in developing their plans for medical 
review by mid-summer." 
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The salient responsibilities of the NCC appointed MRB's are: 
(1) to develop written arrangements with P.S.R.O.'s, (2) to develop 
a mechanism for measuring mandatory long term patient care effective¬ 
ness, (3) in concurrence with the NCC to coordinate the performance 
of medical care evaluations, (4) to provide facilities and physicians 
written recommendations for improvements on the E.S.R.D. in the care 
of individual patients or groups of patients based upon its review 
processes, (5) to provide all facts concerning the continued 
delivery of inappropriate or substandard care to the council and 
secretary. 
The cost of the MRB and NCC operation is to be borne by the 
Secretary of HEW; it should be emphasized that network organizations 
are not to be charged with the enforcement of federal. State or local 
statutes and that the legal jurisdiction is unaffected. 
The NCC's and the MRB are the network-wide agents to assure 
the quality of care for patients with E.S.R.D. There are numerous 
facility and personnel related facets of the legislation aimed at 
ensuring quality of care; continuing education, JCAH inspection, 
participation in medical information systems, provisions for 
independent histocompatability lab testing, provisions for 
approving new facilities, regulation of affiliation agreements or 
arrangements among other medical care programs. Detailed discussions 
of the above can be found in the copy of the final regulations in the 
appendix. 
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No discussion of the E.S.R.D. legislation would be complete 
without a synopsis of the benefits and immediate safeguards for 
the dialysands whose needs the legislation attempts to serve. 
The first consideration, who is entitled to benefit, is clearly 
specified in the final regulation of the legislation. 
^^"Sec. 2991 of Social Security Amendments of 1972 P.L.(92- 
603) which extends Medicare protection to any individual who 
has E.S.R.D. requiring dialysis or transplantation, provided 
that such individual is: (1) fully or currently insured or 
entitled to monthly benefits under Title II of the SS. Act; 
or (2) is the spouse or dependent child of an individual so 
insured or entitled to such monthly benefits." 
The coverage stated above is ubiquitous protection whereas 
the patient is not precluded from receiving his/her care in a 
network facility outside the network in which he/she resides. 
The focal organizing point of the patient's management is 
called a patient care plan (PCP). This plan is an individualized 
therapeutic approach developed by the attending physician, the nurse 
supervisor, as well as a qualified social worker and dietician 
which reflects the functional, psychological and social needs of 
the patient. The patient or legal guardian is to be involved in 
the development of this Patient Care Plan and the patient's preferences, 
sense of dignity, individuality, private and personal needs 
including but not limited to provisions for translators when 
appropriate are to be given due consideration. A team coordinator 
is to be appointed by a physician. The coordinator is to ensure 
that review conferences are held and that changes in the P.C.P. 
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are recorded and that progress notes are incorporated into the 
patient's records at least monthly. 
In addition, it is stated that each patient must be 
evaluated in the long term not less frequently than every 12 
months. The review of the patients program in the patient 
care plan must not be less frequent than monthly; a comment 
that this evaluation be made not less frequently than twice 
monthly was believed to be more frequent than necessary for 
most patients." 
Other salient benefits of the legislation include provision 
for enrollment of patients in the cadaver recipient registry as 
well as clearly stipulated protection of the confidentiality of 
his/her medical record. Presently, attempts at rehabilitation 
are left up to the discretion of the provider facility. 
Program Capability 
The pioneers in program development for patients with 
E.S.R.D. were the founders of the presently named Northwest 
Kidney Center. Numerous factors enabled this Seattle, Washington 
based organization to assume the early leadership role in program 
development. See Figures VI-VIII. 
^^"Discussions began in 1960 and culminated in 1962 with the 
creation of the Seattle Artificial Kidney Center, now the 
Northwest Kidney Center (NKC). Important to this development 
was the view of Scribner that a clinical treatment facility 
was needed in Seattle, and the position of the University of 
Washington which was bearish on expansion of its Hospital 
for dialysis purposes. Also critical was the exercise of 
leadership by Dr. James Haviland, President of the King 
County Medical Association, a former president of the Ameri¬ 
can College of Physicians, and a moving force in organizing 
a single dialysis center for the city.... Also essential 
was the establishment of community fund raising for the center 
and a grant from the Hartford Foundation. This provided a 
financial base independent of the federal government." 
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The leadership role of the Seattle group was not limited to 
the development of the NKC. From shortly after the inception of 
the NKC a number of young, patient care oriented physicians 
traveled to Seattle to learn how to perform dialysis. A number 
of the physicians who were subsequently instrumental in the V.A. and 
Public Health Service dialysis effort also traveled to Seattle to learn 
about hemodialysis. 
The V.A. was not hesitant to follow the Seattle lead and in 
1963 announced plans to establish dialysis unit in thirty of its 
hospitals. This program resulted in the V.A. programs dialyzing 
about 16% of the total reported dialysis population by 1972. It 
was the V.A. program that was instrumental in the formation of 
the Gottschalk Committee. These V.A. programs became eligible 
for E.S.R.D. network membership consequent to a memorandum of 
understanding between DHEW and the V.A. 
The DHEW via its member agencies and institutes was initially 
less enthusiastic about becoming involved with dialysis program research 
and development. It became involved in 1964 largely as the result of 
action taken by the House and Senate Appropriation's Committees. 
Consequently, the Transplant Immunology Program within the NIAID 
and Artificial Kidney/Chronic Uremia Program with NIAMD were 
established in 1964 and 1965, respectively. 
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^^"In 1963, fully 2 years before the establishment of the 
AK/CU program of NIAMD and the Kidney Disease Control 
Program in the PHS, the V.A. Announced its intention to 
establish dialysis centers for eligible veterans in 30 V.A. 
hospitals around the country. It was., in fact, a request 
from the V.A. to the BOB (Sic) in 1965 for authorization to 
use construction funds that set in motion the establishment 
by the BOB of the Gottschalk Committee to review the impli¬ 
cations of treatment for End Stage Renal Disease for the 
nation as a whole." 
In 1968, when the Kidney Disease Control Program was trans¬ 
ferred from the PHS to the RMP's, dialysis capacity building 
largely supplanted demonstration projects. This transfer and the 
consequent decentralizing of project funding was substantially 
responsible for the capability of the medical community to 
provide services to the increase in patient population consequent 
to Medicare funding. 
'The aggregate and unit cost of maintaining the E.S.R.D. 
program that evolved from the aforementioned program development 
has continued to increase. The Twelfth Renal Transplant Registry 
published in 1975 states that the therapy of conventional uremia 
will cost $902 million in 1977 and $2.3 billion in 1982 to treat 
about 37,100 and 55,900 patients, respectively. These latter figures 
are considered conservative because of increasing attempts to 
dialyze more medically ill patients. The most recently estimated 
figures are those presented by Stange, et.al. in the February 
16th issue of the NEJM which are basically consistent with 
U.S.G.A.O. recently updated unit figures (See Figure IX). The 
article also gives a rudimentary cost/benefit projection. 
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^®"It is predicted that if 1000 patients shift from facility 
to home dialysis for each of 10 years, life expectancy of 
the cohort will not be reduced, but there will be a reduction 
of $241 million in the total cost. The same number shifting 
from facility dialysis to cadaver transplantation are 
predicted to have a $279 to $330 million reduction in total 
cost but a reduction of 7 to 17 percent in life expectancy. 
Shifting from home dialysis to transplantation is predicted 
to reduce total cost by $103 million, and life expectancy by 
10 to 20 percent." 
Medical Review 
Florence Nightingale is generally accredited as the Mother 
of systematic medical review. Professor Thompson can readily 
recall stories of her revolutionizing the sanitoriums of her era 
as the result of her organized observation and analysis. This 
19th Century pioneering effort in the use of systematic analysis as 
an adjunct to clinical judgement to optimize patient care put her a 
step ahead of her contemporaries. Most of them were utilizing 
their independent judgements and consciences to regulate the 
quality of care they delivered. 
The landmark Flexner report published in 1910 brought the 
question of quality of care into the twentieth century and into 
the public limelight by asserting that much of the available 
medical education was inadequate and that it was producing 
numerous physicians of substandard quality. The tempo was not to 
slow down and Dr. E.A. Codman opened his "end result" hospital in 
1912. He faithfully abstracted his patients charts and analyzed 
the data to review their treatment. The work of these early 20th 
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Century clairvoyants helped result in the eventual creation of 
the J.C.A.H. This organization has been a powerful force in the 
maintaining of structural quality of care assessments even through 
the expansionist period that came about as a result of Title XVIII 
and XIX of the SS Act. 
"Influenced in part by Codman's system and Flexner's report 
the American College of Surgeons was formed in 1913. 
Initially, the American College of Surgeons planned to 
review or evaluate specific 'process criteria' (i.e., pro¬ 
cedure and activities) (Sic) for common surgical operators, 
but the organization's review chose 'minimal standards' 
focused primarily on the structural and organizational 
aspects of the hospitals." 
^^"The American College of Surgeons was succeeded by the 
J.C.A.H. in 1952 as the organization providing systematic 
review of hospitals." 
Concomitant with the stipulation that eligibility for Title 
XVIII and Title XIX reimbursement funds were contingent upon 
J.C.A.H. or the appropriate state agency approval, the 1965 
legislation also required establishment of a utilization review. 
This review program laid the foundation for utilizing outcome 
parameters as well as structural criteria and resource use for the 
evaluation of the quality of care of patients covered by the 'Act.' 
Quality of care assessment is still in the infantile stages 
of development in the U.S. There is little agreement among 
provider professionals concerning whose definition of quality is 
to be applied and whether the parameters being evaluated at 
present have statistical validity. Nonetheless, the task of 
criteria and standard development as mandated by law lumbers 
forward. It should be noted that process measurements are also 
being developed. 
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^^"There exist a paradoxical situation, in which policy 
demands that operational quality assurance systems use the 
outcome method to assess quality of care, while there is a 
dearth of valid and reliable outcome criteria and standards 
and no method or proven feasibility by which they can be 
applied." 
^^"Although the desired result from medical review is 
improvement in the outcome of patient care (e.g., patient 
health status, patient satisfaction, and patient commitment), 
the validity and usefulness of outcome criterion when used 
alone are questionable." 
The above considerations notwithstanding, professionals 
continue to strive to elaborate the requisite methodology to 
comply with the federal legislation. A few considerations have 
gained some acceptance as central to the successful consensus 
formulation of any quality assurance system. Amongst them are: 
0) selection of a qualified priority setting team, (2) a formal 
mechanism for solicitation of professionals' ideas and judgement 
and (3) a formalized data sheet to gather an adequate information 
base. 
^^"The structured quality assurance topic selection pro¬ 
cedure recommended in this report consists of 5 major steps: 
(1) the selection and organization of the priority team, (2) 
the training session, (3) the incubation period, (4) the 
priority setting meeting, and (5) the selection of topics 
for implementation." 
The Medical Review Board of each network has the immediate 
responsibility for establishing a network wide quality of care 
program as previously stated. Topic selection is an integral 
part of this legislative charge to the M.R.B.'s. The legislation 
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gives the M.R.B.'s Carte Blanche in topic selection stating 
simply that problems identified by the National E.S.R.D., M.I.S., 
state agency reports or the catch-all referred to as "professionally 
perceived problems." The purpose of such latitude is to ensure 
that mechanisms and plans for each network will be able to 
reflect any local geopolitical or environmental pecularities of 
that network which will cause local standards to vary from the 
"national norm." 
Various approaches to medical review are recommended by the 
BQA for M.R.B. considerations. 
^^"Various approaches to E.S.R.D. Medical Review...The 
areas in which the network needs to consider various approaches 
are the following: (1) network-wide and facility based 
reviewing, (2) interdiscipline and single discipline review; 
(3) and ratification." 
The most ambitious attempt to elaborate criteria and standards 
is the No. California and Nevada Network #3 undertaking. This 
undertaking is an exemplary demonstration of the format proposed 
by Williamson in the February 15, J.A.M.A. The authors steadfastly 
emphasize the need for unaminity in standards and criterion 
setting as well as their reservation about applying the California 
standards and criteria to other networks. One must still be care¬ 
fully critical when evaluating the criteria and standards elaborated 
by Conmittee and the consensus method. 
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^^"Committees may generate guidelines that recommend what 
should be done in an ideal setting rather than what is 
feasible to an active practice. Consensus may be impossible 
to obtain and rarely does the literature yield enough well 
designed studies to help resolve conflicts. The end product 
of the time consuming task of developing explicit criteria 
often reflects the judgements of those to be evaluated and 
may be as arbitrary as implicit standards." 
The legislative regulations (by allowing for participating 
of any concerned party in the identification of problem areas) 
does have theoretical safeguards against the creation of "flim¬ 
flam" criterion and standards. 
^^"The Council of the Secretary may initiate a request for 
information from the board under the following circumstances: 
(a) the identification of a possible problem area through 
the E.S.R.D. M.I.S. Survey Report Form, Fiscal Intermediary 
reports, on medical review reporting activities, (b) the 
identification of a possible problem area through individual 
or group inquiries to the council or the secretary. 
There are three problems which lie at the heart of any 
attempt to develop criterion and standards which must be assessed 
in any consideration of methodology based upon medical records. 
The first is diagnostic specificity and the second is the parti¬ 
cipation of physicians in filling out the necessary forms which 
will inevitably be developed to assist in the assessment of the 
quality of care and the third is the difference between chart 
documentation and the actual practice of medicine. 
In essence, the banner has been given to the medical pro¬ 
fession. It has been told 'brethern heal thyself by the legis¬ 
lature. It has been told that society believes the profession 
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best suited to do the job and to develop a system of ongoing 
surveillance. It has also been told "or-else" and to this end we 
will now proceed to the methodology for this study. 
^9"Another common problem, diagnostic specificity, became 
apparent when the medical records of more than 1,100 patients 
with hypertension were reviewed. Approximately 800 were 
under treatment for hypertension, but a specific diagnosis 
of essential or primary had been made in less than 10% of 
these patients." 
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The background of the development of the methodology of this 
study had a considerable impact on (1) its final structure, 
(2) the limitations of the amount of data gathered, and (3) the 
generalizability of the information gathered by its application. 
The scenario includes four "independent" parties: myself - 
the "naive" student; Professor John D. Thompson - my research advisor 
and Director of the Health Services Administration division at the 
Yale School of Public Health; Frederic 0# Finkelstein - M.R.B. 
Chairman for Network #27 and Director of the Yale-New Haven Dialysis 
and Transplant Service and; Ms. Jenny Kitzen - Executive Director 
of the E.S.R.D. Program for the Network and former Social Worker for 
the YNHH Unit. 
The instrument utilized (See insert M-1 in the appendix) was 
ready for data collection in November of 1977 shortly after Ms. Kitzen 
and Dr. Finkelstein assumed their network positions and consequently 
prior to the network's readiness to undergo any data collection. 
I was unable to start data collection until January 1978 and was not 
finished until March 1978. The delay in data collection resulted 
from varying philosophies about the logical starting point for 
assessment of the quality of care of patients receiving E.S.R.D. 
services in Connecticut as well as concern over potential completion 
for subsequent project funding. 
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Several brief meetings between myself and Dr. Finkelstein 
and/or Ms. Kitzen and ultimately between all four concerned parties 
were held to discuss the two major approaches to the problem 
that were being considered. Dr. Finkelstein and Ms. Kitzen 
expressed the belief that the network already had a good idea 
what the problem areas were/are in the management of the Connec¬ 
ticut dialysis population. Consequently, they favored soliciting 
opinions, developing instruments and gathering data in a problem- 
specific manner. Professor Thompson and I were/are of the 
philosophy that although investigation into these "professionally 
perceived problem" areas might be beneficial a more logical 
starting point would be to determine a baseline for documented 
services offered to the Connecticut population and utilize it to 
help identify whether any problems existed. 
These meetings concluded without any real compromise of our 
respective positions. Nonetheless, it was agreed that Professor 
Thompson would draft a letter to be sent out under joint signatures 
to all the facilities in the network (see M-2 in the appendix). 
This letter was never sent because the network representatives 
felt that it implied that "recognized standards" were to be 
applied to a sample of patients' charts and they felt that no 
"standards" existed. I was also emphatically informed that it 
was the domain of the M.R.B. to elaborate criteria and standards. 
The argument that the literal criteria and standards elaboration 
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is the domain of the M.R.B. is irrefutable. The legislation 
unequivocally expresses this intent. The problem with respect 
to this letter arose largely because of semantic but nonetheless 
real and apparently important disagreement. 
The result of this impasse was that I was consequently 
unable to visit all of the dialysis facilities and take a 
twenty percent sample of their populations as hoped. The discussions 
and delays consequent to the need for the N.C.C. to be continously 
and logically appraised of our discussions resulted in the sample 
being changed to a forty percent sample of half of the dialysis 
facilities. This turned out to be impractical because, at this 
point, I. was under considerable time constraints to get the study 
moving (1) because the funds were available for me to do it and 
the finished product had been promised for May delivery (see M-3 
and M-4), (2) my thesis deadline was rapidly approaching and 
(3) I encountered considerable amounts of lag time between being 
informed what facilities it would be most easy to access and the 
actual time I was able to get the requisite appointments and 
clearance by the various facilities. 
I mentioned earlier that money was a factor in the deli¬ 
berations. It was so in two ways: First, there was considerable 
confusion regarding the source of the money to do the study. I 
initially submitted a request for funding to both Professor John 
D. Thompson from his RMP grant and from the E.S.R.D. program via 
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Ms. Kitzen. (The funding ultimately came from the RMP grant 
mentioned in M-2). Secondly, some anxiety was expressed that this 
money was actually going to come out of RMP money allocated to 
the E.S.R.D. program per se, in spite of repeated assurances to 
the contrary. This confusion cleared up but the concern over 
competition for subsequent funding was not and I was subsequently 
informed in confidence that this was perceived as a real, not 
hypothetical, potential problem, ergo the authorship of this 
statement wi11 remain unrevealed. 
Consequently, the two aforementioned factors both summated 
to necessitate changing the sample size while the study was 
in progress. Ultimately, the study consisted of a forty percent 
alphabetic, random sample of only the center based dialysis 
patients at the Yale New Haven Unit (16 patients), St. Mary's 
Hospital Unit (8), St. Rapheal's Hospital Unit (7), and Danbury 
Hospital Unit (8 patients), as well as a 100% sample of the V.A. 
(W.H.) center based dialysis unit (12 patients). 
The sampel size was consequently 50 patients, about 10 percent 
of the Connecticut dialysis population. The entire V.A. CBD 
population was included because unlike the other facilities a 
minority (less than 1/4) of its total patient population on 
CBD dialysis according to Dr. Ernest Hendler. I consequently felt 
that a forty percent sample of this population would not even 
give a theoretically credible representation of the V.A. population. 
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The Instrument 
Although there is no aggregate data concerning the docu¬ 
mented nature of the Connecticut E.S.R.D. experience, there is 
plenty available pertaining to the nature of problems likely to 
be encountered by any E.S.R.D. patient. Much of this information 
is dealt'iwith in the California R.M.P. Criteria and Standards 
final report and this document was referred to often in the 
design of my instrument. This was not the predominant information 
source utilized. In order to assure that the instrument would 
attempt to address the Connecticut experience as perceived by the 
State's resident professionals, ideas and insight were derived 
from the letters, memoranda and guidelines presented to the 
networks Quality of Care Subcommittee. The latter suggestions 
correspond well with those of the California group. 
Information was available from (1) the now Chairman of the 
M.R.B. (M-5), (2) the now E.S.R.D. Program Executive Director (M- 
6), (3) the dialysis dieticians (M-7), (4) an eminent concerned 
nephrologist in the State (M-9), (5) various Yale protocols (M- 
10, M-11), and (6) the Networks response to the California R.M.P. 
project mentioned above (M-12). 
The salient parts of these materials were summated and the 
instrument (M-1) was evolved with aide-consultation with Doctors 
Finkelstein and Doolan. 
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All of the charts were abstracted by the author, a fifth 
year M.D./M.P.H. (Hospital Administration) candidate, onto the 
code sheet, key punched and subsequently analyzed using a Data 
text canned program on an IBM-360 Series computer. Frequencies, 
crosstabulations and correlations were done as deemed appropriate 
and are presented in the following results and discussion 
section. 
Problems. With Methodology 
The instrument presented little problems in data abstraction 
and coding except in the area of renal transplantation where the 
operation was often alluded to in the charts, i.e., patient wonders 
about getting a kidney but with so little if any evidence of 
professional notes or discussion of the alternative with the patient 
that I felt I would be just guessing how much information the 
patient actually received. Successful transplant patients, who were 
at least ostensibly well informed, would not be included in 
my patient population and consequently the data obtained would be 
negatively biased. It was unfortunately therefore decided to omit 
the transplant variables from the results presentation. 
Three other points need clarification before proceeding to 
the results and discussion: (1) "Not available" was utilized 
whenever an isolated part of a chart for a given period or item 
was missing and consequently no conclusive statement about the 
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item was codable, "Blank" means that either a significant part 
of the chart was missing or irretrievable or the item was simply 
not referred to in the chart; (2) a literal scale for assessment 
of the Strength of Association and Chi-squares as follows was 
utilized: 0-.20 weak or poor, .20-.30 weakly moderate, .40-.60 
moderate, .60-.70 moderately strong, .70-.90 strong, .90 very 
strong, and (3) difficulty arose attempting to differentiate 
M.D.'s in training from "true" nephrologist and they were 
consequently counted with the "trues" for statistical purposes. 
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length on dialysis (30 months) and mean length (38.2) of patients 
in the E.S.R.D. program suggest that many patients had their E.S.R.D. 
identified and were included in the program after passage of the 1972 
law and during the period when the interim regulations were in effect. 
The impact of the older and high risk patients included during this 
time period and the age distribution of the population at risk also 
may be contributing to the increase in age for the dialysis popu¬ 
lation sampled. 
It should be noted that there was no significant differentiation 
noted between the age of patient by sex. (Correlation #1). 
Intake Parameters 
A) Documentation of Chronic Renal Failure or E.S.R.D. 
Seventy-eight percent of the charts documented that the patient 
had chronic renal failure and/or E.S.R.D. Initial serum creatinines 
greater than lOmg/lOOml and creatinine clearances less than 5 ml/min 
were given as starting points for dialysis in 63% and 16% of the 
sample population, respectively. The remaining 21% of the population 
had no documented corroborative laboratory evidence of E.S.R.D. or 
chronic renal failure on intake. The major collabrative evidence 
given along with serum or clearance values in order of decreasing 
priority were: unsatisfactory control of chronic heart failure, 
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nausea and vomiting, unsatisfactory control of hypertension, 
cerebral dysfunction and intractible fatigue and weakness. It 
should also be noted that 13% of the sample population not includ¬ 
ed in the priority ranking above had two or more collaborative 
factors listed. 
B) Psychosocial Parameters and Initial Evaluation 
There is a weakly moderate, highly significant association 
between whether a person is informed of his treatment options and 
whether he is informed of realistic expectations of his eventual 
response to various types of treatment. Informing a patient of 
the options and the patients' and families' acceptance of treat¬ 
ment were similarly associated. (See Crosstabs 2, 3). 
The highly significant, moderately strong association and 
corresponding strong strength of the association between a patient's 
being realistically informed about expectations and his and 
the family's acceptance of treatment underscore the positive 
benefits of a patient's invovlement in and understanding of his 
illness and his coping ability. (See Crosstab 4) "Patient inform¬ 
ing value" was considered very important by the California RMP 
group who recommend a 100% compliance with this variable. Connecti¬ 
cut's 76% value illustrates its appreciation of this variable al¬ 
beit its documentation falls short of the aforementioned criteria. 
The variable also appears to influence from a moderate to 
weakly moderate extent the initial documentation and perhaps the 
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behaviour of other health care professionals involved in the 
management of E.S.R.D. patients. The association between the 
patient informing variable was greatest for the initial psych eval¬ 
uation followed by initial social workers evaluation, initial 
nursing and initial dietary evaluations with the corresponding 
decreases in the strength of associations as listed. (See 
Crosstabs 5-8). 
The moderate and weakly moderate decreasing associations are 
influenced by the relatively low documentation of.such evaluations 
in the predialysis evaluations for the health professionals alluded 
to above (14% psych, 54% S.W., 66% nursing and 60% dietary) and 
point to the autonomy of these professionals and underscores the po¬ 
tential benefit of greater team work. 
No significant association was found between whether a 
patient was informed of the options by a physician and (1) the 
length of a patient in the E.S.R.D. program or (2) the reason for 
exclusion from home dialysis. The predominate reasons for such 
exclusion being (1) no partner, (2) medically unsuitable. For 26% 
of the patients no evidence of the possibility of home dialysis 
was found in his charts. There is only a weak, highly significant 
association between whether a patient had been informed of a home 
dialysis option and whether a patient was scheduled for or being 
trained for home dialysis. 
No significant association between whether a patient was 
informed of realistic expectations and the reason for exclusion 
from home dialysis was found either. (Crosstab 9). 
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There is only a weak association w'th moderate strengths of 
association between the patients initial professional non-MD 
workups and whether a patient was informed of realistic expectations. 
Consequently, a pivotal role appears attributable to the M.D. as 
coordinator of the patient's care and patient educator. The 
federal legislation mandated a patient care coordinator and 
stipulates that this person is to be appointed by the physician 
director of a given facility. The above data raise the question 
who if anyone has been designated the role with respect to the 
initial workup of the sample population. The association between 
workups and realistic expectations in increasing order of workups 
are social work, psychiatry, nursing and dietary. (See Crosstabs 
10, 11, 12, 13). 
There is also only a weak association with moderate strength 
of association, albeit highly significant, between the initial 
workup documentation and the patients' and families' acceptance of 
treatment. They are dietary, social work, nursing, and psychiatric 
in increasing strengths of association. The highly significant, 
strong association between acceptance of treatment and the patients 
being informed of the options by a doctor corroborates the previous 
evidence for the pivotal role of the M.D. as manager. (Crosstabs 14, 
15, 16, 17). The percentage of initial evaluation listed demonstrate 
the extent to which this challenge appears to be met. 
The constantly changing relative order of the associations for 
the initial workup parameters and the patients psychosocial adjust¬ 
ments and expectations raises the question as to what roles do the 
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patient and his doctor assign the other health professionals 
in a patient's management. The importance of this question becomes 
clearer when one considers that all of the units visited utilized 
a variation of primary care nursing and many had social workers 
in residence allegedly making daily rounds. Nursing documentation, 
unlike the other allied health professionals', showed absolute 
percentage consistency (albeit the Chi-squares varied) in its 
influence on the patients psychosocial and intake parameters. 
(See Crosstabs 7, 13, 17, 19). 
There are moderate associations with moderate strong strengths 
of association between initial psych and initial social worker 
workup documentation as well as between initial psych and initial 
nursing evaluation documentation. There is moderately weak 
association between initial nursing evaluation and initial dietary 
evaluation with a corresponding strength of association as well 
as a weak association and strength of association for psych and 
diet. These findings are not surprising when one takes into 
consideration the initial workup percentages. These suggest that 
the quality of the initial workup documentation is likely to be 
good or poor for all the parameters. (See Cross tabs 18-21). 
There is poor documentation of whether a patient is medi¬ 
cally or psychologically suitable for transplantation, 72% and 
84% of patients with no notes, respectively. There is, however, 
a highly significant, moderately strong association between these 
two variables with strong strengths of association as might be 
expected from optimal medical practices. The above percentages 
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suggest that this should be an area for further investigation and 
effort. (Crosstab 22). 
Continued Professional Documentation 
There is a very weak, negative correlation between the last 
comprehensive nursing evaluation documentation and the initial 
nursing evaluation. There is a better but still weak correlation 
between the last documented comprehensive dietary evaluation and 
the initial dietary evaluation. In fact the for these corre¬ 
lations clearly shows the insubstantial influence of these corre¬ 
lated factors on one another. (See Correlation 2 & 6). There is 
a 6% gain in the number of patients without recent documented diet¬ 
ary workups from the 14% without initial dietary evaluation docu¬ 
mentation. 
There is a moderate association with a strong strength of 
association between the initial dietary documentation and chart 
evidence documenting a Na, K, fluid and protein order and a 
similar association and strength between the former variable and 
whether there was a note by a registered dietician within the 
last fiscal year (1977). This implies some consistency in 
dietary management for those patients receiving dietary services. 
Unfortunately only 30% of the patients had had a dietary consult 
documented in the last 3 months before this study. Another 30% 
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had no dietary doucmentation noted for the last fiscal year. (Cross¬ 
tabs 23, 24). These values fall far short of the Connecticut dialysis 
dieticians' suggested recommendations for follow-up evaluation 
50 
every 3 months. 
The above data raise the question of the consistency of 
nursing and dietary services and imply that they may be either 
sporadic across the sample group or that there are inconsistent 
services for a considerable portion of the group. 
Unfortunately, correlations between the initial social 
worker evaluation documentation rate and the last comprehensive 
social worker evaluation were not obtained. There is no 
significant correlation between the last documented comprehensive 
social worker evaluation and the frequency of social worker 
consultation documented over the last fiscal year. (See Corre¬ 
lation #3). 
The following facts (1) initial social worker evaluation 
documentation rate of 54% and (2) only 18% social worker consults 
in last month, (3) 34% documentation within last 2 months, (4) 
72% documentation within last 1/3 year and (5) 50% of the patients 
had no social worker or less than 3 social worker consults 
documented in fiscal year 1976-77, do not compare favorably with 
the weekly contact recommended by the Committee of Nephrology 
Social Workers of Connecticut in its suggested guidelines. 
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Correlations between whether a patient was informed of his 
options by a physician and (1) the frequency of documentated 
nephrology consults in the aforementioned fiscal year or (2) the 
last documented nephrology consult were also not obtained. 
An average of 63% of the patients were documented as seen by 
a physician more frequently than once a month, 75% at least every 
two months with a median and mean of frequency of documented contact 
of 1 month. Consistent with these figures 65% of the patients were 
seen in the month before this study and 85% in the last 2 months. 
There is a weakly moderate negative correlation (significant at 
the .05 level), between the frequency of documented nephrology 
contact and the patient's documented nephrology consult, para¬ 
doxically suggesting that the more frequently the patient was 
seen the less likely he was to be seen recently. (Correlation #4). 
Dialysis Evaluation Parameters 
Seventy-two percent of the patients were dialyzed three 
times a week, twelve percent were dialyzed four times a week. 
There is a median of 3.0/wks and a mean of 3.5/week. Consistent 
with generally accepted treatment regimens for stable dialysis 
patients. 
Only 15.5% of the population had no documentation of 
transfusion. The significance of this figure is weakened by the 
25% blank or unavailable response rate indicating missing chart 
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(lab values) or irretrieveable charts for the period in question 
(fiscal 1976-77). The largest subgroup of the population 28% 
had been transfused only once; however there was a mean of 4.47 
transfusions and a median of 2.0 indicating that the distribution 
is showed by the multiple transfusions for a small number of 
patients. It was not always possible to differentiate whether 
a patient's transfusions were for E.S.R.D. related anemia or 
concomitant patient problems (i.e., surgery with "prophylactic 
transfusion") which would give the erroneous impression that 
more people were transfused or that some were transfused more 
frequently than necessary to control their E.S.R.D. related 
anemia. 
The patients Hct and/or Hbg was documented as drawn about 
every five weeks with a mean of 4.8, median 5.0 and S.D.2. 173. 
The greatest subgroup 38% had the Hct taken every 5 weeks, followed 
by 20% every 2 weeks and 16% every 3 weeks accounting for 72% 
within every 5 week period. There is no "standard" frequency of 
Hct or Hgb for dialysis patients. The Yale protocol recommends 
monthly blood indicies. The California RMP group similarly 
recommends 100% compliance with monthly Hct or Hgb testing. 
Sixteen of the patients had no reliable information on Hct/Hgb 
testing available for the study period. 
The CBC documented drawing frequency had an essentially 
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documented test at 2 and 4 week intervals, respectively. A mean 
of 5.3 and a median of 4.0 demonstrate the influence of the 16% 
unavailable. 
No crosstabs between CBC, Hct and the times the patients 
were transfused were done. There is a highly significant, 
strong association between the frequency of CBC documentation 
and the frequency of platelet documentation (See Crosstab 43). 
There is also a highly significant, strong association with 
moderate strength of association between thefrequency of CBC 
documentation and the documented frequency rate for electrolyte 
drawing. 
There is a similar association between the latter variable 
and the frequency rate of K documentation as well as between it 
and the frequency rate of BUN and creatinine documentation. 
The respective frequencies are presented along with the crosstabs 
(see Crosstabs 26, 27, 28). 
The strong association between CBC and platelets, CBC and 
electrolytes, as well as electrolytes and BUN are anticipatable 
where the patient population is essentially a stable one 
(sporadic problems with patient compliance and/or simultaneous 
illness causing the majority of "acute" problems) and these tests 
are consequently drawn as routine test for long term monitoring. 
The percent of information unavailable for these tests (about 16-18%) 
is the same which is highlighted by the strength of their 
association and underscores their pattern of documentary consistency. 
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The strong association between Potassium (K'*’) sample docu¬ 
mentation and routine electrolyte documentation is also logically 
anticipatable whereas most clinical situations in which the 
dialysis physician would be concerned about the other electrolytes, 
he would be concerned about the K"*” also (e.g., fluid balance, elec¬ 
trolyte wasting, activity of non-resected kidney) and conse¬ 
quently they all would be drawn simultaneously and correspondingly 
documented. 
The eight percent of patients with greater than 5% fluctuation 
in body weight and the 71% without this degree of fluctuation attest 
to the role of patient compliance in controlling the need for 
fluid balancing and electrolytes sampling. The 21% unaccounted 
for subgroup, slightly higher than the aforementioned lab test 
values, prevent any unequivocal statement being made concerning 
the "true" magnitude of this impact for any but the documented 79%. 
There is an alarming 20% in evidence in the sample of documented 
peri-dialysis symptomatic hypotension which may reflect over zealous at¬ 
tempts to remove fluid excess due to poor patient compliance, difficulty 
with dialysates, difficulty getting patients off the pump, vasovagal 
episodes and psychosocial manipulation attendant to otherwise 
non-symptomatic hypotension to mention a few. The former if 
existent is unable to be assessed from this data because the 
problem patients may well be hidden in the unavailable category 
of the 5% fluid fluctuation frequency distribution. It should 
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be noted that symptomatic was applied in its most literal sense 
when I abstracted these charts. The majority of the complaints 
were of nausea and/or dizziness. I did not encounter any emergent 
episodes (e.g., abdominal insufficiency, loss of consciousness, 
coronary insufficiency, shock) in the population. 
Another area where dialysis patients have routine potential 
for problems is in the regulation of calcium phosphate (Ca^^, PO4) 
levels. The percent distribution for documentation of these test 
closely parallels the aforementioned routine assessment parameters. 
I do not have any cross-tabulations between them and any of the 
previous variables to determine the strength of association or its 
significance level but the consistency is logically anticipatable. 
There is a highly significant, moderate strenghtened asso¬ 
ciation between the frequency of Alkaline Phosphatose (AP) 
documentation and the frequency of Ca"*”^ and PO4 documentation. There 
is also a highly significant, moderately strong strengthened 
association between AP documentation and the frequency of trans¬ 
aminase documentation (SGOT and SGPT) (See Crosstabs 29, 30). 
These crosstabs suggest a possible dual role for AP in the manage¬ 
ment of patients with E.S.R.D. (1) as a screen for Ca, PO4 metabolic 
problems consequent to renal osteodystrophy and (2) as a screen for 
hepatitis or hepatitic related sequelae. 
The duality is further underscored by the highly signi¬ 
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the frequency of AP and the frequency of SGOT/PT documentation with 
the frequency of Australia Antigen (AA) drawing documentation 
(See Crosstabs 31, 32). 
I did not differentiate between isoenzymes for AP when 
abstracting the patients charts largely because I did not "recall" 
seeing values fractionated as such. 
Consequent to its dual role, it is difficult to interpret 
unequivocally the 8% of the population with a documented 50% rise 
in AP during fiscal 1976-77. The low incidence of hepatitis 
(about 2%) makes the role of this complication appear minimal 
when compared to the 12% of patients who have bone fractures. 
The 10% incidence difference notwithstanding, the picture is 
clouded by the hypothetical ambiguity in differentiating between 
those patients with bone fractures consequent to renal osteodystrophy 
per se and those patients, possibly elderly, with trauma, borderline 
Ca, PO4 problems and bone fractures. None of the patients with 
bone- fractures had a 50% rise in AP, ergo the role of osteodystrophy 
appears to be minimal, at least as judged by this 50% threshold 
value (Crosstab 33). 
Other routine lab test for long term management of E.S.R.D. 
patients include serum iron (Fe), iron binding capacity (Fe BC) 
and serum glucose (G). 
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‘’-JH'jb^oiif v/c; 'r>i*T \ |3rT^ • 4) <IA nf 
•yTffMfifi ■'■ - 'ii .v.r inj] rr^OT .••rlJ afcn tui* :?»:<• 1 ('" smtigi 
^ ...od r,r{i./ mstfuti ■'■fl '<2r 0? h-tif ffW<« 
?f ••♦iiJori) ^.,tj ,goVbn*d:<^'" vjnn a^funtl.fllk srtT 
>:’'A;t. t JiiistGVM'JJ »>♦ -^n-/ Mfff: mU Vb( ‘’ubLJ'Tfd 
'isatj ri^"y>ot#.f r;•» I ^ ■a'* 7 ^n6<iV>9Snoo u vut, -7' ^’^5/ MtlU 
»f'i’fnair.^cd '1..^'/ ,,vHiibr? ..-J'nffiltq 5/»Qf»i t«'r« O' 
jirw 'J^l* to aoflit %«!''*y{nd ti/16 ^ i ,6CJ 
Tfi^ttub0<"0 fo r'fip Mf » rOil 15 r no ti#t ’ o/iod 
f,'. AC'c ^nit bcpbui :'t t ‘p etp'^qqa 
fr*-’--lev 
•l.J?.? j ’•o ttr^inrvi.ncfn ftno^ 9«ol ^ot Jest ^n-:. 'v'liO 
iJi slj unftMiiU *i<rtt ,{■*') rt'-**’■ »b.jr:i.-/ 








< o 1 
D X .TI > 
^ j Tj> X o 
r» .V 1 * 
(“ '1 11^ J .-N 
^ O ;i 
j\ -* 




u o 1 n ^ 
-< n -> 
O H < ^ 
“H ■) r j ■> ~i 
r* 
c -ri n 
-TT ./S H O 
•—< ■n “1 
-i 
L/^ o t* "» 
“1 r- Ti 
if 
J s 
' n l^r—1. -1 
1 1 1 
> “1 1 '-Jl 1 -Jl 1 r-^ “ 
1 1 i ! Tl 
r* ! • 1 • 1 J 
n • 1 ^ i C5 ) 
.'D O 1 -> ->s 1 -4> >8 1 
■3 1 1 1 * 
—(^ .—1 ♦=--• -< 
1 i~* 1 1 
t O 1 1 •'J ■’ 
.3 1 O 1 1 * 
1 « 1 i 
• ! O 1 ! 1 











1 t y * > 
^ H 1 1 1 > 
• « T o 1 i < 
|\J to « 1 1 1 , 1 
f\j .o o ^ 1 1 1 








1 4' ■-’ 
' ) 
1 1 1 K-. 
o 1 1 ( J ■ 
• i 1 1 ,> _-' 
ai C Cj 1 1 ! 7 5 
c. 
CA 
Ox t 1 
1 1 1 
w ^ 1 -f- 1 y 1 y — ."■'i 
Z'l r- 1 y 1 y O'* 
1 • 1 • . ■’ I 
n X. A j ,-_ O 1 ' -1 o ( 3 
D 1 _o 1 o ! ■“ 
.''3 ! 1 
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' r 
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in I 
.• V* I - V 
t I I » / 
\ f, I I • 
I .. ■• I I ♦ t. I »* o 
I ' I . f 
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> *n < 
r“ 3D > 
r" m 3D 
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a .2 OD 
-n n r* 
o ■Q n 
n X 






tn sjy O 
c H 
33 r~ —< 
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liopco L TfgTDTF'^ AP= P 
rMi-souao- 
r, P4MCP15 V 
TA^L^ ‘^IJYmady 





VAD ( <) ) 





UPPPP fPLt CKjTPTcc; 4PF n 
0MT-SOOAPP 
CPAMCot5 V 
V \ I « W 
PT T.'jcnPMFn REAL EXPECTS 
NP 'nAVA.I 
L 
1 2 3 
8 4 . 1 T T 33.33 r 
T T 
I i 
37 I 1 T 
o.ir T 66.73 I 
T I 
f I 
4 i 2 I 
6.8'' T I 100 .03 
T I 
f I 
3 I I 3 
38.OT 6.03 6.03 
44 3 3 











SIGNIPICAMCH iJNOEp .001 
TA3LE 50 
VAR(ll) 
PT ano fay accept rx 
YOS ►'0 UNAVAI 
L 
3 
T 84.1” I 25.0? 
r i 
I I 
37 T T 1 
9.13 r 100.03 I 
I I 
I I 
4 T 2 I 
I 6.8” I 75.03 
I I 
I I 
3 T I 3 
8 8.03 4.03 8.03 
44 2 4 













SIG.MIPICANCE U^IOEP .001 
TABL- SU’-o^APY 
TOTAL MI*<3E0 OF UNI'^S TM TARl 
50 
♦ * '*» 
ny*' •*7 ¥ 
' r' . i.j 
1 ' 7 ‘ ‘ ^ 
■vH 'V ' " 
!...... ij„ . 





1-- . t 
! * f'. vC ' i 
' i 
, I /• f ** V .< in . , »># I- • - j .' -*» 
1 ’» I 
f 
I ' ^ *'11 
*. * 
H',y'.w Tr.4 ro,^ '■i,. :?* *•,!»}'« 
-J'’.',^ ■■' 'I' J-'n > f* j.' 
‘ri>'i)l. 
'.•‘r. c- V f ♦T't.’ . 
y BAvvij.’ 
If I* Hf •*' V 1C e^o*'M 
t I / . I',' w 











■ -) - 








> 11 ♦f. <» -t). '• 
/ • I* ’ • 
*•:'»*. ! ‘ 
I c^.f 
'■ I 1 
i" * 4 'i 
'jr*' •'* 
•.■rnfik" 'f *jehr 
tiMi 'M J**»*V 
-H H oo ■o< 
O r> o r H t- 
H i> I—< ■O X) 
r— s 1 in 
“ rn D VI ^1—> 
o D no ^ " n 3-' 
3 ■n /1t> n -o 
a f— \2 
jj < '1 — ; ri 
n j.> O 
,t3 a3 n ^ -< 
-< XI n in 
D H > m >yi 
-n (o< r\j (— 
r* 
rn —4 
cn H T3 r“ ni 
•—< n -I X 
-H > H :o 3 
Co n T>0 m 
n “ n o 
—• n H 
if 3 -1 O 








1 i 1 1 
o 1 1 1 O 1 1— -< 
n o 1 1 ro i 1 "1 
no ! 1 • 1 • 1 ■y^ 
H • 1 * oJ 1 O' >1 t 
o 1 1 h-* i o iS 1 
D I i t 1 
n —« -i —^ r—* «.— >—«4 
1 1 *—» 1 1 
o 1 * O I 1 NO 
. J 1 » O 1 3 
r— 1 1 • 1 1 T3< 
C_ • 1 » o 1 1 Hl> 
5 (\J o ( 1 r^j 1 i 70 
1 1 
1-=^ -H *—4 4 
1 1 
^ ►—1»—4 Zf— 
-< 1 » 1 Oi— 
C> O 1 1 1 ro 1 ojr- ,— __ 
o o —1 1 Ol 1 1 vjl 1 n 
• • no I • 1 1 • { > £> 
00 N) r- • • O 1 1 O 1 < 
U)-E^ iyi 4>0 t U) 'JfJ i 1 1- -3 1 x> 
ISJO 1 1 1 1 > 
-a >—l ►—« < t—i 1—< >—•>—< o 
■a o 
»—■ —1 m 
o oc O ■o 
o O' o CO —1 —i 
U1 • • • JN. > 














I/ '1 f 
r if 
Oc 
- > : 
t<* •- 4 
9" 
«« 
n c >-* 
>: * ; ' 
r.' 
fv- ^ <5 
1 . r>< r 
.—• f* "n 
*■ 
f- t 
• . t •— ..„ ^ *- fj 
> 
\ I f**" 
» w 
» * 1 
1 
\ ff‘ < 
1 < 1 u« t • a > 
1 It •t 1 U — 1 t o-< 
1 \ 1 r 
k 
► r ^ 1 1 
1^' \ » c 1 f r- 
1 » c 1 
ft « 1 1 'I 
1 • <w 1 • 
t ► VO » < C '- '» > 
♦ 1 1 V 
. »• «» ft-* 
( ► 1 i ►- 
- - i I t C 
» rl. 1 f rr. 1 r-^ 
• 1 
t 
1 * » L*' 0 
\ ^ *~z 1 • n 
1 , <. 1 ♦ 1>» O-i i 

















' fS» ^ 
*»«.- 
•a. 




















INIT osyTH EVALUATIUN 
YEE rn IJN4VAI 
T_1_T.!_ j total 
i ! Cl.47 I 25.0-^ I 
T": S I I T I 
^ \ A { I ^ 76.0? I-f.L-..2L!_U 
m i 1 I i 
VAP(«>) ^ ! P I 3 I I ^^*2* 
pT JNjcrPMCn <-<r>T5 PY rjpf- 1-'_y_‘_J o 
UMAVAIL 1 i I I 
^ T { i I 12.0? 
\-I_L-_.L1 " 
14.0? 70.0? 16.0? 100.0? 
^OTAI. 7 35 8 50 
Opopp CELL '^MT^IES A^^E pEPCEN’’’ PP rPLU*^N TOTALS 
CPAMEp'i's'’v SIGNIFICANCE UNDER 
/ 0 • o 3 Z 
TABLE SU^'MAoy 





INITIAL S W EVALUATION 
YES 



































— - I 
18.0? 
9 











CHI -SPIIAP c 






Tr^^AL NUMB = P OF UNITS IN TABLE 50 
Ifr. 
r*! 1 
rtV(H.V : M”'’ * » ' 
t L . 
'0.?! "0-'^^ 
u? (! ?-■ 
: j6 Tfi: ^;ki' •' 




t I_ I 
t^i i 
■J i ' 
>,, .1' V ; I ••< * '• -I 
- , ' -’ 
on 
• - fMJ 




K\ - t 
j.o i .... i>*r 
V40( 14) 
!NIT P‘?'rOltL NUFS tVAL 
Y = S UNAVAT 
L 
1 2 3 TOTAL 
T- 
I 3A..S- T 87.5* I 33.3? I 
YPS T T I I 
76.0? 1 1 I I I 
I 28 T 7 I 3 I 38 
T --I 
i 19.2'? T 12.5? ! I 
NO I I I I 
2 T T I I 12.0? 
VAP (9) i 5 T ’ I 1 6 
BT jfjFroMPn TOTS PY pop I- 
T T I 66.7? I 
MNA'/fl IL T i I I 
3 f 1 I I 12.0? 
T T I 6 I 6 
1--- 1- 1 -1 
PPPpc NT 66.0? 16.0? 1 e.o? ICO.O? 
TO'J’AL 33 8 9 50 
(jporp c = LL '^NTpT CS APP ocrp'^NT OP COLUMN TOT ALS 
CHI-SQMAP'^ 31.323*** SIGNIFICANC 
CDiycc>i<; V 0.560 
■'APLE SII«M49y 
Tn’’AL NiJMrO'^o OF |)^^TTS TN -^ABLE 50 
... 
VAP(16) 
INIT FVAL DIETICIAN 
YES NO UNAVAI 
L 
1 2 3 TOTAL 
I- I 
I 34.8? I 71.4? I 37.5? I 
Y"S I I I I 
1 T T I I 75.0? 
T 28 t 5 T 3 I 36 
I- I ■ 
2 
V£0(Q) 























lAyi 3 ,1; , 
/ 
0’ 
^ f kO I i 
t-' 




a 1 1»»» ' . . 
' • T • 
V ^ • • '•>* 1 
* . iH * '• 
rn • - .1 • - ♦ 
>.e 
' • M ► 
r'i • I 
t ■ •. I 
cn 
f ^> j 
I 
1 











V » ,1 3 
. I ««/!*•» 
f 
•1,1 r 
J I r .. 
z:-^ -^ i__ n < 
•o 
z> •—« □ X) 33 :> ^ 1 n ■—^ —» 






3C IZ •^T > m n 
Xi^ z o r— 
.:Z < n — rn 
‘-H -< Z. O X 
-to ■H -> 11 
'/>-n -) '0< > 
►—< :> r- 
oc n 
12 2' c/3 H O r- -n 
>—«■—1 OIO X 
> H X) X 
-ten XI 3> n 
m 'Tl r- r-i “3 
O — 'Z T 
O H yi 
O •n 
O H X 1 
n >■ o 1 
o : n o 1 
nr- INJ 1 
Om H 1—• • 
1 
J3 O 1 
r- Tl t—i r-^ k-~4 ^-H 
>■ 1 
X' O 1 
o 1 
'j^ — fNJ 1 
o • 1 
j; I—■ L)J 1 
1 
n 
H 1 1 1 
O 1 1 1 cn 1 .0 ^ 
a-4> —1 1 -W 1 'wT j • • 1> INJ 1 • 1 • • TJ rvj r— • 1 I—* 1 p—» 1—* ZI 



















O » r* r- 
O 1 — 
« i o < 
O 1 o 
^ 1 if 3- 
T'. 





• 1 t—* 1 1 CD 1 ->11— - 
'.Jl U) 1 VJI ( 1 4' 1 .f 
o 1 m 1 ( • t > 
s: f—‘ • 1 +■' t 1 * O' 1 < t—t CjJ .'O 1 .xj I 1 1—* c>e ( r> 
H 1 1 i 
X —^ >—1 k—< >—1 <—1 -—1'—4 
03 t—* 
o 
a o ->1 
m 4^ • • 







ro o -H 
• L«J • o 














1^11 PSYCW rVALUATIOM 
'INAVAI 
I - L 
I-- r-f_r I , total 
Y=^ I i r 62.5^1 
■'1 I f } I 
I 6 f 33 I .. 88.01! 
I-0_T  ^ T ^ I 
Mc \ j ^.7rr“ --} 
7 • I I r 
V/. 3(10) T f I J ^ nf 
PT rvrncMcn p=,.L cyocr-n_1.-_£_ I_ l *3 HOj 
DNAVAIL T I T 37.5? I 
3 I J I 
!—_i,\ “-r 
"rt"'' '‘"V "“5?* 100-0* 
irp»« rc|.t =.,T.-,e5 ppoceNT 0= MLUMN TGTJLS 
0HT-«:cijAP5 
CPAMcd.<; V ^oillT* .significant at 
T ABl P Pl'MMftOY 
^otai. nuvrt.-, units T^J taolc 
50 
V4P{13) 
initial s w evaluation 
Y'EF NO IJNAVAI 
t , L 
T-i-1.£_, 3 total 
Y=s i \ 
^ f i I I 88 0- C'V 
}_25 T 13 I ft { ®®;2' 
NO ! | 
VAP(IO) ^ I - T I I ft.02 
DT TNPopMEn dcal pxpEC^I_--I_I 3 
MNAvaiL r T T I 
I_I_‘-o- 
^ptal''" ^00^0% 
uovro r = LL -NTPIFS ACp ppoccn^ ... column -pTALS 
FHT-SOIIAoc 
rrAvcp.5 y significant AT . 
■’’ABLE SUmvaoy 







\ i I 
1 ^ ;. ^_] j ■-^ j ^ 
. T 
1 . J I 




.T - - ■ 
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♦*», <, t r .»' I - -i* ,/rftf 
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--3 ‘. i’. -'«J 




,jri' V. I 11 
r f X I * * V 













..r I i r»f* 
t I ___ ^ _. T 1 “ |1*>>'' '^2',' 
C ' 1 ..'^tii* 
. I 
,'.!>• ' '.«♦' ■ J' 
• ’ii./ ' 
' i * . 0 



















V£0(lO) T t 
INFrPMin PEAL '^XDCfTi;j_j\ 
tl'JiVAIL T I 











































INIT POEDIAL NURS EVAL 
I- 
Y^S NO IJNAVAI 
.1_,.2_ 
97.0? I 75.0? I 66.7? I 
I T 
32_I_6 i 
3.0* I 25.0? I 
f 1 
IT 2 1 -1-j_. 


















UPpro cplL ^NTctcs ^pr c=pc-NT OP COLUMN TOTALS 
CHI-SO''£■’'= 
rpflMPPn; V 
^ A 71. ^ P'JMMit 0 Y 




















■ 1:. ’'f . ".?.»» I ( 





i • Kt f 
,•••-■•1)^3 1/*,*^ •t*’■< ir^*w 
! ! ^ I 
JI * *■»yl. 
- J 
Cj 
• , : - 
.■M-'T 
V‘ i/J ‘jrr T r«l J#»3 
' <'•’ .C 
t (■< r t cA '■' 




I ■ " . e : T • I' - P : 
?y 
'i .1- 












■? n i.» ,, iy*{ rp 
• J/ ; -xrfiia 
i* ’ 1f 
U? T' o’i'^ 
* -u 
~c\ <3* ■'•/f /j*> 
¥*• 




Vfto (11 ) 
PT «^in ox 
((N4VA IL 
3 
pnp^ = K|T 
•^htal 
V A P ( 1 3 ) 
initial s w evaluation 
YES NO UNAVAI 
1 2 L 3 
9?.6‘T I 1 0 0.0 ? I 55.6‘t T I 
r I 
25 i It I 5 
T.4» I I 
I I 
I I 
2 I I 
1 I 44.4? ] 
I I ] 
T I 1 











27 14 9 










21 .29 6v=»» 
0.461 SIGNIFICANCE UNDFP .001 
table Sijmm.aoy 









IN IT EVAL dietICIAN 
Y^S NO UNAVAI 
i 93.9? i 71.4? I 75.0? I 
I I T 
I-_ 
i 29.6? I 
{ 5 
I 2 I 
I- 





I 25.0? I 
.lI 























SIGNIFICANT AT .004 
"APLE SIJ’A''Apy 
TOTAL A'Jmrfp 
NUMRPP or |]fjITC 
MMTT^ j.j TARl 
OUP TPI WILT SCOPPS 
48 
2 





'■ I.!...,. .■'.i_ 
1 1 
i 
^11i M'f* * 
I > 





i , i< I ?{.'■. 
f » i 
'l ’ 
' C ' 0 
.l-r yl f*V. 
1 . V 






■ i ■ 





t * * 
i» t - 
T ? ' W * * 
, II * » . r If 
t*» . • • I l**l " ‘ ‘ '*'* 
\ A A 
vap(11) 
ACCEPT PX 




I- I -1 
I 13.6/’ T 5 0. 07 T I 
Y05 T T I I 
1 I f I I 14.0? 
T 6 I 1 I I 7 
T- -1 
T 77.37 I F0.07 I I 
*10 I I I I 
2 T I I I 70.0? 
VAP( 12) T 74 T 1 I I 35 
TNTT PSY'^H = VM HA T lOM i- I -1 
9.17 T T 100.07, I 
UNAVATl. T I I I 
‘X I T I I 16.0? 
T 4 i ! 4 I 8 
1- -I— I -1 
PF OPENT 33.0 or 4.0? 8.07 100.0? 
XOTAL 44 2 4 50 
MPPCD CF|1 ENTPIFS ARP pcp cent OF COLUMN totals 
r HI-'^ODA'^c 
rpAME'^' s V 
24.935<'** SIG.NIPICANCF DNDER .001 
0 .499 
■461= Sii'^MAOY 
MliMnco rjF 1*1 "^ARLE 50 
VAP(14) 
















I- -1- 1 - 1 
T 3.07 T 12.57 I I 
NO T T I I 
2 f T I I 4.0? 
VAP( 11) f 1 i 1 I I 2 
PT A'in FA" ACCEPT P X I-  -1- 1 
I I I 44.4? I 
IJMAVA TL i I I I 
3 I I I I 8.0? 
T I T 4 I 4 
i- 1- I- -1 
PFPCE A|T 66.0? 16.07 18.0? 100.0? 
TOT Al ? ^ 3 9 50 
(jDOEP r p| L FNITPIES APF DPDrE^IT '’p column T OT ALS 
CHI -RPIIAP = 
f D a MFP I i; y 
21 .483*f«« significance UNCEP .001 
0.464 
■^ARLE SI)’'MAPV 




f ••(. ,1 ^ r^ ■ ■. .■ 
] ’ . f • . * 
.'.I .« •!•..• • h .t' r 
7 («Tin*' ir ' ’ 
. 0 
. ,v , ' ■ * ' 
». . . ■ ’£V 
• « / ■ - *-,1 ■ t ^ 
I r I r » r 
■ - ' - . . — 
• *;» 'I I ' ■>./ 
t t f 
' .5* ':<i, vj 
■». 
> 11 *TI t ^ ^ n : ^ 
' i* 
• 1 t 
'■■'f tti .. Tfrf 
I 
t 
♦ • jfti” 
' '• I »'»Ki s4w*M'* !■■ ' • 
* •¥ 
; •> i I • • V 





' ? >e-»* 
l^ T'^T 
1» ■ • I : 5 I >•• 1 ’ ■ !>y 



















opoC'^N* 54.01 2B.0* 18.01 100.01 
total 27 14 9 50 
itopc; r-LL ='ITP!=<; A9= Pr^CHN"^ 0= COL'IMN TOTALS 
CM! 43.764*»* significance U 
0.662 
TAHL" <;ilNMar'y 
TC^M = ^ OF IJ^'ITS IN TarjLr 50 
VAP(14) 





''AC (12 ) 
TNI* PSYCH cvALUATTom 
IJNAVA TL 
3 
Y=S HC UNAVAI 
L 
1 2 3 
13.?"’ t 12.51 I 
i I 
I I 





I 11 .11 
I I 
I I 
27 I 7 I I 
I I 33 .92 
1 T 
I I 
I I 8 
PPPCEMT 66.01 16.01 le.Ol 
TF^AL 33 3 9 











f paMcp IF (/ 43.597«^=t^ SIGNIciCANCF UNOEP .001 0.660 
T APL - ci(mm4D Y 
■'TTAL M)*-*P = C of UNITS IN tarlc 50 
<\ff - jAd T 
(# { ? f I M.i -af 
.• I 
t • » ■- t y 
u.* IM**:-' "••! 
'■ <: } 
■ —; --’.—/ 
1 i •',! t 1 
* ' I ' 
, I . j J : • •"Cve * »". )» t . 
» -* f 
I * * \ 
T r [ ir ■* 'fil’d 
--?--,-,j y^ TI». 
: ’ I 
1 
|*T<’, *8 
M, - J ^ ■ yc.'i: 
I ' * I • * A T 
,.-*7 J •.I. i'--. •>,£ 
jr!^ i r i(7i * ';*J;:* •I't..i.r ■ -stfr'-'w 
: ;C« 










VAC( ift ) 













I 15.2? 2 3.6? 12.5? 
i I 
T I 







2 I I 7 i 
68.8? 14.6? 16.7? 
33 7 8 










r pAMCd I <; v 31.2“6v 
0.571 
significance under .001 
TAPL'^ SI'MMi'’Y 
•fnTA|_ f^nMoro np tv Tfin, p 














I 13.22: I 
I I 
I 1 
T 6 I 
I-1- 















I- T-J J 
, . . I I 61 21 
-J-J-J 
I 6.1? ! I 75.0? 1 
J J ^ I 






















23.943»»^ SIGNIFICANCE UNDER .001 
0.499 
■''ABLE SU*^PAPY 
TP'^AL NM’^BPP op iiNI^c T ^j •^A'^LP 
NUHRFR op unItc p^jttFD DUp TP NIIO SCORES 
.' *1'. r, 1 ^ . I. 
i •.' 
’Hi 
V y * •< 
. I H' ' J’V 
>* *’i****m:« % j i <t t 
■|t<J r*ft iis; - * it' • ' ^ -■i.'jt* 






1 K. ; . ' .■ U‘ 
••Ai'f J'^V 
» ] 
tC ’ .*■ 
f ^ 
•V ' 
.•I I • .f r 1 
-1:.I 
! ?: T 
•-*' j.-.... - 
}.. i 
-- ..! 
* .iVJ 'Tt.a.A 
e >■ ' J't '' T 
j ,,-l ' Mk . T^i r ~ ^ 
' 't <* # 6 
-.IVl’AI 
< I *•' »■ I«;q^| 
<!! 
1 : • *?*‘e'*o 
,. a 
y »*«•(>- • - 
f ! .11 -S' i ‘ , ♦ ,1 »t s 
2X-H H m-n c 
_ v_ T > T X u nx> 
2 X-H no ►—1 o X » 
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COmENTS AND RECOriMENDATIONS 
Several of the problems germane to the use of medical 
records for quality of care assessment are highlighted by this 
study. The most important the "discrepancy" between chart 
documentation vs. the practice of medicine and vs. the practice 
of allied health professional's services. The non-optimal habits 
of the M.D. in chart documentation appear to have been followed, 
perhaps copies, by the other health professionals. When I visited 
the various facilities I was impressed by the consistency with 
which many categories of professionals comprehended the situation. 
Few gave me the impression that they believed changing their habits 
would have an impact on the actual rendering of care and some 
stated simply that more documentation would mean less patient care. 
I have some "healthy" skepticism but I also appreciate that the 
medical record is the basis for much of the information utilized 
by consultants and by successive managers of a patient. A cavalier 
attitude is unjustifiable because errors of omission have been 
known to result in errors of commission. 
The role of the federal government in financing health care 
and its willingness to exert some control can no longer be ignored. 
Its intent to do so, and to use the medical record as the basis 
for its review is now about 13 years old and not likely to wave 
as the nation moves ever so slowly towards the government funding 
or establishing the mechanisms to provide more and more of the 
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health care services rendered. The fact that documentation tends 
to be uniformly good or bad has some significant ramifications for 
the latter should the federal government get really "hard-nose" 
about the issue. The premonitory signs are already sending people 
to jail for abuse or apparent abuse of the government's heretofore 
easy disposition. 
The percent documentation rates listed in this study clearly 
demonstrates that there is considerable room for improvement 
in this area in the facilities studies and probably for the network. 
One cannot help but conjecture how the layman who writes the laws 
and files the suits would react to the sensational presentation of 
this raw data without expository statements. Certainly it would 
not generate the sort of publicity that would endear any of the 
health professionals to the general public or to the fed's funding 
agency. In fact, it could have significant repercussions for the 
funding of programs and also stimulate an uncontrollable proliferation 
of commode quality literature. 
The autonomy of professionals is often touted as necessary 
for optimal treatment of patients by confident independently 
concerned professionals, but little team work appears to be manifest 
via chart documentation. In fact, the potential pivot role of 
the M.D. as patient manager as assigned by the legislation and 
underscored by this study appears to be lost in the grey-zone 
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between autonomy of another professional and the need for 
leadership as well as coordination to assure a unified assault 
on the problem. The situation is comparable to too many captains, 
on too many boats vaguely reminiscent of Pearl Harbor. 
The problem of missing charts or widely dispersed documen¬ 
tation also figured prominently in the results of this study. 
I often had to consult four or five sources of information 
ostensibly referred to as the patients medical record. Conse¬ 
quently, a laborious task became exasperating and frankly 
burdensome. The cost to all of us as consumers would be astro¬ 
nomical if professionals had to spend as much of their time waiting 
as I. I must state that the cooperation that I received in 
locating all the information I needed was good to excellent, 
but I question the need for such organized disorganization. 
Parenthetically, I might add that Dr. Gelfman's record keeping 
system and St. Raphael's nursing summary reports are worthwhile 
investigating for network-wide usage. 
Another problem, that of averages and the impact of acute 
episodes on the frequency of parameters supposedly assessing 
the routine quality of care made me appreciate the need for 
differentiating between acute and long-term routine management 
of patients in order to get the most representative data pertaining 
to the latter which may be markedly skewed by the former. I did 
not differentiate between the two and I have no appreciation 
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for the magnitude of this potential impact on my data. The 
fact that the frequencies presented are consistent with generally 
accepted medical practice for many of the dialysis assessment 
parameters may indicate that an averaging out effect occurs. 
This is no consolation because the frequency of patients receiving 
insufficient care is lost when only the aggregate data is viewed 
as might occur when it is perused by the uninitiated. 
The problem of diagnostic specificity presented in a 
unique manner for this study. Many patients with E.S.R.D. had 
E.S.R.D. of uncertain eitiology and logically were spared the 
physical and emotional expense of a work-up because it would often 
be fruitless and not affect their treatment. Unfortunately, 
however, no prognostication about potential users can be gleaned 
from this approach. 
The rate of documentation of the patients' resource (lab) 
consumption was better than that of the professionals. The 
facilities I visited were only 5 out of 14 in the State and one 
could easily postulate that they are amongst the better facilities 
because of the resources available to them (at least 3 affiliated 
with a major university complex). The profile analysis of these 
facilities are ample fuel for an active mind to speculate on 
the quality of care of their patients as well as the quality of 
documentation and the "attendant" quality of care of the less 
"sophisticated" faci1ities. 
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Much of these comments have admittedly pointed to potential 
weaknesses in the Connecticut E.S.R.D. patient services. Perhaps 
if politics, time and money had been more cooperative a more 
reliable indication of what is going on not only in the facilities 
studied but the State would have been possible. 
I strongly recommend that the M.R.B. look into the area 
where poor documentation v/as described in the results and 
discussion of this study not just into the facilities studied but 
on a statewide level. I also strongly recommend a statewide 
study of greater sophistication with respect to acute and chronic 
treatment be undertaken in an attempt to get more refined, truely 
representative data using the instrument described herein with the 
appropriate modifications or a similar one. I suggest that some in¬ 
strument for accurately defining the transplant decision tree, and 
home dialysis exclusion decision tree be developed and lastly I 
urge the M.D.'s not to give the impression that they are abandoning 
or are ill-suited for the leadership-coordinator role. 
In closing I would like to say (1) autonomy is not a synonym 
for lack of accountability; (2) this instrument does show gross 
lack of documentation and failure to achieve stated guidelines; (3) 
statewide use of this instrument is a valid starting point to isolate 
and identify critical problems. 
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Table 3. Patients on Dialysis in the United States According 
to Mode of Therapy.* * 
;ont Survival of Patient and Graft Two Years 
after Renal Transplantation * 
Ya PERtroNrAf I M It ini s Mmmi ToiaLI 
DiatvsEi Ml MtiUiAr.YSFI 
mo % no % fio % 
1970 63 2.6 1.549 844 2.456 
1971 78 2.2 2.043 58 7 1,361 3.482 
1972 96 1.9 2,933 58 3 2.001 39.8 5,030 
1973 123 1.6 4,703 62 5 2,703 35.9 7,529 
1974 211 2.0 6,780 65 2 3,402 32 7 10,393 
1975 . 304 2.2 9,488 69 7 3.HI4 28A 13,606 
1976 378 2.2 12,775 4,076 17,229 
•Abslracled from final report of National Dialysit Registry.’ 
Table 4. Survival of Patients on Hemodialysis Begun in 1972 
to 1974 Treated at Home or Facility.* 
Cauavct Donors 
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67 4 i 
64 7 i 
62 2 
Pl.SCP OF No. or Ml AN % LiVtNfl % 1IVINI 
TaFATMENI Patients Af.E (Ya) AT 1 Ya AT 2 > a 
f acility 17,991 43.0 85.5 77 0 
Home, 9,013 43.7 93.9 86 2 
•Abstracted from final report of National Dialysis Registry ’ 
© 
Lf* ,;ll ,-3^41' 
Ii-f, ‘f?', f.i.iI, 4 
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Table 1. End-of-Year Survival Rates According to Method of Treatment. 











2d cadaveric transplanlH: 
Patient 
Graft 
'■ I. • 
I* A 3 4 5 6 7 n 1 1C ' i"' ■' 
1 
r 
0 901 0 8 35 0 760 0.6K4 0616 0 554 0 499 0 449 11 4IM , 0 .364 , r. ^ 
0 919 O.H62 0 786 0 707 0637 0 57 3 0516 0 464 0.418 0,376 1 • 
0 723 0 654 0 614 0 550 0.510 0 459 041 1 0.372 0 .135 0 3<i| 
' : 
.ti . t 
k 
0 463 0 411 0.400 0 .371 0 346 0311 0.280 0 252 0 227 0 204 / 
0 810 0 740 n 700 0.640 0.600 0 540 0.485 0435 0.390 0.350 1 ' 
.1, •, 
0 500 0 455 0 425 0.390 0.360 0 325 0 290 0 260 0.235 , 0210 ; ^ » ‘ ' T 
0.660 0 5«0 0 550 0 530 0.510 0 460 0410 0 370 0 330 : 0 300 '' .■ / A 
0.500 0.420 0 380 0 330 0.320 0290 0 280 0 260 0 230 0.210 , . i ' 4 
•Owing to ■•rcnormallflng■■^)^e tsi yr fauliiv diolyiis figures represent the 2d yr e«rerieni.e hui the Isl-yr e«perienfe for other Irealmeni methods ' , ■ ' I 
fSource. National Dialysis Registry hinal Report (t»76)” for yr l-J; 10% mortality rale applied for yr 4 10 
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Fig 3. —Functional survival of grafts from offspring ancj cadavers in recipients aged 41 to GO years. 
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Fig 1.—S'Jtviviil of '.i rar.') gr.ift .'iivj receivin'! ■.ernnfj rjr.ift from fe|-i;cd donor 
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Patient Survival _ • . 
■ Firr.t Graft From Rclalrd Donor (0-64) 
-- Firil Graft Frorii Cadaver (n-45) 
I ; 
Seconii Graft Survival 
——-First Graft From Related Donor (n=64) 
——- First Graft From Cadover (n=45) *’ - 
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o-f Rs W. -( TVc--U—-t- 
®_ -_-•-  
All rr,oc;.i; t.«s. J53_1000_-^12 ’OO 'J__' _ 
in-centef. 294 , 8X3 t6S -,77 8 Od ! 
hism^ialysis'. 58 ^^6.4 4B 2TT 5 4 9 
Limited caradlalyela*. ]_2._I__^ .. 
T™.m»m m . ^n,»- .. =.o..d»> o, « v.n .,. com- 
MWy roiooniiOic lor ■ominittorirg cno monitool'g !"• pol.onrt oni»5.» 506 Ooocf'plion in uoflnltiorn coclion 
*P«<iofm*a &y th« paiienj usutJiy bt • fT»«mo«r ifier approtKi*t« 
448 Fu8(le H«aith R^pora 
0*' 
Table 7 Distribution of 
"W 
oatients by othniciiy. Connecticut. 1966-72 
- 
Tow patmnt9 4cr/ii« Mtiofiu CocHe / -■ 
Number ^•rcertf Number 
r-- 
Total . 353 100.0 212 100.0 103 too 0 






























;7able 3. DIalrlbutlon o( treatment units and patients and treatment units per million population, by 
■r”'^ Connecticut, 1972 













^ Cafmiadat*. •Connecticut residents oniy •tnouoeeS nonresjaerui 
• MOTs: Farcwia wiey not tetaJ too because ot rounding. 
Aea/ding 
m HSA 
MumOer Percenf pooumtion' NumOOf Psrcenf 
64 100.0 21 '209 100.0 
12 18,7 38 15 3 
5 7 8 35 6.2 
21 32 8 38 23.4 
3 9 4 27 7 2 
16 25.0 —ia 28.7 
Table 4. Summary of chronic hemodialysis programs, 
Connecticut as of November 30. 1972 
M—VtB9fviC0tfM Num^rot fu/tftm# Aif9r»^ ftovrt 0*r 
vtdpfOQ/mm tr—tm«nt #guiva/*of ireeir p/*ogra/n 
unrta $t9ff>fig' opersred 
Greater Bridgeport 
Bridgeport Hospital . 7 6.4 
St. Vlncant's Hospital. 5 4 7 
Housatonic Valley: 
Danbury Hospital . 5 5.1 
South Central: 
Yale-New Haven Hospital . 4 8.6 
St. Raphael's Hospital _ 3 3.1 
VA Hospital-West Haven .. 14 18.8 
Central Naugatuck Valley: 
Waterbury Hospital. 3 2.9 
St. Mary's Hospital . 3 3.3 
Capitol: 
Hartford Hospital. 10 0 
St. Francis Hospital. 4 4 2 
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Is! yr costs 
Follow-up costs: 
For patients with 
successful grafts: 
Stable success: 
% of surviving patients 
Follow-up costs 
Unstable success 




For patients surviving & 
returning to: 
I ncility dialysis 
Home dialysis 
V« 1 Y«2 Yu 1 Yii4l0 
24.500 24,500 24,500 24.500 
! 
/ 
17,000 15,400 15,400 15,400 








— 25% 8% R% 
§ 9,000 9,000 9,000 
§ 10,000 10,000 10,000 s' 
i 
4 
24,500 24,500 24,500 24,500 




Tnhic 4. Cumulative Discounfert in 
rniiniaH I w 'PQ 10-Year Costs arid 
^-o-,ed wil, Treatment T, 
ually). 
•Source, Internal Management Reports a.sscssing the National C ost and Charge Ex¬ 
perience (Chronic Renal Disease Branch. Medicare Bureau. Health Cure Financing Ad¬ 
ministration). 
tCosfS of home-dialysis equipment Sl supplies reflect 1976 catalog prices of major sup¬ 
pliers Costs of those who assist patients with the operation of home-dialysis equipment 
excluded. 
f ucility dialysis ,o home dialys,,: 
‘ iciliij dijiysis* 
W'lihlranMiinniohomcdi.ilysi, 
VV-th transition to cadaveru transplantation 
lApplicable to Ist & 2d transplants (Isl-yr costs for 2d transplants are estimated at 
$20,000) 
§(ncluded in Ist-yr costs. 
flume additional costs in yr of rejection incurred by all patients with rejection of 
transplants. 
(hiph -issumptinn) 
With.ransiiion.o cadaveric transplantation 
(lr>w jjssiirripimn) 









21,478 ' 334 
24.177 374, 
•Without transition 
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Table 3. Discounted Life-Years and Costs for 1000-Patient Cohorts According to Method of Treatment ($ Millions). " ' 1 •'‘'•J 
Method Y« CoHoat;'; - : ' ■' 
Elcililv diatii^jv 
1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 \o 
> • 
1 lie \t- 
TosIM5) 
Home dialysis: 
889 758 651 551 463 390 328 276 232 195 
22.19 19.29 16.89 14.55 12 48 10.69 9.18 7 86 6.74 5.78 
• > »(!n 
4,885 . vr. 'it Life-\r 907 787 673 570 479 403 339 285 240 202 ; 
Costs ($) 
CE(Fiscr|c Iraiisiilantalion (low assumnlion): 
15.71 12 59 1096 9.46 8.11 6.95 5.96 5 11 4 38 3,75 
l.ile vr - 806 .595 ■i05 4.19 376 324 274 210 194 163 
Costs (including posl rcjectioii 
f.'icilily dulvsis)($) 
27,42 699 4 83 4 09 3.51 3.16 2.69 2.11 1.95 1.67 
Cosislincluding posi-rcjetlion 
home dialysis) (5) 
Cadaveric traiopl.inl.ilion (high assumption): 
26.63 5.49 347 2.96 2.55 2.30 1.96 2.70 1.42 1.23 , <i, 50.71 , . *1 ■; -V 
■/ 1. M . ; 1 1, f ‘ V 
•-S' 
4.435 V ’ ■'■'tj r 847 676 582 510 442 378 318 267 225 190 
Costs (including posi-rejeclion 
facility di.ilvsis) (S) 
28 12 8 13 6 25 5.43 4.80 4.20 3.60 3.13 2 66 2.30 ' 6«.62 
i;. 
f 56.51 
• * J ••'IJf.' 
1 'Vi . V.'f 
Costs (including post-rejection 
home dialysis) iS) 
27.18 629 4.47 3.83 3.41 3.01 2.56 2.22 1.90 1.64 
•Owing to “fenomializing” the Ist-year facility-diaiysis figures represent the 2d-yr expenence for faciliiy-dialytis treatment but the lit-yr cipenence for other trcaiment oMhoda. 
i.i' 
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ImpfemenfatFon of Coverage of Suppliers 
of End Stage Services 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 
Title 20—Employees'Benefits 
(lAPTER III—SOCIAL SECURITY ADMIN¬ 
ISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, 
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
(Regulations No. 5, further Amended] 
IRT 405—FEDERAL HEALTH INSUR¬ 
ANCE FOR THE AGED AND DISABLED 
Inditions for Coverage of Suppliers of 
Id-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) Services 
The amendments to the regulations set 
Jrth below are adopted in final form by 
t; Commissioner of Social Security with 
13 approval of the Secretary of Health, 
lucation, and Welfare. The.s^amend- 
mts are intended to_fur£her implement 
Jrtlon 2991 ^df^the Social Security 
lieHdiaents~6r 1972 '_(P J 92-60*3), 
llcir^jftends'Medicare’ protection to 
8rffi9iY^diial~who has end-stage renal 
cease requiring dialysis or transplanta- 
{SrprovWed that such individual; (1) 
ififlly dr currently instired, or entitled 
t monthly benefits under Title H of 
{rSocial-Securlty Act; or (2)' is the 
Stuse'or dependent child of an indi- 
TOal-so-insured or entitled to such 
fix^yib^efits, --7- 
)n July T, 1975, there was published 
llifiF^njERAirTtECISTERTiO FR 27782T a 
K;lce of Proposed Rule Making with 
ppiwed amendments to regulations re- 
fing_tof (a) the conditions for coverage 
«lch suppliers of ESRD services must 
list'.to qualify for Medicare reimbirrse- 
ndt;..(b) the certification procedures 
^1 such suppliers; (cT”th’e provision of a 
ttilmal utilization rate for covered 
pceauTeSTTdj^the designation of ESRD 
nwdrkj,reaaL.CeT'the establishment pf 
Nwork Coordinating Councils, and (f) 
fl prd^ioh of Medical Review Board'to 
K Jen pie appropriateness of patients 
fc3Re_prqposed treatment procedures, 
Irsrder to Implement Section 2991 of 
O'Sgelar Security Amendments of-1972 
(Ill. 92-603). 
rterested parties were given the op- 
ixtunlty to submit data, views, or argu- 
nnts on the proposed amendments 
wiln 60 days of the July 1, 1975, notice 
oiiroposed rulemaking. Comments were 
re Jived from many sources (including 
rer^entatives of national. State and 
lo,r organizations) concerned with 
El ID care of patients. Approximately 
.45 letters were received, many of which 
cotalned comments on various portions 
of he proposed regulations so that the 
to .1 number of comments approximated 
15). Although a large number of com¬ 
mits were received after the September 
1.975 deadline, each comment received 
1m been carefully considered. The larg¬ 
es number of comments were In the 
Mm of the definitions concerning 
EJID facilities and personnel, network 
Mis and organizations (network co- 
ornating council and medical review 
l)crd), and minimal utilization rates. A 
le.'sr number of comments were related 
to histocompatibility testing, and the 
hdth and safety requirements for facil- 
Itii, 
[>r purposes of organization, the dis¬ 
co lion of the comments and the actions 
tftjn follows the sequence of the sec- 
ws of the regulations. 
Section 226(g) of the Social Security 
Act (the Act) authorizes the Secretary 
to limit Medicare reimbursement for 
kidney transplant and dialysis services to 
facilities meeting such requirements as 
he may by regulation prescribe. Section 
226(g) also provides that such regula¬ 
tions must include requirements for a 
minimal utilization rate for covered 
procedures and for a medical review 
board to screen the appropriateness of 
patients for the proposed treatment 
procedures. 
The following amendments to the reg¬ 
ulations specify the health and safety 
requirements that facilities furnishing 
ESRD services must meet to qualify for 
Medicare reimbursement. In addition, 
the amendments require that these facil¬ 
ities be organized into coordinated sys¬ 
tems (“networks”) for the delivery of 
ESRD care. 
The ESRD program became effective 
Juiyl, i9Tj7and~snTice then has operated 
UndeT~lntefrnrTeguIatrons”publlshe<Fln 
the^PEFERAt- Register "of June '29, 1973 
tS8riFR'T721(D .“The" Interim regulations 
TJTOVlcre'for reimbursement to those facU- 
iti^~which were~ furnishing ESRD'care 
on or beiore June~rri973;“ah(f describe 
criteria for~aliowing—reimbursement to 
addltlOTal'or"expanded' ESRD facilities 
durlrrg'The'tnterlm period. (To give_the 
public a fOTmaT'opportuhity tq^particl- 
pate in~then3eveIoprhehr of the criteria 
lisM in grantingrTequests for exceptions 
to the limitation on participation during 
the interim period, the interim regula¬ 
tions were republished in the FT:derai, 
Register of April 22,1975 (40 FR 17746)) 
after. Notice of Proposed Rule Making. 
The interim regulacions, as published and 
repuWished are—being "sirperseded by 
'tHese“'^brig-term”^' amendments to the 
reguIalibnsVj^'lTieJnterim regulations ex- 
pTalhetrthat recognition of a facility on 
an ihterimHasis was no-assurance that it 
wouIeI be. approved-on a continuing basis 
for reimbursement under the “long¬ 
term" program. Facilities not qualifying 
under^the “long-term” regulations will 
be phased out in a manner that will min¬ 
imize any^^ruption of services to ESRD 
patients. - ~ 
The ixillcies for the ESRD program 
which are Incorporated in these amend¬ 
ments are based on the operating experi¬ 
ence of the program since publication of 
the interim regulations in June 1973, as 
well as on extensive communications 
with professionals and other persons 
knowledgeable In the areas of nephrology 
and transplant surgery. 
These amendments are Intended to ac- 
complish the following objectivesr 
' IT) To assisTheneficiaries who have 
been'Sa^ifeed■as"having ESRE)_fo re- 
ceive the c^e theyji^edT 
(2) ’To'encourage proper distribution 
an^eif^tive utilization of ESRDrireat- 
m'ent~resQurc'esTvhlIe majntaining_or^- 
proving the quality of care; ^d, 
(3) To provide the flexibility necessary 
for thefiScrent ]delivery~of~appropriate 
cafeioy physicians and fixities. 
The broad array of professional skills 
and facilities Involved in the treatment 
of persons with ESRD Indicates the need 
for a system to promote effective coordi¬ 
nation. Accordingly, these final regula¬ 
tions require ESRD treatment facilities 
to join together into groups called “net¬ 
works”. 
-During the past decade, programs con¬ 
ducted by agencies of the Public Health 
Service "and the States have demon- 
stratedlhat Integration of hospitals and 
other Tiealth“facilities into organized 
networks Is the most effective way to de- 
^^Y?I-DSRD care. An organized network 
lends to assure coordinated patient re¬ 
ferral as well as access’ to resources. It 
also permits the concentration of equip¬ 
ment and specially trained personnel in 
centers where they can be used efficiently 
to treat large numbers of patients. This 
approach has been advocated by commit¬ 
tees of national voluntary health or¬ 
ganizations. ” 
The population base of each network 
sIx^dheTarge enough to permit the de- 
liveryipjf^ full range of ESRD diagnostic 
and .therapeutic services needed by all 
patients within “the network area. Ac¬ 
cordingly,'26' of the network areas desig¬ 
nated in the Appendix to the Subpart U 
serve'Trminimum population base of 3.5 
uriIlion,_Cwhile an additional si.x network 
&I^.s_serve a smaller population base as 
this minimum_would not be feasible). In 
order to accommodate pa tient choice, and ^ 
fd^lowfor sufBclent peer review within 
-network, each network will be re- 
qulr^ have at least two. transplant 
centers whenever feasible. 
■ The network concept will be found 
in existing patterns for referral of pa¬ 
tients to treatment facilities, these exist¬ 
ing referral patterns In effect constitut¬ 
ing informal networks. Insofar as fea¬ 
sible. network designations conform with 
these referral patterns. Alhough. the 
designation of network areas Is made by 
jUlc_Secretaiw. the structure and the ad¬ 
ministration of each'network ja-III be the 
responsibilify of the representatives of 
its component ESRD facilities. 
f/'Tijsse. final regulations require that In , 
order_to_qualiiy for- reimbui'sement, an 
facility must be a member of a 
networ'k73rhe network must organize it¬ 
self through the establishment of a Net- 
wdrk“'Coqrdinating Council, with repre¬ 
sentation from aU ESRD facilities in the 
netwpricrTheriietwork and its Council 
wili_ perfornTarimiqueTold as“llalson be- 
tween_ the_ FederAI_ Government pnd 
available community resources, with the 
Council supplying'to'the Secretary in¬ 
formation which the Secretary may use , 
to make de^rminations. The Council will.,p^ 
also' m'ake recommendations to member^ 
facilities as^heeded TO' achieve the ob- 
jectlvesof the network. In-addition, each 
hetvYbrk.~thr6ugh its. Council, will estab' 
fish a MedJ^aX Review Board to review 
thd'^ppropriateness._of _ESRD_ patient 
care arid service. 
Ari'essential element in the ESRD pro- 
grarii is a medical information system. 
ATPESRUTTacllities participating in the 
program "will be required to supply data 
to this system. riVhen the medical Infor- 
iiTaTIritijpertau'ispfojhdividual patients, It 
will bje_treated as confidential and will 
not be disclosed except as authorized by 
Department regulations on" confiden- 
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' RULES AND REGULATIONS 22503 
5 and 5b and 20 CFR Parts 401 and 422 regulations apply In detail to facilities 
<Subpart E>>. fumislilng dialysis services but apply 
For participation in the ESRD pro- only minimally to renal transplantation 
gram, a ”facility musr also, meet -the— facihties. Qtherj:omments indicated con- 
• 'mlnlm’al utilization rates for covered pro- cenijhat the proposed regiilations would 
cedures published in these final regula-; establish requirements which were nearly 
" lions. These rates apply to transplanta^V^Hplicative of the existing requirements 
tidn‘and i^alysis, and may be modified'^^'^^o]^ hospitals under the Medicare pro- 
'by future amendments to the reguIa^^s^V^amrJITie'proposed regulations recog- 
' tiohsrA facility which is_not in compli- :^ized the fact that renal transplantation 
ance with the applicable minimal utili^^J^^efs "ahd^renal dialysis centers are 
zatidfi Tates may be_ ^conditionally vjhospitaLs participating as providers in 
approved'for“ariimited period to allow it ‘ the'Med&are program. Also participating 
time~Toi attaining compliancer These ^killed nursing f^cilities may wish to be 
'- final regulations also provide for excep- Approved as renal dialysis facilities, 
lions to the minimum utilization rat^ ^hil^^ospital laboratory departments 
- to be granted to a dialysis facility independent laboratories may’ wish 
unusual situations if it can be shown that furnish the laboratory specialty of his- 
nonparticipation in the ESRD pro^ara ^ocompatiblity testing. However, pro- 
i would be detrimental to the achieve- Nyiders or suppliers of services currently 
^' menl of program objectives, ;^p3rtirtpaQiig_ln the Medicare program 
\sl Through a Memorandum of Under-also meet the conditions for cover- 
v .efehdihg reflecting agreement reached ^ge contained’ln the these amendments 
/ between the Department of Health, Edu- ^^ regulations in order to become ap- 
- cation, and Welfare and the Veteras ^upplferC of ESRD services and 
. Admlriistration,"specified Veterans Ad-''<^ order to become approved to furnish 
Bttinistration Hospitals can qualify for the laboratoryspeciaitiT of hlstocompati- 
ESRD .. participation in the program 
^ These specified Veterans Administration 
Hospitals^. _wheh found_.to-meet. Title 
yyTTT requirements, will be part of a 
iie'tlyo'rk and will be_ represented on its 
. Coiincil.. They wiir also be required to 
- comply with ..the ESRD regulations de- 
i' ^ribed h'Sein with respect to the care 
' ih^ furnish to Medicare patients. Siml- 
lariy"other Federal facilities may par- 
tlclpate in the.ESRD program provided 
. that they meet the requirements-of these 
. regulations. 
'To conform other pertinent regula- 
;.ti^ with Subpart U and ESRD program 
requirements,, these final regulations 
i:! ^esdsubpart M (Conditlcms for Cover- 
'■ age of Services of Independent LabOra- 
lories (39 FR 33690)) to include xequire- 
V ment^ for an independent &borTtory 
C jiSfonning ’ histb<x)mpatabUit toting; 
. SuBpaft S (Certification Procedure for 
%/,Provlders and Suppliers of Services); 
and Bubpart J (Conditions of Partlclpa- 
;■ tlon; Hospitals). Subpart O (Providers 
of ^rvices. Emergency Service Hospi- 
tals; Independent Laboratories, and Sup- 
• pliers of Portable X-ray Services, Deter- 
. minations and Appeal Procedures) has 
' elsewhere been amended to reflect im¬ 
plementation of the ESRD program. 41 
bility toting. 
Section 226(g) of the Act authorizes 
ESRD services. 
- Ottiei—writers commented that the 
proposed regulations were not consistent 
with one of the objectives of the ESRD 
program (Section 405.2101) in that very 
little flexibility was provided for in the 
requirements concerning ESRD facilities.- 
In answer to these comments, the De¬ 
partment believes that although the reg¬ 
ulations place certain requirements upon 
facilities, the manner in which the re¬ 
facilities, the manner in which the 
requirements may be fulfilled can 
vary. As an example. Renal Dialysis 
Facilities are required to peri¬ 
odically analyze and treat the water used 
in dialysis and to maintain records of 
test results. This provides the opportu¬ 
nity for standards for testing to change 
to be compatible with cmrently accepta¬ 
ble dialysis techniques. There is an im¬ 
portant need to retain flexibility as an 
operating. policy since the care of pa¬ 
tients with ESRD can be expected to be 
subject to rapid changes. Interpretation 
of the regulations, as well as future 
amendments to the regulations, should 
not stifle acceptable and needed techno- 
the Secretary to limit Medicare reim-xiio^csl changes which may influence 
bursement for kidney transplant and'-^^hc^pts of good ESRD patlcrit care, 
dialysis services to facilities meeting suqh comments were received from 
requirements as he may by regulatioA^P^wents presently undergoing trea tin cut 
prescribe. These amendments to theESRD; "their major concerns r. ere 
Medicare regulations provide the re-^Wtbat the desl^ated network areas would 
quirements which facilities must meet in ^i^eht patients from receding care, 
order for their services to be covered.;,from facilities located in a net^'orfc area 
under the ESRD program. Hospitals, to:^6ther than the area In which the patient 
participate in the Medicare program,presides. It should be understood that net- 
must be in compliance with the condir'^work areas relate only to the location of 
tions of participation which are listed in'"' facilities and not to the r^icicnce ol pa- 
Subpart J of tiie Medicare Tegulations:^5^tients; it is explicit in section 1802 oi the 
Examples of the conditions of partlcipaQ,A^^ ^ section 405.2110 tflat patients 
tlon in Subpart J arei (joveming receive care at the facility of their 
Physical Environment, Medical Record clTOice. The Tegulatlons provide fcr.the 
ESRD lacllltles within each designated’ 
, area' to organize to carry out review of 
ESRD “patient care being furnished, by 
Department, etc. iEhe.-Conditions for 
Coverage of Suppliers of ESRD Services 
listed in Subpart O of these amendments 
siniilarly_contain:_<jOvemlng_B<^y and 
ManagemenC^ ’ Physical Envlro'nment, 
MedicaL-P»ecords._HQspital compliance 
vrt'to_the requirements for reimburse- 
ment of ESRD services will be (ionsidered 
witlifTi the context of the furnishing of 
ESRD services. For example, a Medicare 
apEffoy^Tiospital will have a function¬ 
ing (Governing Body; approval for reim¬ 
bursement" for'ESRD will require (see 
Usectlon 40‘5fll36) that'in addition, there 
facilities located in the network area and 
to plan to achieve appropriate access for 
all ESRD'patients treated by the I'acili- 
tie^ih their area. Thus, while the net¬ 
work' areas were rirawn witn reference to 
current patient flow and include all the vA, 
modalities of ESRD care, a patient is 
not precluded from receitdng care in a 
facility outside the network area in 
which he or she resides. 
Ccanments on various sections of the 
docaniS&tion that the 
" FR 8481 (February 27, 1976). 'si'v - 
‘ co“Sii^^cati^ 
; ■ "kany'of the comments were of a Ben-Cjfrom-fSe: MedicarRevlewi Board of the^ m-o^oS 
-■ cral nature. For example, while manyr-^SRD network since other aspects will eg^ations. For example, the 
T comments suggested clianges In networkhaye-bera certified under the conditions ^egiflaUmismj^cnbe^at the ^ 
-- wea designations and the composition of participation.-Sinfllarly. hopsitals 
and functions of the network organiza- credited by the Joint Commission on Ac- t^Sfiouls Sor^T who- 
' tions, the comments contained substan- creditdtibn and by fh'e American Osteo- Dhector 
, tial support for the concept of organized pathic-Association are deemed to meet; .^“^Slible fS a Sfmig SoSum 
- ESRD networks to promote coordinated the Medicare conditions 6f participation These fiiLl^relula- 
' patient referral and access to the full of 
range of resources. and institutional planning (Subpart -. ^rximible for ensurlnc that all 
A number of comments suggested that and will also need to meet the require-. 
there is a need for clarification of the way mems-to Subpart U to be approved for ^ ^ PfTiirAlien related cevelop- 
to which these regulations apply to the reimbursement for ESRD services. Many s.^^| ed:“^lon and re^atw cm ^op_ 
r.. various types of facilities which furnish other'examples could be cited. Guide- ^fir 
FfiP.TV services. For example,' several imp?; and instructions will be forthcom^S^t^.oi^-^^*^ ^ facility and the 
; comments Indicated concern that the Ing- to'assist^su^eyors .in- relatm^^^or^re^poi^ihti^j^^ 
o,-: ^ - •- ..■< - 
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It was fell in this example and m ociiers. 
that the suggestions were addressed in 
other sections of the proposed regula- 
lations.. However, to aid public luider- 
standing, greater effort has been made 
to crcss-reference the revised regula¬ 
tions. 
Several comments were received which 
lid not deal specifically with tlie pro¬ 
posed regulations but were general com- 
nents on provisions of tire statute (P.L. 
)2-603> or on aspects of reimbursement 
wlicy not addressed in these amend- 
nents to the regulations. The latter com- 
nents were not considered to be within 
he scope of review for suggested 
hanges in proposed regulations. 
Comments on condition of participa- 
ion—complementary departments (sec- 
\on 405.1031). Comments received which 
ere relevant to this section are dis- 
ussed under general comments. Tliis 
ictlon amends the regulations for hos- 
Ital participation in the Medicare pro- 
•am to indicate that, if a participating 
Kpital provides ESFID serrices, reim- 
irsement for such services will not be 
'ade unless the hospital also meets the 
editions for Coverage in Subpart M 
id U of these regulations as appropri- 
|e. Comments suggesting that a hospi- 
|I which meets the Conditions for Par- 
ilpation in the Medicare program 
jould be deemed to meet at least part 
the requirements of Subpart U have 
len rejected, since the bo^ of ESRD 
Imlations must apoly to all ESRD fa- 
lities, regardless of location. 
^Comments on histocompatibility test¬ 
'll (sections 405.1310, 405.1314, 405.1317, 
().2f7fQ. A small number of comments 
sre received which suggested changes 
:the proposed requirements for hlsto- 
mpatibility testing. Most of these com- 
mts were from individuals who identi- 
themselves as directors of existing 
loratories which conducted histocom- 
Jlbility testing and pointed out several 
ethnical inaccuracies in testing tech- 
ijUes which had been written into the 
ilposed regulations. One example of 
'h an inaccuracy was the requirement 
It recipient and donor sera be cross- 
titched for preformed antibodies 
ifaeas the correct statement should 
Je been that recipient serum and donor 
f-phocytes be crossmatched for pre¬ 
ened antibodies. These comments also 
<ited out the inappropriateness of 
1 slfsring histocompatibility testing 
i er the existing clinical laboratoiy re- 
tements without identifying such test- 
las a separate entity, 
hanges have been made which closely 
avllel the recommendations. Histo- 
ipatibility testing is now defined In 
1 Independent laboratory regulations 
i'tion 405.1317); specific qualification 
xirements for the director or super- 
Isf are stat^ for a laboratory if the 
i'fatoryperforms tests in the specialty 
[Sfocompatlbllity testing. In addition, 
i^ulrements for quality control sys- 
ss-are specifically identified for hlsto- 
iiatibihty testing rather than grouped 
tt^r'li^imohematology. and serology 
! 1 the' previous proposed regulations, 
tilbal laboratoiy departments which 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 
wisii to be reimbursed under the ESRD 
program for histocompatibility testing 
must also satisfy these requirements. 
Comments on the certification process 
(sections 405.1901 and 405.1912). Section 
405.1901 has been changed to include 
cross-references to the sections which 
specify the requirements which a histo¬ 
compatibility testing laboratory must 
meet. Suggestions were made that sec¬ 
tion 405.1912 be UTitten in more detail to 
explain the special procedures involved 
in approval of ESRD facilities. In addi¬ 
tion to changes made in section 405.1912, 
guidelines will be issued which will out¬ 
line the details for ESRD facility ap¬ 
proval. As published, section 405.2122 
contained both substantive and proce¬ 
dural provisions relating to minimal 
utilization rate classifications. Refer¬ 
ences to minimal utilization rates (dLs- 
cus-sed in greater detail below under the 
heading “Comments on minimal utiliza¬ 
tion rates”) have been added to sections 
405.1912 (b) through (e), in addition to 
simplification and clailfication of the 
material now appearing in section 
405.2122. 
Comments on definitions (section 405.- 
2102). This section received a large num¬ 
ber of comments. Most of these com¬ 
ments indicated a need to consider 
changes In the definitions of tj-pes of 
services and facilities and of the types 
of qualifications of personnel in ESRD 
facilities. 
A number of suggestions were made to 
restructure the definition of Inpatient 
dialysis and chronic maintenance dialy¬ 
sis. It was suggested that a category of 
“Special Care Out-Patient Dialysis” 
be added to distinguish the usual routine 
chronic maintenance dialysis which 
might be carried out in an outpatient fa¬ 
cility from the more specialized care re¬ 
quired because of intercurrent compli¬ 
cations or medical problems. Other com¬ 
ments suggested several variations now 
in ixse for defining dialysis by levels of 
care. In light of the difBculty encoun¬ 
tered in arriving at universally accepted 
categories of levels of care it has been 
considered preferable to simplify the def¬ 
inition of dialysis and therefore avoid the 
resultant proliferation of standards for 
each level of care. Changes which have 
been made in the regulations in the in¬ 
terest of simplification were to delete the 
definitions of Limited Care Dialysis P'a- 
cility, Self-Care__Dialysis Facility and 
Self-Care Dialysis Traihlng'Faclllty'a'nd 
^q^substltut^the^efinitionr_-of2lhalys1s._ 
facility „ asro^ni^which approVecl_to 
furnish dialysis services) to' ESRD pa- 
tTenfe'.~These “serviced ih'clude chronic 
mamtenarrce'dlalyslS ' Tat 'any level ~t)J 
liatieht involvement) 'ahd'Self-care'dl.aTy- 
5is__training.' Tliere now are only two 
types of facilftTes' defined'prlmarily for 
diaIysisT''(T)“the Renal Dialysis Facility 
aiid^f2)~Rehar Dialysis Center. The defi- 
nit;oXL^of_a_ Renal Dialysis Center has 
been slightly modified to explicitly state 
that the services include dialysis in a 
ffTSnner that makes a Center responsible 
for''the care delivered to the hospitalized 
ESRD patient (l.e., furnished directly or 
undeiL arrangement). 
' • i 
ESRD Seiwices (section 405.2102(f)) 
have now been defined to better clarify 
the regulations with respect to types of 
ESRD services. '15:ansplantation Service 
has been defined as'suggested by several 
commenters to include not only the re¬ 
moval and implantation of kidneys but 
the supportive care which is furnished to 
the recipient and the living donor follow¬ 
ing^ implantation and removal. Dialysis 
Service 'section 405.2102(f' (2) ) is nov; 
defined under (1)' Chronic Maintenance 
Dialysis, (2) Inpatient Dialysis, and (3) 
Self-Care Dialysis Training. The con¬ 
cept of self-care dialysis in a facility has 
been omitted from the definitions fol¬ 
lowing comments that further investiga¬ 
tion and discussion is needed before being 
introduced into regulations. To clarify 
Organ procurement, the definitToh-oTan 
Organ _Procurement Facility has been 
dieted and replaced by the definition of 
an.Organ Procurement Agency (see ite.m 
(q) in section 405.2102) which is defined 
as_an organization which performs or as¬ 
sumes responsibility for gll of the fol¬ 
lowing servicer—Cl) harvestrng of do¬ 
nated kidneys, (2) preservation of do¬ 
nated kidneys. (3) transportation of 
donated kidneys, and (4) maintenance of 
a system to locate prospective recipients 
for harvested organs.^ 
'The large number of comments on 
qualifications of personnel in ESRD fa¬ 
cilities focused mainly on Dietitian 
(Qualified) and Social Worker (Quali¬ 
fied) . 'ni£___coinments were nearly 
unanimous in the belief that at least one 
^earl,.of experience in clinical nutrition 
was necessary for assessing the nutri- \ 
tional dietetic needs of each patient. 
recommending therapeutic diets, coun- 
seUhg patients and their families on'S;^^ 
prescribed diets, and monitoring adher-' ^ 
ence'and response to diets'. It was pointed- 
out that the quahfleation requirement^ 'V, 
in the proposed regulations would allow 
pers6hs_majoring in food management to 
qualify although such persons do not', i 
have educational preparation for ciinlcarx^^ , 
nutrition activities. The comments fur-\^^ 
ther suggested that the masters degrea 
should be the minimum educational re- "''V ■ 
quirement. The proposed regulation 
would not permit a person to qualify 
who had a baccalaureate degree in a field 
other than in food and nutrition but did 
have a' masters degree in the area. Tlie 
reg’^atibnshave been changed to require 
a baccalaureate or advanced degree with . 
major studies in food and nutrition or 
dietetics. 
The largest number of comments were 
on the qualifications of the social worker. 
Many commenters expressed the opinion 
that the need of the ESRD patient is for 
psychosocial evaluations and for recom¬ 
mending changes in treatment based on 
the patient’s current psychosocial needs 
and for direct s(Jcial work interventions. 
This activity is consi^red to require the 
background for a~lhast'ers degree with- 
specialu._!’on 'in clinical practice; the ■> 
usual baccalaureate programs in social _ 
wbrk'tvefe'nbt felt to provide the requi- ^ 
site background in counseling of ESRD ^ 
patfents. The definition of social worker 
in section 405.2102(r) (6) (1) and minimal 
i) 
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service requirements for ESRD facilities 
(sections- 405.2163(b) and 405.2171(b)) 
were remitten to reflect this major con- 
sideratlon. . 
•.Vy “A'lesser number of comments related 
^ 1 to the person ’who has been functioning 
a social worker presently involved in 
^ vESRD care, but who does not have the 
u’ masters degree and specialization in clin- 
/j leal practice. The definition (section 
405.2102(r) (6) (ii)) now accommodates 
■' this person, provided the indi\idual has 
served for at least two years as a social 
worker, one year of which was in a di¬ 
alysis xmit or transplantation program 
prior to the effective date of these regula¬ 
tions, and provided this person has es¬ 
tablished a consultative relationship with 
a social worker who is qualified by the 
masters degree and specialization in clin¬ 
ical practice. 
The qualifications for a registered 
lidTscTTsponsible for tlie nursing service 
have'been changed to permit the nurse 
■to^uaiifjrwhose entire work experience 
has been in ESRD patient care. The re¬ 
quirement has been changed to permit an 
, alternative means for the nurse to qiral- 
j 'Ify^lf he or she has 18" months of ex- 
, perience In nursing care of patients on 
maintenance dialysis, or in nursing care 
of patients with a kidney transplant, in¬ 
cluding, training and experience in the 
dialysis process. The provision in the pro¬ 
posed regulations for an exception in 
situations where the nurse with required 
experlence~was—not' available has now 
beeH'Temaved. It is believed that, by low- 
ering" theramount of experience required 
from 24 months unde: interim regula¬ 
tions to 18 months, as well as retaining 
the minimal requirement for only one 
such qualified nurse per facility at a 
idven time, there should be no need for 
the exception provision. It is also be¬ 
lieved that 18 months of training and 
experience should be the minimum for 
assuming responsibility for the nursing 
I service. A slight change has been made 
In the requirement for the registered 
' nurse in charge of self-care dialysis 
(. training—the 3 months of experience in 
a Renal Dialysis Center or Renal Dialysis 
^ Facility which offers self-care dialysis 
I t training has been changed to 3 months 
; of experience In training patients In 
( i self-care dialysis. 
'I f- ffhe-Xe^Iulrenient for Medical Record 
If PrScTmoner (Qualified) has been 
change to provide for qualifications at 
4. any l^el of approved training. One com- 
j menfer.has.suggested that the proposed 
l,,y regulations as written--could exclude 
iff otherwlse'qualified Directors of Medical 
R^qrd Libraries.'The changes made 
were cteveloped in consultation' with the 
American Medical Record Association. 
A mlhbr'change has^been_made in 
th6“deflnition—erf—Physician-Director 
(^^Ified) to allow .the person to qualify 
wit^JJ2 months experience as director of 
dialysis facility or a transplantation fa- 
cDltyr'The-change has simply removed 
the designation of ESRD facility and was 
necessitated by the redefinition of an 
.facility as an approved facility; 
Buch approval was not available during 
, P^orflve ye^ period. 
22r>o.-> 
experience which would qualify an In- 
dmdual to assume the responsibilities 
of Chief Executive Officer. 
Several other definitions have been 
altered or added. Because of comments 
indicating patient cbhcern about treat¬ 
ment- In an ESRD facility in a network 
area other than where the patient re- 
sidesr the'definition of iJSRD Network 
l^.^been altered'to eliminate the state¬ 
ment tliat the ESRD facilities in a net- 
work.a.rea fiirnisir the necessary care for 
ESRD patients in the designated area. 
In addition, to more clearly indicate 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 
Many comments were received sug¬ 
gesting definitions for various other per- 
sormel which are needed In the treatment 
of ESRD patients. The types of person¬ 
nel suggested wei-e (1) occupational 
therapists, (2) psychologists, (3) voca¬ 
tional rehabilitation counselors, (4) dial¬ 
ysis technicians, and (5) nephrologists. 
It is believed that for the purpose of these 
regulations the terms nephrologist, psy¬ 
chologists, and vocational rehabilitation 
counselors do not need to be defined. 
The comments pointed out that occu¬ 
pational therapists, for e.xample, perform ... tu liiu c ifun mcu ic 
ESRD patient care.- ’the types of reviews to be undertaken by 
and that psychologists are often needed -"the Medical Review Board, the term 
in psychomgical evaluations of ESRD'if Medical Care Evaluation Study iMCE) 
.Ailfi-^Portance of occupation-^^ has been used and is. therefore defined 
al therapists was considered in the draft- in this Section 405.2102. 
ing of the final regulations but this dis- There were several suggestions that 
_ cy?hne was not included as required staff y^“InfonTi^'Consumer’’ (as required rep- 
01 ^ ESRD facility. The requirement for ''^esentatives on the Network Coordmat- 
sta^g and services has been written asVing_Council) be defined in regulations 
a minlmtmi; this is not to prevent attend- ' These suggestions, however,'varied con- 
and ESRO facilities from^siderably in tiieir recommended defim- 
whatever expertise is .:tions for such persons. Some suggested 
needea for patient. At this time, it ^'-a patient who had imdergone transplan- 
is Delieved that FederaJ regulations ^tation. others suggested manufacturers 
should not require this desirable exper-T^of ESRD equipment, and still others sug- 
tise for all patients. Therefore, the reg-'Ngested th^t “informed con.suraers ’should 
ulatlons do not require use of the services^ be representatives of consumer groups, 
of occupational therapists. Similarly, -^t was decided at this time not to dehne 
there is no requirement for the use of the in regulations which "consumers'' should 
services of psychologists, and vocational 
rehabilitation counselors. As to the defi¬ 
nition of nephrologist, we believe that 
term is sufficiently well understood in 
the medical community as to obviate a 
specific definition here. 
Although we agreed with the commen- 
ters~^ci indicated a need for the defi- 
hltion of the dialysis technician, we be- 
lleve that 'fhe'newTiess of this discipline 
pre'clude clear definitlorr'at—this point 
inrtirirer-Addrtiimat'ttme'wlll 'permit ob- 
servatiorr-of-'this" emerging health occu- 
be included In NCC. It was also decided 
not to include a definition for a qualified 
pharmacist at this time or to establish 
by regulation the duties of a qualified 
pharmacist in an ESRD facility. 
Cofiirnents' on'network area desiona- 
tions. (Section 405.2110). A large number 
of comments were received requesting 
changes in the area designations of sev¬ 
eral networks. Many of the comments 
contained detailed information on ESRD 
referral patterns. In addition, subsequent 
to publication of the proposed regula- 
pation-irrfacfiities-heTCtcforetmsurveyed tions on July 1, 1975, the final designa- 
-and Will enable us to review studies which tions were made for the Health Service 
hav^een conducted "as well as the work Areas (HSA’s). required pursuant to the 
orTnterestecfdndlviduals' and organiza- Public Health Serhee Act. as amended by 
tion5--wha'''afe~inirrtmtIy-grappling with ; Pi. 93-641. For these reasons, the Dc- 
the definitton and entry level knowledge pajtment has made changes in .some of 
ancTsMITs re'quifements for ffiis parapro-i the ESRD network area designations, 
iession. ^ The previously proposed regulations 
"Several commenters suggested that aJ\^6sTgirafe'd'29‘network areas. As a result 
definition of a Chief Executive Officer,modifications based on comments and 
(Qualified) be added In the definitionsdesignated Health Service .4.reas. 
of qualified personnel and suggested thalN these final regffiations now designate 32 
— -1—^ network areas. the minimum qualifications should in¬ 
clude a masters degree in hospital admin¬ 
istration. Such a definition.had not been 
Included In the proposed regulations; 
however, the responsibilities of the Chief 
Executive Officer were listed (see Sec¬ 
tion 405.2136(c) (3)). TTie proposed reg¬ 
ulations reflect the belief that the scope 
of the facility’s operations and adminis¬ 
trative needs varies considerably accord¬ 
ing to the size of the faefiity. In a hos¬ 
pital-based ESRD facility, it was felt 
that these responsibilities might well 
be assumed by the hospital administra¬ 
tive staff whereas in a small dialysis fa¬ 
cility, the Physician-Director would often 
be able to assmne the responslbihtles. 
The regulations have been rewritten to 
Include" minimum qualifications for the 
ChleTExecutlve Officer, taking into con¬ 
sideration the range of background and 
The largest single change with respect 
to the number of networks was in the 
division of previously designated network 
area -23 which encompassed the District 
of Columbia, the States of Maryland and 
West Virginia, and the State of Virginia 
excluding the counties of Scott and 
Washington into smaller network areas. 
Information received subsequent to the 
publication of the proposed regulations 
indicate that it would be undesirable to 
include in one network the large geo¬ 
graphic area originally proposed. Com¬ 
ments received imanimouslj- support the 
redesignation of this network area into 
three smaller network areas. 
A large number of comments on net¬ 
work area designations requested that 
New Jersey be designated as a separate, 
single Network. Data and information 
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22506 RULES AND REGULATIONS 
received subsequent to the publication of designated Network Coordinating Coun- 
proposed regulations indicate a substan¬ 
tial reduction in the percentage of New 
Jersey patients being referred for treat¬ 
ment in out-of-state ESRD facilities, 
rherefore, the proposed network area 
tt2i has been changed and New Jersey 
las been designated as Network *25. 
The'comments on proposed Network 
!t9 were overwhelmingly in opposition to 
;he “division of Illinois.” Network *15 
las been realigned to include the State 
»f Illinois except for three counties in 
Network *8 and four counties which re- 
oain in Network *9. Exclusion of these 
ounties from the Illinois Network *15 
3 based on facility aflBliation arrange- 
lents and is congi-uent with the desig- 
lated Health Service Areas surrounding 
he St. Louis and Davenport SMSA. 
A, number.DLcomments suggested that 
cils and Medical Review Boards. It Is 
felT that , ho specific statement in this 
regard,is needed in these regulations. In¬ 
cluded with some of the comments on 
funding of network activities were wide 
ranging estimates of the costs of these 
activities. Other comments reflected di¬ 
vergence of interpretation of the fimc- 
tions of network organizations. As a re¬ 
sult. although the provisions of proposed 
regulations have not undergone major 
changes, the sections dealing with net¬ 
works and network organizations have 
been rewTitten in an effort to make them 
more clear. Interpretative guidelines and 
other materials and means of technical 
assistance will be provided to assist in 
carrying out the meaning and intent of 
the regulations. 
Comments on the size of networks in- 
cal. Since Alabama has only'dne'trans- 
'.antation hospital it was decide(l_that 
; this .time the network area should re¬ 
am unchanged. Therefore, the_ States 
: 'AI^afha;~Mlsslsslppir amT.Tenhfissee 
imaimts'a single network area. 
JabarniT could function as an E^ER^cluded several to the effect that the net 
etwork and should be‘ desi^ated'^x^orks were too. small; however, mos 
ich.'Data presently available, however, '-^jnments indicated that networks were 
lowjhat.Alabama has only one Medi-^^rtoo large and would result in the Net- 
rre approved transplant hospital. OneXiwork Coordinating Council being too 
E 3lielmaior:crlteria used in desi^at- ^^costly and cumbersome.. The regulations 
igLlietwork areas was the requirement vhave been changed to require^hufr-Net- 
lat there be two transplantation cen- workjCbordThating Councils composed of 
?fs7or each network area. This require-vjmore than twenty persons appoint an 
leht was made to help assuie that the . ^^utive committee of twenty or less to 
jview_Qfrfhe quahty of transplantation y^assume^ the responsibilities of the Coun- 
iTVices could^e conducted by peer pro- V cil. Several comments had indicated that 
iS^onals hot directly involved in thex^harge Councils‘need such an executive 
ttej^ichTs being reviewed. Exceptions vj committee. -Despite this change, the 
(this criterion have been granted only<membemhip"of the~Network Coordlnat- 
iTuer^ Rico and Hawaii, where com—v' lng Couricii“is“stiirTepresentative' of the 
Uance with this requirement is imprac-'^^.ESRDTacIlitles In" the network area. 
A number of' co’mmenters suggested 
changes in the composition of the Net¬ 
work Coordinating Council. Some would 
increase the number of consjumers on the 
Council (up to 40 percent of the mem- 
_ bership) and suggest that representatives 
Several other changes have also been-^of consumer groups be members of the 
ade in the network areas. The portion '. Council. Other suggestions were that the 
the Navajo Territory of San Juan ■, various disciplines required on the Coun¬ 
aunty, Utah has been added to Network V cil have representatives selected by pro- 
6 with the States of Arizona and New ^ fessional organizations in the network 
exlco. There has been a realignment of | area. Many , other disciplines were sug- 
veral counties in the Upper Peninsula-x gested for membership on the Council. It 
Michigan and in Wisconsin which af-'^ was also suggested that the public sector 
cts Networks #7, #13 and #14. Net-V'be represented and that State and local 
srk #16 now consists of the State ofV.health planners be represented on the 
idlana; Dearborn County, Indiana had ^Network Coordinating Council. There 
ien proposed as part of Network *17^ \were merits to all the suggestions but, in 
lere has been a realignment of several yciie mterest ot lceepTTT3~tli5 C'bUnclT to 
"Unties in Network #22. Several coun- ^rtvhrTc^le size tt^-nrag Tnc<He to 
is In.the States of Arkansas and Mis- Vlimit its composition. These final regula- 
lurl are now Included in Network #18v,^tions now require the follovnng addition- 
|3ven western counties of Nebraska^annernbers 'if not included among the 
tve been included in Network #5. ^facfiity representatives: Transplant sur- 
Area designations which have noti^geon,-Internist-nephrologist, PedJatri- 
en changed are Networks #1, #3, #4,^cian..jChief executive olScei*r-Qualified 
11, #12, #19, #20, #21, #26, #27, ^diet-itianrQualified nurse responsible for 
28, and #29. ' ^ NnUTsmg services, Qualifie'cf social-worker, 
Comments on ■ESRD networks (section .'dialysis te^niciaruThree informed con- 
5.2112) and Network Coordinating v>sumersrTDirector of a histocompatibility 
'yuncils (section 405.2111) .yThere ting laboratory, and Representative 
any cornments which noted that while of a^oj-gan. procurement agency. 
e proposed_regulatlons established the A major area of comment was with 
!ructure__andJ2 functions of network respect to the fimctions of the network 
organizations: some comments suggested 
that the functions be stated in more de¬ 
tail and other comments suggested that 
the network organizations be given more 
authority to carry out functions such as 
determinations of personnel qualiflca- 
iganizations. l.e.. Network Coordinating 
buncil ancT^edlcaURevrev^E^ard, no 
htem^'t was included” about how or 
'© extent to which the organizations 
5re~to "be' funded, Th^Secretary will 
ippbrt the reasonable operating costs of 
tions. The preamble in the notice of pro¬ 
posed rulemakmg had outhned the role 
of the Network Coordinating CouncU as 
a liai.son between the Federal' govern¬ 
ment and available community resources. 
These final regulations provide the fle.xi- 
bility for member facilities of a network 
to work together as a Council to set ob¬ 
jectives which it perceives will meet the 
needs of ESRD patients in the network 
area and for the member facilities to 
work together to achieve those objectives. 
The-Council^would provide information 
to the Secretary and would make recom¬ 
mendations To member facilities. The 
Federal, government will furnish tech¬ 
nical assistance to Network Coordinat¬ 
ing Councils in identifying the needs of 
the area.and in achieving network ob¬ 
jectives. 
Comments on Medical Review Boards 
(section 405.2113). As with the Network 
Coordinating Council, there were com¬ 
ments that additional disciplines be in¬ 
cluded as members of the Medical Review 
Board. One area of concern about the 
proposed regulations was the possibility 
that the board might not have a majority 
of physicians; it was suggested that a. 
change be made to require a majority of' 
physicians on the Board. The opinion was 
also expressed that the Medical Review 
Board should be composed entirely of 
physicians. Other comments suggested 
that members of the Board be selected by 
peer organizations (e.g., the registered 
nurse to be selected by a professional 
nurse association) rather than by the 
Network Coordinating Council. It was al¬ 
so suggested that reviewers from outside 
the network be requested to review ques¬ 
tionable facilities. 
These_final_reguJations have been re¬ 
written to better delineate the fimctions 
ofTheT^vIedicarReylew Board, to clarify 
the—relatrbnsfiip between the Network 
Coordinating Council and the Board. andtX 
to provide—a-majority of phj’sicians on 
the_BQar£L_The_ functions of the Board 
are specified as: (1) evaluation of the 
comparative performance of facilities 
basedjdn aggregate data from the Medi¬ 
cal In^rma.tioh System, C2) coordination - 
of the.performance of Medical Care Eval- V 
uation Studies in which each ESRD fa- 
edit:/ v/iil participate, and (3) as neces- 
sary.,llperformance of in-depth studies 
based on information from (1) and (2) 
above. Tlius the functions have been re-_ 
stated to'eniphaslzeThe review of overall 
quality of care. The regulations now pro- I 
vide for the Network Coordinating Coun- 
cfir-notonly to establish the Medical Re-i-i 
vieiTBoarch but also to monitor the func^ 
tions ofThe Board as well. In addition, 
there is provision for the^Board to be 
compose'd'^f a maximum of seven mem¬ 
bers rather tlian the flve members origl- t j 
nall5r-proposed7-Thls-latter change will— 
.provlde“a‘majority of physicians, a les¬ 
ser burden for each member, and for 
speclal^^asheeded for review. 
■ Cdmmenfron~reia:tionships of Network 
Organizations to Health Care Reinew 
and Planning Organizations. (Section 
405.2114). Many commenters,,outlined 
strong opposition to the relationships be- 
tween_th^Network' Coordinating Coun¬ 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 22507 
mRA’sV and between the Medical Re- 
Tlew Board and the Professional Stand- 
ard^'Ro^dew' Organizations _lPSRO’s) , 
aa written in the proposed regulations. 
The commenters generally expressed the 
opinion that ESRD patient care is too 
complex to be reviewed by other than 
experts in ESRD; that the functions of 
the Council and of the Board would be¬ 
come too fragmented in trj'ing to relate 
to the HSA’s and PSRO’s since ESRD 
network areas In some instances would 
overlap as many as 12 HSA’s and as 
many as eight PSRO's. 
■ The Public Health- Service Act^ as 
■^amended by the National Health. Plan- 
ning and~R^~6urces Development Act of 
1974, PXr93^4I~pr6vides for the estab- 
llshment_pf“Health Systems Agencies 
j«yi_Sta^ H^th Coordinating: Coim- 
ciladSHCCJs)_an(rd^tailsTheir functions. 
Similarly. Part B_of litie XI of the 
/ - S^al Security Act provides for PSRO’s 
I) t<r^ave~Teviewr responsibility for the I heal.tli_ xare_. services provided under 
Titles XVIII, XIX and V of the Social 
Security~ActrSection-226<g> of the Act 
(42DilJS-CL-426ig)J. mandates a Medical 
l^JBesdewLEoaid to .screen the approprlate- 
ness_oX.£a,tients _for the proposed treat¬ 
ment procedures.'It is implicit that rec- 
raents were directed to the minimal 
utilization rate portions of the proposed 
/regulations. A_maior_Comment.was that 
tthere_should l^no minimal utilization 
rates__because’ e\idence_ is lacking that 
thenumberoTprot^durea performed cor¬ 
relate either with quality improvement 
or cost e.f£ciency.~ Although It is true that 
there_is_ a lack o'n;bnclusrv’e~evidence 
which ^£abTIshes~'with certainty a re¬ 
lationship between'utilization rates and 
the efficiency and" effectiveness of care, 
it rationally assumed tliat such a 
rS^atlbnsMp" does "exist" and thus require- 
mentrfor meeting nuhlinum rates. As re¬ 
quired by law, minimum utilization rates 
have been retained. " ~" 
Among the comments were several ex¬ 
pressing the opinion that the minimal 
utilization rates proposed were too high 
and others suggested that they were too 
low. In__analyzing_the_ impact of the 
transplantation center minimum utiliza- 
tioTfTafes""Containeddn:the July 1, 1975, 
Notice of Proposed Rule Iklaking, It Is 
^ cleaQhTar;the:rate^were so high as to- 
jDreciude a substantial number of facili¬ 
ties currently participating in the ESRD 
progTain7'under'fh'e~mterim2l’egulatlons 
from further participation in the pro- 
gram.“This'~adverse"hfrectr"Dir access to 
o^tloimrast be made of Telationships..r<xare haAbeeh addressed^ by a reduction 
between/hese various organizations (as'^Vjn th'e“'mirumal 'utilization''rates for 
stated in"tIiese regulatlons> to avoid du-'i"transplantation"cenfers~"from 25 to 15 
pircatibn“of activities and to make avail- i transplant5~annually“ for unconditional 
able'.to PSRO’SrHSA’s, and SHCC’s the , status and from"'14'tb~T transplants an- 
ESRD expertise in the network area. To < nuaUy for conditional statua*_Because of 
establish_these relationships, these reg- i the new lower rates, It was considered 
/Ulations provide for the Network Co- tinnece5aajy-to--hftve-e-n--excaptiop cate- 
t^or^ating Council to develop written j'^oryHor "transplantation-centersr Since 
arrangements "WlthrPSRO’s established / "nensntraT^lantatiQiEila a one time or 
established ■under-Public Law 93-641 dlserete procedure, exception status for 
wliicli"'vi^ describe the procedures- by 
'irtileh-di^jNetwprk'Cw'rdinating Coun- 
cU wiinntesrate its^anhing responsibil¬ 
ity with the Planning responsibilities of 
HSA’s and SHCC’s7 Srmnarly,^the Medi¬ 
cal -Review-Board-wUl-develop, ■written 
arrangeTnfnt.s with PSRO’s established 
UUderJEartJB of Title XI of the Social 
Securlty- Aet-whicb: will describe the pro- 
cedureibsiwhich the Board will integrate 
__lbsmedicahreviewresponslbility with the 
Qh-a. continuing basis,'these regula- 
tjonsj^ulre that the 'Network" Coordi¬ 
nating Council accept-planning respon- 
/sibility arTequested-by-the- HSA's and 
SHCC’s and forthe Medical Review Board 
■ft) accCptri'evlew responsibility asrequested 
__ bJTOie PSRO’s'.'I'tr is- expected"that, be- 
'^caiise"6f the compTex'nature'orHSRD 
Patient care~and ESRD" patleid; referral 
pattemsTHSA's and PSRO'i vrill recog- 
nlze andTnake'Tlse'of'the expert assist- 
..toce~WhrcTr'the ESRD~hetwork 'organi- 
.-*atlQns_y^"b'e capable of providing. 
Comments - on minlmar' utilization 
rates. (Sections 405.2120-405.2130). The 
. Secretary Is directed by Section 226 Cg) 
Of^eIA?rr:t42-H.S.^426(g>hJa^^ 
M^kare reimbufserrient for kidney 
transplant and dialysis services to facil- 
IKen^dting’jruch^requJrements as he 
■7' 
V the^urp^'e of acce^ is not a'Considera- 
'tlo'n. The rates have h'een lowered to the 
point -whefe rdost primary research or 
pechatric referral centers should meet 
this condition hr orderto qualify for ccm- 
dltlonal status und« toe long term pro- 
granu At suchlihie as continuing ESRD 
program experience and data developed 
from the ESRD medical Information sys¬ 
tem demonstrate toe degree of correla¬ 
tion between utilization rates and qual¬ 
ity improvements and cost efficienx:y, 
consideration ■will be given to amending 
toe regulations on minimal utilization 
rates for transplantation. 
H' The minimal utilization rates for 
Eanu aimys!3~fnxrilittes~dia^ve-Tiot been 
‘changed; the cbhc'erns e.xpressed in com- 
raents-have^beerr taken into considera¬ 
tion, through other changes. For example, 
It^was-suggested-that-facilities which fur- 
nfs'h e-sseKtiat _7'back'-~Trp"'—service ' for 
ESRD patients during'Inpatient stays 
an5~yet 'p'ro'vide.' QnIy a smalt amoimt of 
dialys'is^to outpatients sho'uld be per- 
miTt^ a separate' manTmaI"~utilization 
fat'e~cTassigcatIoh~&Fh5hould be--exempt 
fr'dfflrthe 'requlreme'nt.' PoITowm g thes e 
suggestloiisiTrLtoirnarutUizatlqn. rates for 
dial/sis facilities ■which perform greater 
than 2l)jpgrcmt of their diaIy.se.s.on out- 
pauiehts are unchanged. For thase dl- *'**”L—  ylii VXl WO C*0 iiC' i« >/CW UO CLA V..ct» X V/i. 
.■ffiay-j)y_regulation prescribe pro'vided alysisTacflities perfofmin'g 20 pfrceiit_or 
that such requirements Include at least less or their aiaiyses'dn'outputientg, how- 
requirements for minimal utilization evCTTlhelhiiffimaHutirizatioirTateTha'vtg 
Taterfor cDvered-procedures. Many com- beeircSanged to be toe same as those for 
a facility located- outside a Standard 
Jv^ffopolitan "Statistical Area, (see Sec- 
tion'"405.2130>:""toe_computation of the 
facility rate include both inpatient and 
outpatient'"dialyses. ’The exception, status^ 
for toose dialysis facilities located in 
areas ■where toere'are too few patients 
to allow the facility to meet toe required 
rates but where the facility is needed to 
Qverco_me what would otherwise be in- 
adequa're"p^lent access to dialysis, has 
b^h'retamqd m the regulations. 
■pfo^vision is made for new transplan¬ 
tation and dialysis facilities to come into 
toe ESRD program under conditional 
status on toe basis of a written plan for 
achieving unconditional status. 
In response to comments, the basis for 
computing utilization rates for dialysis, 
facilities has been changed to take into 
consideration fluctuations in rates of 
dialysis. 
Several comments suggested that 
rates for dialysis facilities should con¬ 
sist only of the number of dialyses per¬ 
formed and not include the number of 
stations in the facility. The_minimal utit 
llz^tion rates for dialysis facihtles re- 
rrianSsT^he same''and includes both 
di^ysesjand stations to assure efficient 
utilization of stations. However, a c’nange 
has "heen made to exclude from_the 
cdingutatloitZof^ratesllany.-Station at 
winch at least six ESRD patients have 
been tralried'ln-self-dialysis in the last 
yearrThe~purpose'bf this'change is to 
encourage; where medically appropriate, 
the utiliza'tion: of this less expensive 
tore^ment modaJity.--- - 
Comments on compliance with the re¬ 
quirements of Federal, State and local 
laws. (Section 405.2135). One commenter 
recommended total deletion of this con¬ 
dition on the apparent assumption that 
network organizations ■will be charged 
with enforcement of State and local la^w's. 
It was recommended that such enforce¬ 
ment, continue to remain in the hands 
of appropriate government agencies. For • 
^ purgio§,eS-M,_clarification^ it is stated here , 
' tlmt__no network organization will be 
charged '■wdtirenforeeraent of-any "Fed- 
eralr Sta.tg," or local la^w and- that such 
ehfon^mehl/wiR'nxjt-be affected, by tho 
establishment'"6f' “ESRD" nefworks. Ap- 
‘fltopriafee—government—agencies •will 
cpnEinue-to be charged ■with enforcement 
ofTawsrThe-piirpose-of-this part of the 
regulations is- to make compliance -with 
siich'Iaws a condition for granting ap- 
pr6var'"to"~ESRD'facilities under the 
.Medica're''progTam; a similar require- 
ihent-4aJmposed on _all facilities under, 
Medicare. No change was made in this-' 
requirement. 
Comments on governing body end 
management. (Section 405.2136). One 
comment was made that this require¬ 
ment is so vague and broad in scope as 
to hinder adequate documentation of 
compliance. Although it is felt that the 
requirement is sufficiently explicit, in¬ 
terpretive guidelines will be forthcom¬ 
ing to assist facilities In providing the 
necessary documentatlon. 
Several commenters suggested that 
the provision for disclosure of owner¬ 
ship Is unjustified and possibly Illegal. 
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22508 RULES AND REGULATIONS 
/ka previously- discussed. Section 226(g) 
oL the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 426) 
autoorizes the Secretary, to limit reim¬ 
bursement for kidney transplant and 
(jlalysis_ services to facilities,, meeting 
1 aa he. may by regu- 
‘ latl«n~hrescribe,_The_ requirement for 
‘ dls^sure .of. ownership is believed to be 
justified._oa_the_basis_ that there is a 
rational and pervasive need for this pro- 
Vlsionr-The ■ESIlD-43rogram is new and 
^he_-totaLmmual. patient care benefit 
cost- is esUmated-to^ reach at least one 
bilUorudoUars withiriL several years. Be¬ 
cause of the newness of the program and 
itl~'g5ttmated~'costs,~ it“ is' necessary to 
gather data and to refine the system as 
q'i5cH?~^posslblerrhere is a need for 
inoiutloring_thecosts of the program; as 
such, there is a need to have knowledge 
6r5wherslilp..and_of relationship of the 
OTOWs^Wp of a facility to other faciU- 
tles_Jl,UOTisTiIng siniilar services. The....- Tc 
hepatitis. A suggestion that the facility 
provide for professional development was 
considered to be sufSciently covered 
under the responsibilities of the (2hlef 
Executive Officer. 
A number of comments were made 
wdth respect to patient care policies; 
most were concerned with scheduling of 
hours for dialysis at the convenience of 
patients. The regulation now reads that 
whenever feasible, hours for dialysis are 
scheduled for patient convenience. The 
requirement for periodic review of pa¬ 
tient care policies has been amended to 
indicate that the review activity need 
not be conducted solely by physicians 
and nurses. The suggestion to eliminate 
the word “regularly” from scheduled 
conferences to evaluate patient progress 
has been rejected. It was believed that 
such evaluation must be made regularly 
(see Section 405.2137 (a) and (b)). 
disclosure of ownership provision is con-' 
6lsteiit‘;^th Section 405.2113(c) which 
does not permit a person serving on the 
Medicai Review Board to review_.the 
Ei^D services of a facility in which 
ttorpersohTias a ffnahciaTihterest. Be- i week 
cauieof these reason^tT^elievecf that IE was suggested.that-there-be-A_re- 
_ ^ that a facil¬ 
ity musrremain open at all times," Sec¬ 
tion _405^i36(g)_(2)Jhas been changed to 
re^_Jha£3he_gbvei"ning“bbdy" ensures 
that medical care is _avallable for 
emergencfeju_2^hdurs a day, T^^ys a 
theTllSclosure of~ownership prbyi^on is 
not"llleg:al,'“lflOhstlfled“fbr_program 
purposes, and is unchanged. 
The comments on operational objec¬ 
tives indicated confusion over the re¬ 
quirement that “criteria defining patient 
ellidbility for services are devel¬ 
oped * • As a result, a slight editorial 
chimge has been made in this part (Sec¬ 
tion 405.2136(b)(3)) which now reads 
that “admission criteria are adopted 
J}y the Yacility ^nd are readily available 
ta.enairk-equitable_access_to such' serv¬ 
ice/’ 
A slight change in the responsibilities 
of the chief executive officer has been 
made by deleting the word “medical” in 
Section 405.2136(c) fronuthe expression 
• and act upon medical recom¬ 
mendations made by • • 
The comments on the institutional 
jplanning requirement consisted of ques¬ 
tions on how this provision related to 
planning agencies and how the provi¬ 
sions were to be interpreted. However, 
as previously discussed, several com¬ 
ments also suggested that some requlre- 
qmrementlb.aj.all ESRDLfacilitles main- 
tahv_an^ open^staff fo^all_nephrqffigists. 
It, w.as believed that ah open staff re¬ 
quirement might j.t this time be seen as 
Interfering with a facility’s'prerogative 
to pa5S_on_medical jstaff__qualiflcations. 
Purther_it_was recognized that ESRD 
networks and facilities "should"'concern 
themselves "with"the utnizatfoiTof qual- 
ifled.physiciansLjt. is assumed,'therefore, 
that decisions concerning the Ranting 
of"privHeges"in" a facllltjr-wiih be based 
upon the physician’s professional qual- 
iflcatiohF"ahd‘the facility's capacity to 
acconunodate the physician’s patients. 
Comments on patient care plans. (Sec¬ 
tion 405.213’?-K-/I!his_c.ondition.-has-been 
rewrittenin-groater-detail-to Insure that 
each patient receives a periodic evalua¬ 
tion _^h_j::espect_Jo^ the appropriate 
mo^lRy of_care. In revising the condi¬ 
tion to provide" for evaluation of the 
long-term program as well as a patient 
care plan, several of the comments were 
incorporated.. The requirement now is 
more specific in stating w'ho is involved 
in making evaluations in the long-term 
ments could be duphcative. This require- program and In the patient care plan, 
ment for institutional planning is du- ^In addition, it is stated toat each patient 
pllcative since it is presently a require¬ 
ment for Medicare-approved hospitals; 
this requirement, therefore, has been 
I deleted. Although the deletion leaves the 
I non-hospital operated ESRD faculties 
with no specific requirement for Institu- 
ftfgsc be evslnated^ thejong-term pro- 
gram not ies^freauentlv tha^ every 12 
months. The review of the patient’s 
care plan must 
nQt_t)e_Jess_fr^uent thah'monthly;. a 
comment that this evaluation be made 
tlonal planning, it is believed that there notl^s-than twice monthly was believed 
are requirements in other sections of the 
regulations which sufficiently mandate 
to^be more frequent^^^than necessary for 
most patients. 
an ESRD facility to plan for futme 'Cbinments on patients rights. (Sec- 
fumishlng of ESRD services. 
Several editorial changes have been 
made as a result of comments on person¬ 
nel policies and procedures which indi¬ 
cated some confusion with patient care 
policies (Section 405.2136(f)). In addi¬ 
tion, several comments suggested addi¬ 
tional requirements with respect to 
Infection control, particularly centred of 
tion 405.2138). The condition on pa¬ 
tient’s rights has been reorganized to 
required standards covering: (1) in¬ 
formed patients. (2) participation in 
planning. (3) respect and dignity, (4) 
confidentiality, and (5) a grievance 
mechanism. There were a number of 
comments suggesting changes which 
have not been made, not because the 
comments were unacceptable, but be¬ 
cause the suggestions were consider^ 
inappropriate for regulations. For exam- 
ple,--it-was-suggested. that there be pro¬ 
vision for a translator for any patient 
with_.ainahguage-barrier, rather than 
when ,a sigi:iiflcant number, of patients 
exhibit-a—language-barrien^it was- be- 
lieved_administratively more feasible to 
retain the present requirement. A com¬ 
ment suggested the addition of the right 
to. refuse-treatraent but it was believed 
thnThis- need -not-be in regulations; 
"ndwever, the right to refuse to partici¬ 
pate in experimental research was re¬ 
tained. 
Comments on medical records. (Sec¬ 
tion 405.2139). This section remains es¬ 
sentially unchanged; the changes in 
other parts of the regulations include 
suggestions made in the comments on 
medical records. 
Comments on physical environment. 
(Section 405.2140). This section has been 
enlarged slightly to provide more detail 
with respect to hepatitis control which 
was the concern of several commenters. 
The regulations take note of the Impor¬ 
tance of infections control and specifi¬ 
cally hepatitis, but refrain from requir¬ 
ing a separate isolation treatment area 
with separate staff at this time. The area 
of hepatitis control will be kept under 
review for possible future changes in reg¬ 
ulations and interpretive guidelines. 
Concern was expressed tliat testing of 
emergency procedures while patients are 
being dlalized might present a hazard to 
the patients. The requirement that there 
be emergency procedures with which the 
facility personnel are familiar is de¬ 
signed to enhance the safety of the en¬ 
vironment. Interpretive guidelines will 
provide assistance on how the testing of 
emergency procedures can be carried 
out. The regulations have not incorpo¬ 
rated references to publications describ¬ 
ing minimum requirements for construc¬ 
tion and equipment; the development of 
interpretive guidelines will take into 
consideration such publications. How¬ 
ever, certain requirements have been 
add^ to these regulations to increase 
the safety of the environment through 
the provision of ground-fault interrupt¬ 
ers in electrical circuits to equipment 
and the provision of an alternate elec¬ 
trical power source from an emergency 
generator. 
Comments on affiliation agreement or 
arrangement. (Section 405.2160). ’The 
comments on this section indicated that 
the proposed regulation was unclear, 
particularly with respect to emergency 
and non-emergency admissions to the 
affiliated facility. The portion of the re¬ 
quirement pertainiDg to provision of 
care in emergencies has been deleted to 
simplify the requirement. It is believed 
that this change, together with the 
changes in definition of ESRD facilities 
(see Section 405.2102(e)) has clarified 
the requirement. 
Comments on director of a renal dialy¬ 
sis facility or renal dialysis center. (Sec¬ 
tion 405.2161), One commenter raised 
the question whether the proposed rega- 
latlon was in conflict with Section 1801 
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of the Social Security Act in that the 
regulation sets up requirements as to 
which physicians may treat which pa¬ 
tients. This regulation is intended only to 
assure that the ESRD seiwices furnished 
by the facility are under qualified direc¬ 
tion. The patient is under the care of his 
or her own physician, who may also be 
the Physician-Director. As Director, this 
physician is responsible for planning, 
organizing, and supervising the profes¬ 
sional ESRD services of the facility. 
Another comment contained the rec¬ 
ommendation that the regulations spe¬ 
cify the Director be responsible for a 
Staff Development Plan for all person¬ 
nel. The regulations require a facility to 
j assure_that-all-persohne]rbr Ihe^facility 
participatg_Jn. educational programs on 
a'regular basis (Section 405.2136(d) (6)) 
and further prescribe that the Chief Ex- 
• ecutiv'JjQfficexJias the responsibility for 
v,assuring that all .employees-have an op- 
’portunfty fo^ontinuing education and 
relafechTlevel^ment activities (Section 
405:213ffrc7T3) (vlii)). These parts of the 
regulations were considered to provide 
adequate assurance for a staff develop- 
naent program for all employees. The ad¬ 
ditional responsibility for the physician- 
director in assuring adequate training of 
the niu'ses and technicians in dialysis 
techniques was designed to provide for 
safe procedures and techniques and to 
assure that the dialysis staff are well 
versed in current practice. 
Several commenters suggested that 
Section 405.2161 be changed slightly so 
thaiiiE£Tph3«icianrdirector is not re¬ 
sponsible for ‘•training” but is re.spon- 
sit3lr^piL!!assurmg~adequatd' training”. 
This_Ehange_ WcVs ,made7a3rffl:r7pTovid 
more i^xlbility in the actualjraihing but 
stUT^retains the ^quirement toat the 
phyeician-direcEbf assures'that there is 
traluinit. ~ 
Comments on staff of a renal dialysis 
facility or renal dialysis center. (Section 
405.2162). This section has been edited 
to: (1 substitute the word “physician” 
In place of M.D., (as defined in Section 
1861(r) (I) of the Social Security Act, (2) 
Indicate that one currently licensed 
health professional Is on duty to oversee 
ESRD patient care, and (3) add that on 
adequate number of personnel are pres¬ 
ent to meet the needs of patients. 
One commenter suggests that an 
Is not sufficiently qualified to be 
left in. charge of ESRD patients; con- , 
versely, one hospital commented that its ' 
nursing service was composed entirely of 
L.V.N.’s (Licensed Vocational Nurses) 
, and suggested that the nurse responsible 
for the nursing should be an L.Vhl. Un¬ 
til such time as there is a better con¬ 
sensus on qualifications of staff as well 
as training of nephrology personnel. It 
■ Is believed that the regulations should 
require the qualified registered nmse to 
be in charge ot the nursing service and 
to allow the L.P.N. to oversee ESRD 
patient care. For purposes of this discus¬ 
sion, the licensed practical nurse and the 
licensed vocational nurse are considered 
equivalent in quallficatlom It is recog- 
. Sized that this regulation Is. a minimum 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 
requirement; larger facilities should staff 
according to their needs with the ade¬ 
quacy of staff being determined by the 
adequacy of the process and outcomes of 
patient care. Ratios of staff to patients 
have not been used in these regulations 
because at the present time, ratios in 
themselves cannot be used as sole deter¬ 
minants of good patient care. 
Comments on minimal service require¬ 
ments for a renal dialysis facility or a 
renal dialysis center. (Section 405.2163). 
A large number of commenters suggested 
changes in this section, particularly as 
related to the social and dietetic services. 
Revision has been made in response to 
-tiiese comments. Tlie proposed regula¬ 
tions were intended to provide a minimal 
base for social and dietetic services upon 
which each facility would add such re¬ 
sponsibilities and qualified personnel suf¬ 
ficient to meet the needs of the ESRD 
patients being treated. However, the 
consensus of comments from nephrology 
social worker and dietitian groups 
pointed out that the responsibilities 
listed in the proposed regulations were 
unrealistically limited and did not reflect 
the extent of involvement of these dis¬ 
ciplines in ESRD therapy in current 
practice. The social workers pointed out 
that the real need is for psychosocial 
evaluations and counseling rather just 
social evaluations. There Is a similax 
need for dietetic evaluation and counsel¬ 
ing. The minimum education and experi¬ 
ence of personnel qualified to carry out 
such added responsijjllities is reflected in 
the changes in definitions of qualified 
ESRD personnel (Section. 405.2102 (r) 
^(2) and (6)). 
" WhiieJ±Le_m’Qpqsed_regularions .stated 
! thaTTaboratory services Were to be per- 
lorined by a'lffedTcargvapi:>roved labora- 
' ^£?ri!ir^'^.Oicbghiz^ tfiaTlfidialysis 
! P^ce's.^reqxiires.certairL monitoring pro¬ 
cedures. Exceptions have been granted 
wIiiarT;amnt'Hieinatoci-it~'and''clQtting 
I time]geteriniriatiODs to be made on the 
^ praises of an apDrove^^E^TO Tacility 
' (^Sr^mters pointed out that an ESRD 
facfiity should hot be required to be re- 
spd^ible for installation ahid mainte¬ 
nance or equipmenrand^oWthe ordering 
orisupplies for the s^elfWarejlialysis pa- 
^tiehtrln response to this, the section on 
f self-care~ dialysis' .support—services has 
^ been rearranged-to indicate that an 
ESRD facility is required to assist the 
JESRD_Tarient»_as. heMejtt'In making ar- 
^ rang^^tsjqr. ShCiEservlces, 
Comments on director of a renal trans¬ 
plantation center. (Section 405.2170). 
The same change which was made for 
the renal dialysis facility and renal di¬ 
alysis center has been made In this sec¬ 
tion; the reqqircment that the dii-ectcr 
be responsible for training of staff has 
been modified to responsibility for assur¬ 
ing training of staff. 
Comments on minimal services re- 
<juire7it.^,its for a renal transplantation 
center. (Secticm 405.2171). The changes 
which were made for the renal dialysis 
facility and renal dialysia center have 
similarly been, made in the requlremeats 
^509 
for social services and dietetic services 
(see discussion of comments on Section 
405.2163). In addition, changes have 
been made in laboratory services (see 
discussion of comments on histocom¬ 
patibility testing). 
A sec^ri_h^ been added that requires 
that if a renaT"transplantation~center 
'Utilizes the services of an. organ procure¬ 
ment agency to obtain donor organs, the 
organ procqrement agency must furnish 
these services under an arrangement 
(Section 405.2171(e)). 
A number of comments were made 
that there were few requirements for 
renal transplanation centers in contrast 
to many requirements for ESRD dialysis 
facilities. As discussed earlier in this pre¬ 
amble, a renal transplantation center 
must meet all Medicare requirements in 
this subpart except those parts specifi¬ 
cally for renal dialysis facility or renal 
dialysis centers. These, too, must be met 
if the renal transplantation center also 
furnishes dialysis services. 
(Secs. 226(g), 1102. 1861, 1862(a), 1871, 
1874, Social Security Act; 86 Stat, 1464, 49 
Stat. 647, as amended, 79 Stat. 325, 331, 332, 
and 340; 42 U.S.C. 625(g), 1302, 1395x, 1335y 
(a), 13951ili, 1395kli.). 
Effective Date: The amendments shall 
be effective September 1, 1976. 
(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Programs No. 13.800, Health Insurance for 
the Aged—Hospital Insurance.) 
Dated: March 25, 1976. 
J.B. Cardwell, 
Commissioner of Social Security. 
Approved: May 24,1976. 
Marjorie Lynch, 
Acting Secretary of Health, 
Education, and Welfare. 
Part 405 of Chapter ITT of title 20 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations Is 
amended as set forth below: 
1. Section 405.1031 is amended by re¬ 
vising the introductory paragraph to.. 
read as follows: 
§ 405.1031 Conditioii of participation-— 
complementary departments. 
Participation is not Limited to hospitals 
which have surgery,'anesthesiology, den¬ 
tal, or rehabilitation departments' or 
services, but IT these departments ' or 
services are present, there are effective' 
policies and procedures, relating to the 
staff and the functions of the sei^'icet s) ' 
in order to assure the health and safety 
of- the patients. H the hospital provides 
end-stage renal disease services, reim¬ 
bursement for such services will not be 
made unless the hospital also meets the 
Conditions for Coverage of Suppliers of 
End-State Renal Disease-Services, Sub¬ 
part D of this Part. If a hospital labo-. 
ratory department wishes_to provide 
histocompatibility testing,"' reimburse¬ 
ment for such services wiH not be made 
unless the laboratory department also 
meets the appropriate requirements in 
Subpart M of this Part (§ 405.1S()l(c)). • 
2. In i 405.231Q a new paragraph Cm) 
is added to read sus follows: 
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§405.1310 Deflnitiong. 
• • • • • 
(m) Histocompatibility testing. Labo¬ 
ratory test procedures which determine 
compatibility between a potential donor 
organ and a potential organ transplant 
recipient. 
3. In § 405.1314 a new paragraph ib) 
(13) is added to read as follows; 
§403.1314 (Condition—clinical luborn- 
lory; tests performed. 
« # • « • 
(b) Standard: Procedures and tests— 
competency. 
« • « « « 
(13) Notwithstanding paragraph (b) 
(1) of this section, if the laboratory per¬ 
forms tests in the specialty of hLstocom- 
patlb.illtyj;estin^ the director or_sT;per- 
ylsor: "■ 
'■(!)' Holds an earned doctoral degree in 
El biological science or is a physician 
and 
(u) Subsequent to graduation has had 
4 years of experience in immunology. 2 of 
nrhich have been in histocompatibility 
testing. 
In § 405.1317, a new paragraph (b) 
(8) is added to read as follows; 
5 403.1317 Condition—quality control. 
. • . • • • • 
(b) Standard: Quality Control Sys¬ 
tem—M ethodologi es. 
• • • • • 
(8) Histocompatibility testing. In ad- 
lition to the standards for quality con- 
rol in Immunohematology, paragraph 
W (4) of this section, and serology, 
)aragraphs (b)(2)(i) and (b) (2) (ii) of 
his section, which are applicable to the 
[ilstocompatlbility testing laboratory, the 
liistocompatlbility.- _ testing - -laboratory 
itlllzes the following control systems and 
alldation methods for the perfonnance 
f tests in the following: 
(1) for renal allotransplantation: (A) 
irossmatching of potential recipients 
ud donors before transplantation is per- 
)nned with one or more techniques 
sing the most reactive and most, rgeent 
jra; ' '■ -.- ■ . 
(B) HL-A • serologic typing of. Ijoth 
onor and-rectplenr-tt-hiclT Include at 
‘•ast~^c^ -ai^gens- detectable~wT^ 
)nim capable bf~deflhihg ""the same 
ntlgens-as- thosendeflnable by the Nat.- 
Institutes 6f_ Health" senim 
W(sJ7and.".. .. 
fCm^aracterlzatlon for antibody 
liistocompatibillly-^tigens” in 
>nun from potential recipients of organ 
'tissue grafts. 
til) Fbr transfusions and bone mar- 
)w teansplants the tests in paragraphs 
t) (1) (A) ahd'tsyii) (B) of this section 
^ required. 
(lU) t\:>r disease association studies, 
tragraph (8) (i) (B) of this section 
;8)lles. 
(hr) Mixed lymphocyte cultures or 
her recognized methods to detect ceUu- .v 
r—defined antigens are performed in ^ 
®ordanc© with prescribed methods. 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 
(V) Procedures are established re¬ 
garding freezing of lymphocytes and to 
provide for a comprehensive panel of 
fresh and/or frozen lymphocytes. 
(Vi), rnie reactivity of cell panels used 
for antibody detectlon'is tested at least 
twice a month with appropriate knovm 
antisera. -- - ■ 
The laboratory must also: (A) 
At least once each month have each in¬ 
dividual performing tests be given a pre- 
specimen as an unTtnown 
to verify their ability to reproduce fe.st 
residte and the results of such testing 
shall be recorded and, 
> (B) Participate in at least one national 
or regional cell exchange program,™ if 
available, or develop an exchange system 
with pother laboratory in order to vali¬ 
date interlaboratory reproducibility. “ 
5. Section 405.1901 is amended by re¬ 
designating paragraph (c) as paragraph 
(d), redesignating paragraph (d) as 
paragraph (e), and adding a new para¬ 
graph (c) to read as follows: 
§ 403.1901 The certification process. 
* • • * » 
(c) A hospital which is a participating 
provider of services, for a nonhosplfal- 
operated renal dialj[sis facility as defmed 
in §“405.2102 (e) (3), or a laboratory facil- 
Ity that is approved to participate HTthe 
Medicare programjwhicji, notwithstand¬ 
ing approval pursuant to Subpart J^or 
Sufapart M.' also meets the requirements 
in §§ 405.1314(b) (13) and 405.1317 (a), 
(b)(2) (i) and (ii).-(b) (4), and (b)(8) 
and, when services are furnished in the 
specialty of tissue pathology, also meets 
the requirements in §§ 405.1314(b) (8) (i) 
and 405.1317 (a) and (b)(6)(ii), and 
which is found to be in compliance with 
each of the applicable Conditions for 
Coverage of Suppliers of End-Stage 
Renal Disease Services prescribed by the 
Secretary (see Subpart U), may become 
a supplier of End-Stage Renal Disease 
services pursuant to section 226(g) of the 
Social Security Act upon being approved 
therefor by the Secretary. 
" • » » • • 
6. A new § 405.1912 is added to read as 
follows; 
§ 403.1912 Special procedures for ap- 
proving end-stage renal disease fa- 
ulities and the expansion of services 
in approved facilities. 
(a) Considerations for approval. An 
ESRD facility which wishes' to be ap¬ 
proved for coverage, orjwhlch wishes any 
expansion of dialysis services to be ap¬ 
proved for coverage in accordance with 
Subpart U of this Part, must secure the 
Secretary’s d^ermination thereunder. 
In_ addition to the certification by the 
State agency referred to in § 405.1902, 
data furnished by network organizations 
and' recommendations—of—thei-Public 
Health Service, concerning the contribu- 
tlon of a facility"to the funiishing of 
^d-if:^^'Eenarjis^’¥]^rylces7ln its 
petwork and concerning the facility’s 
compliance3:ith'Ipxp.fe^ibnaipom^ 
standards (see Subpart U of this Part), 
shall be considered by the Secretary_m 
determining whether to approve a fa¬ 
cility for coverage or for any expansion 
^ services under the End-Stage Renal 
Disease Program. The facility will also 
be required to submit data pertaining to 
its qualifications for approval or for any 
expansion of services, for consideration 
in the Secretary’s determinetioii." 
(b) Determining__ compliance ivith 
minimal_utilizaiion fates:_'tirTie^finiita- 
tions. (1) Unconditfohdl status. A facil¬ 
ity, which meets minimal utilization re- 
quirementsjwill be assigned this status as 
long_as'It'cpntihuesJ,o~meet_these re- 
quiremei^. 
T2) Conditional status. A_conditipjjaI 
status may be granted to a facility for 
Tsonnore-tha-n—e-consecutive—caTeh'dar 
J;S3''’?i:f^^fi~"vriil:nor be Irenewable-Tsee 
§.405.2122(b)). Its status may be e.x- 
amined each_calendar_year, to ’asceftajn 
its compliance with Subpart U. 
(31 Exception status. Under unusual 
circumstances (see S 405.2122(c)) the 
Secretary may grant a time-limited ex¬ 
ception to a facility which is not in com¬ 
pliance with the minimal utilization 
rate's) for either unconditional status or 
conditional status. This exception status ■ 
may be granted, and may be renewed on 
an annual basis, under circumstances 
where rigid application of minimal utili¬ 
zation rate requireraents would adversely 
affect the achievement of ESRDjirogram 
objectives. 
"{l]5^Iccintl A facility w'ljich 
has n^_pjeyiously_pa'rticrpa_ted'in the 
ESR-D program must submit a™plan_de- 
taillng how it expects to meet the condi¬ 
tional minimal utilization rate status by 
the conclusion of 1 calendar year oLits 
op'efation under the program and meet 
the unconditional minimal utilization 
rate status during the third calendar 
year of Its operation under the program. 
(d) ' Notification.' 'The Secretary wall 
notify each facility and its network co¬ 
ordinating council of its initial and its 
subsequent minimal utihzaton rate clas¬ 
sification. 
(e) Failure to meet minimal utilization 
rate. A facility falling to meet standards 
for unconditional status or conditional 
status, or if applicable, for exception 
status, will be so notified at the time of 
such classification. 
(f) Interim regulations participant. 
A facilitypireviously; participating_.under 
the" interim_regulations will not be ap- 
prbve^uhder the_ pxqgfam established by 
Siibpaft'U'until it has demonstrated that 
It meets all the apphcable requirements of 
this Subpart, includmg_the appropriate 
minimal utnitatiorfrate. It may continue ’ 
under the interira"mogram only for a pe¬ 
riod not to exceed 1 year from the'effec¬ 
tive date of these amendments (.see 
§ 405.2100(c) of this part)7 During this 
period It may demonstrate its ability to 
meet the appropriate minimal utilization 
rate. FaiIuTe_tojiuaHfy_und_er.jthis_Sub- 4 
part will automatically terminate cover¬ 
age of such f£tcIlityTTervTcfs'Tin'der''the 
ESRD program at'theTncTorsUch'ye'ar. 
7. Part 405 bl Title 20',~Code~^~Fed- 
eral Regulations, is amended by adding 
a new Subpart U, and an Appendix, 
Teadlng-3s-foll(7wsr: 
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RULES AND REGULAnONS 
Subpart U—Conditions tor Coverago of Suppliers 
«f End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) Services 
405i!101 
Scope of suipart. 
Objectives of end-stage renal dis¬ 
ease (ESRD) program. 
406.2102 Definitions. 
405.2110 Designation of E-gtRn network 
areas. 
405.2111 Designation of network coordinat¬ 
ing councils. 
4062112 Designation of ESRD networks. 
4062113 Medical review board. 
4052114 Eelatlonsblp of ESRD networks to 
healtb care review organizations 
and to health service planning 
organizations. 
406.2120 . Minimal utilization rates: general. 
405.2121 Basis for determining minimal 
utilization rates. 
4064S122 Types and duration of classifica¬ 
tion according ' to xitllizatlon 
rates. 
4062123 Reporting of utilization rates for 
Initial classification. 
4052124 Calculation of utilization rates for 
comparison with minimal utili¬ 
zation rates(s) and notification 
of status. 
4062130 Condition: minimal utilization 
rates. 
4052131 Condition: Provider status: renal 
transplantation, center or renal 
dialysis center. 
4052132 Condition; fulfillment of service 
needs In network. 
405.2133 Condition: furnishing data and 
Information for ESRD program 
administration. 
4052134 Condition; membership in a net¬ 
work. 
405.2135 Condition: compliance with fed¬ 
eral, State, and local laws and 
regulations. 
4052136 Condition: governing body and 
management. 
4062137 Condition: patent long-term pro¬ 
gram and patient care plan. 
406213S Condition: patients* rights and re¬ 
sponsibilities. 
405.2139 Condition; medical records. 
4052140 Condition; physical environment. 
4052160 Condition: affiliation agreement or 
arrangement. 
406.2161 Condition: director of a renal di¬ 
alysis facility or renal dialysis 
center. 
4062162 Condition: staff of a renal dialysis 
j facility or renal dialysis center, 
405.2163 Conciltloii * m i n ima.i sGrvlc© r6“ 
quirements for a renal dialysis 
facility or renal dialysis center. 
4052170 Condition; director of a renal 
transplantation center. 
4052171 Condition: minimal service re¬ 
quirements for a renal trans¬ 
plantation center. 
Appendix: End-Stage Renal Disease Net¬ 
work Areas. 
Subpart U—Conditions for Coverage of 
Suppliers of End Stage Renal Disease 
(ESRD) Services 
§ 405.2100 Scope of subpart. 
(a) Hie regulations In this subpart 
^escribe the role which End-Stage Renal 
Wsease (ESRD) networks will have in 
WESRD program, establish the mecha¬ 
nism by which minimal utilization rates 
^n-suant to section 226(g) of the Social 
Security Act u.S.C. 426(g)) win be 
PfOfhQlgated and applied, and describe 
Mie health and safety requlrwnents that 
Mattes fmmlslilng ESRD care to bene- 
"ClarlK must meet. These regulatiiHia 
further prescribe the role of ESRD net¬ 
works in providing the medical review 
requirements of section 226(g) prior to 
and following the establishment of Pro¬ 
fessional Standards Review Organiza¬ 
tions imder Part B of Title XI of the 
Social Security Act (42 UB.C. 1320c et. 
seq.). 
(b) The general objectives of the 
ESRD program are contained in 
§ 405.2101, and general definitions are 
contained in § 405.2102. The provisions of 
§§ 405.2110-405.2114 discuss the estab¬ 
lishment and activities of ESRD Net¬ 
works, the Network Coordinating Coun¬ 
cils, and the Medical Review Boards. 
Sections 405.2120-405.2124 discuss the 
establishment of minimal utilization 
rates and the requirements for approval 
of f^ilities with respect to such rates. 
Sections 405.2130—405.2140 discuss gen¬ 
eral requirements for, and description of, 
all facilities furnishing ESRD services. 
SecUons 405.2160-405.2163 discuss spe¬ 
cific requirements for facilities which 
furnish ESRD dialysis services. Sections 
405.2170 and 405.2171 discuss specific re¬ 
quirements for facilities which furnish 
ESRD transpiantation services, 
/f provisions of thjs subpart are 
^®ectI7;^(^day57fiJirdwmk jiate _pi]^b- 
licatiprL Notwith^nding such effective 
date, the. provisi6ns~7Jf~~the~interinf regu- 
lations in §§ 405.lT6(g), 405.23lTg)~and 
^^jn^hd~the~Appendhc~ttrSubpart B of 
this_parlrBhall~continue"Tn''effect* for” a 
period natgXTCethiffmnntEFronouj^ 
the limited pur¬ 
pose of as^rmg an orderly transition 
td” the 
¥ Ptovisrona.. of _thls_ subpar^and^i^^r- 
' ticular, .so that facilities approved under 
die" ESRD'' prdgram''puTsuant_to'2such 
intei'irrr“regura£ibns whTcIT'aQ' not also 
qfiffi.^”for conH^^ a'pproval under the 
of the Medicarq._EX0£ram Jn a manner 
wiirn^mize disruptloiTorkerrices 
fsTTrow e v er.--fl>-beciiT- 
gJIcctiveldate dOjjpso 
ceptions under the Interim regulations 
the Appendi.-rto Sjjbpart B of this part) 
Xvin be accea.tedT .n’rrrr(2> heginnm^ g 
months after such effective dateTTTT'ho 
"on d er 
tjie Interim regulations (§§ 405lll6'rgT, 
405:2oTrg7~affd'(hr,'~a'n(ff”’me~AppEgT^ 
to Sfibpart B of* this parTn'dffd'cnT'ae- 
termlnatiom wdth^speet to' a facility's 
approvsT of ^honapprovailTorTfeimburse- 
ment under this subpart will supersede 
determinations made unSef’such" interim 
Tfegulalions: ----—-— 
facility previously participating 
under the interim regulations will not be 
approved imder the program established 
by Subpart U until It has demonstrated 
that It meets all the applicable require¬ 
ments of this Subpart, including the ap¬ 
propriate minimal utilization rate. It 
may continue under the Interim program 
only for a period not to exceed 1 year 
from the effective date of these amend¬ 
ments (see 1 405.2100(c) of this part). 
During this period It may demonstrate 
its ability ta meet the appropriate mini- 
22511 
mal utilization rate. Failure to qualify 
under this Subpart will automatically 
terminate coverage of such facility’s 
services under the ESRD program at the 
end of such year. 
§ 405.2101 OJijeot ives of llic en<l-slajic 
renal dibcaiiie (KSIUD) program. 
The objectives of the end-stage renal 
disease program are: 
To assist beneficiaries who have 
bceiLdlagnosedas having ena-siagi;''i'tnal 
disea5e_<ESRD) to receive tfiff'ddTfrThev 
nesd; ~' 
^t>) JT’o_enccuraffe proper distribution 
and_effecrivek^rzaTron~QrESRU Ireat- 
mcnt resources while maintaining of im- 
proving the qualfiy bi care; and 
Lii ide_l.?iir'Jlt:\'JT5lTlty neces¬ 
sary f or' ihe ~efricien t'deTi verr~OT-rr;; uro- 
priate~care Sy phy5Tciaiis~5hd' Tff?!T!T!bs. 
§405.2102 Definitions- 
As used in- this subpart, the following 
definitions apply: 
(a) (A'c7reemenf.liC::e ESRD facility has 
afle>£fient_^hereny' another facTTIty 
assumes 'responsibiIftv‘'‘TuT'—Til~ff!iT..tng 
c'e”rTam services to 
raining reimbursement'fbr such "services. 
’^TJ’Arrgngement.yhze ESRD'fa'ciTrrfy* 
aganges~ for ah'otiTer rdcTIffy" toTIrHrsh 
■ seriaces to 'patients- but assumes 
responsiciiitTv' for silcri servTc~e3''^ahH~for 
obtaining reimbursemellt TiierPIOri'"''''' 
r2T'D?jTrt"S/3*.“A piutifss b»* "■'i'lreh dis¬ 
solved substances are removed from a pa¬ 
tient’s body by diffusion from one fluid 
comportment to another across a semi- 
permeable membrane. 'The two tj-pes of 
dialysis which are currently in common 
cUnical practice are hemodialysis and 
peritoneal dialysis. 
(d)^End-Stage Rend Disease (ESRD)t 
That stave of renal impairment which 1^’ 
aeni. >.h(0£: LUUT.S. f!in!vs1s-.nr..k:rin.'vy 
transplantation to^ameliorat^ uremic 
symptoms and mammin lii'e?' ' 
*TC) /iTSRjj jaciiiig which is 




(D/Renal Tran^-nlcntction Center^ A. 
unit'\vhich is_api:.rored 'to fur- 
nisn djr°c:Iy transniarTtation arri nT:-ipr 
meaicai and surgicaT"si:eciaTtv serj’CES 
r^dlred iof ihe cafe'o:"irre'2:^vD trans- 
lriant-paNerffsrRncffcrdlng''fnpa£ie^nT 
aiy’-'sis lumisned ciirectiy fli* underRtr- 
rangemefft, A Rfirah- Tygrtsrdwnttrro.p 
Center-hriy--sdscr-be'Rt-Renal"DIaIysl3 
(2) ^T^TWdvsis cent^t\ hospital 
unit which is approved to fur.ai.sh the full 
cig_d!ng"Igpattent "droly’sis^'Tmmlshed 
r^tly or under arrangemeht), and re- 
h'abilitative's'ervicesrexc'ept'rehaEtr.ans'- 
pfemtaticirTeq-airedffor the ca^ of'ESBD 
dialysis patients."_ 
"TSl Kenal diaysisJacility^A unlt^whiph 
is approve^to furnish dialysis seryice/s) 
tdf ESRD' patfmtsT ^ 
(f) ESRD service^ The type of care or 
services- furnished to an ESRD patient. 
Such, types of care are: 
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(1) ^Transplantcitlon service. A process 
)j which (aTa kidney Is excised from a 
Ive or cadaveric donor, fb) such kidney 
} Implanted .in an ESRD patient, and 
c) supportive care is furnished to the 
Wing donor and to the recipient foUow- 
ag implantation._ 
(2) ^pialysisjservice: 
(1) CbTQIUiLJnarn^ance dialysis. Di- 
•lysis which is regularlyTunirshedon an 
utpatient basis to an ESRD patient (at 
ny level of patient involvement) in 
Ither a hospital-based or nonliospital- 
ased setting; 
(ii) Inpatient dialysis. Dialysis which, 
jcause'of medical necessity, is furnished 
»an ESRD patient on a temporary in- 
vtlent basis in a hospital; or 
(hi) Self-care dialysis training. A pro- 
am whicIT’lraihs ~ESRD—patients or 
leir helpers, or both, to perfonn self- 
1 re dialysis. 
(g) Fjetnishes Directly. The ESRD 
icility presides the service thi-ough it^ 
(m stafiT and employees,- or- through 
idividuaTs. who are under direct contract 
) furn^h such services personally for 
Ie facility (i.e., not through “agree- 
imts” or “aiTangements"). 
(h) Tjig 
1!RD facility furnishes servicS on its 
rdn-premises; or on its other premises 
tit are: (1) contiguous with or in Iin- 
DKllate proximity to the main premises; 
ad, (2-) under the direction of the same 
Ofesslonal staff and governing body' os 
t) main premises. 
’1) Histocompatihility testing. Labora- 
by test procedures which determine 
empatibility between a potential donor 
[> an and a potential organ transplant 
rdplent.  ____ 
i)/Medical Care Criteria. Predeter,- 
I led 6l_em ehhs^gains^ wh fch as pec tsTcTf 
i QU^ity oT a medical service rTiay I3o 
51 iparcd;- They_ are devel6~p^~ by^^pro-" 
l£ilonals relyhig^ on professional ex^ 
xtise and" on the professional literature. 
■" W Wedlcd rCa ^s7Kuihericardr 
usual observed 
)<tonnahce'.~R~onh's are ■deriygd^frora 
ifregale informatibh related 
u Ith_care- pro vlded-£6-a -largo-number 
if iatjents over a period of time. 
■.) [Medical.jj^^StqnddrdT'Frofes- 
M.aUy developed expressions" of the 
a?e of acceptable variatl6h~from a 
cn_or criterion. -- 
a) . lMedical-£ars~epaluati^^iudyl 
-health caro services, 
®^-.performed__i-etrospectively,' in 
’I5h an indepth assessment of fthe 
Qifcy- and/or utilization of such serv- 
!£lsmade. ■ 
'^^f^etworTc, WSRD. An approved,or-- 
ized groun_pf_ ESRD facilities in a 
feinted geogi'aphic area wlilch by 
iir type “and location,'arid becauseRaf 
cl referral -patterns, collectively jEur^ 
care_rOT^ESR^^- 
f-3_ln the pbpul^ion seiwed. 
J) 'IN^woflc ~CoordinaUng CauTicil,' 
b) referfeTto'as""Council”). A group 
■presentatives of all the ESRi., raclli- 
jiln a network which acts as an ad- 
tstrative governing body to the net- 
as a resource to community health 
Suers, and as a liaison to the Pederal 
''mment 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 
(p) ^~OTgan_^j)Tgc.yrement. The process 
of ^(fmring donor kidneys. (See item 
(q) in this section.) , 
(q) Organ procureinent agency '. An or- 
ganizatlori which performs, or coordi¬ 
nates the performance of, all the fol¬ 
lowing services: 
(1) Harvesting of donated kidneys: 
(2) Preservation of donated kidneys; 
(3) Transportation of donated kid¬ 
neys; and 
./ (4) Maintenance of a system to locate 
prospective recipients for harvested or¬ 
gans. 
(r) Personnel (.qualified). ESRD: (1) 
Chief executive officer (qualified). A pe’-- 
S^E^O-LID-Holds at least a baccalaure¬ 
ate degree or its equivalent and has at 
least 1 year" of experience in an ESRD 
unit; or 
a qualified registered nurse or 
qualified physician director puisuant to 
^ paragrraphs (4) and (5) of this item (r) • 
or , ' 
(ill) As of the effective date of these 
regulations", has demonstratetf capabillty 
by acting for at least 2 years as a chief 
executive officer in a dialysis unit or 
transplai^ation-program. ... 
(2) Plietitian ^qualified), A person 
who: 715 eligible for reglstratioITBy 
toe American Dietetic Association imder 
ite requirements in effect on the publica- 
txon of these regulations, and has at least 
1 year of experience in clinical nutrition- 
or * ' 
(ii) Has a baccalaureate or advanced 
degree w-ito major studies in food and 
nutrition or dietetics, and has at least 1 
year of experience in clinical nutrition. 
<3) _ Mgdieel— 
(Quail ft, ed )_._A^p erspn^who : 
71) Has graduated from_a program 
for Medical"RecbfdrAdmtnistrators ac¬ 
creted by the Council on Medical Edu¬ 
cation of toe American Medical Associa¬ 
tion and toe American Medical Record 
AssocrattDTT7-anti-is "eligible for certifica¬ 
tion as a Registered Record Admlnistra- 
tor,_(RRA) by the American Medical 
Record Assooiatiou.^ under its require¬ 
ments in effect on the publication of 
these regulations; or 
a program 
for Medical Record Technicians approved 
Jbihtijr by-the-eotmeihorr MedicarTTdil^ 
cation of toe American Medical Associa¬ 
tion Md toe American Medical Record 
Association, and is eligible for certifica¬ 
tion as an Accredited Record Technician 
(,AB,T^y-toe-American Medical Record 
Association under its requirements in ef¬ 
fect on toe publication of tliese regula¬ 
tions; or - “ 
(ill) Has successfully completed and 
received a satisfactory grade in toe 
American Medical Record Association’s 
Con-espondence Course for Medical Rec¬ 
ord Personnel approved by the Accredit¬ 
ing Commission of the National Home 
Study Council, and is eligible for certifi¬ 
cation as an Accredited Record Tech¬ 
nician by toe American Medical Record 
Association imder its requirements In 
effect on toe publication of toes© 
regulations, 
i^)^. NuTse.^Respansible for Nursing 
Service (Qualified), A person who is li¬ 
censed as a registered nurse by the State 
m which practicing,, and (i) Has at least 
R -months of experience in chnical nurs¬ 
ing, and an additional 6 montiis of ex¬ 
perience in nursing care of toe patient 
with pennanent kidney faUui-e or under¬ 
going kidney transplantation, including 
training in and experience with the 
diah'sis process; or ”.-.. 
(ii) Has 18 montlis of e.xperience in 
nursing care of the patient on mainte¬ 
nance dialysis, or in nui’sing care of the 
patient with a kidney ti-ansplant. includ¬ 
ing training in and experience with the 
dialysis process. 
(hi) If the nurse responsible for nurs¬ 
ing service (qualified) is in charge of 
self-cai-e dialysis training, at least 3 
months of toe total required ESRD ex¬ 
perience is in trairhng patients in self- 
(5) fPhysician-DirccioT (Qualified) 
physiclan~Tsee section 186i(r) Cl) of toe 
Act) who; 
(1) Is board eligible or board certified 
in internal medicine or pediatrics by a 
professional board, and has had at least 
12 months of experience or training in 
the care of patients at ESRD facilities; or 
(li) During the 5-year period prior 
to the effective date of these regulations, 
served for at least 12 months as director 
of a dialysis or transplantation program. 
(hi) In those aroas where a qualified 
physician is not avallaBTe to'direct a par¬ 
ticipating dialysis fachity, another phys¬ 
ician (see section 1861 (r) d) of the Act) 
may dirednhe'facility, subject to toe 
approval of the Spp.rpt-nry,_, 
(6) Social Worker (Qualified). A per¬ 
son uffio is licensed, if applicable, by the 
State in which practicing, and 
(i) Ha.s completed a coiu-se of study 
with specialization in clinical practice at. 
and holds a masters degree from, a grad¬ 
uate school of social work accredit^ by 
the Council on Social Work Education- 
or 
(ii) Has served for at least 2 years as 
a social worker, 1 year of which was in 
a dialysis unit or transplantation pro¬ 
gram prior to toe effective date of these 
regulations, and has established a con¬ 
sultative relationship with a social 
worker who qualifies under item (6) (i) 
of this^cUon_^ 
(7) Transplanta{wh~Sufgedn~CQuali- 
TiedU ^person w=hcn- 
(i) Is board ehgible or board certified 
in gefieratsm’gery or urology by a profes¬ 
sional board; and 
~tlif-"HKs~at~least 12 months training 
or experleffce'ln toe perfoirnance of renal 
transplantation and the care of patients 
wTth reTraftransplafits: — ~— 
§ 405.2110 Desigiiatiuii of ESRD nci- 
work areas. 
(a) ’The-Secretai-y designates ESRD 
network areas, each seivlng a minimum 
population base of 3.5 mhllon and each 
-inehidin-g^at least two renal transplant 
centers, and is pubhshing notice thereof 
as an appendix to this subpart. The 
Secretary may designate network areas 
of less than 3.5 naillion population or a 
single renal ..transplant center when 
necessary for toe achievement of tiie 
ESRD program objectives (see ! 405.- 
2101). 
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]/b). A network area may cross State 
and HEW Regional boundaries and. to 
the^gre^test extent practicable, will be 
coterminous with Health Service Areas 
and PSRO areas. The_ designation 
network-areas does not'iinply that the 
desigh'br the-areas will remain static. 
Network-nreas may be changed from 
time to time by publication of amend¬ 
ments to these regulations so that the 
designations are,in accordance with pro¬ 
gram experience and changing needs. 
(c) Network areas are designated for 
the purpose of geographically describing 
the location of groups of ESRD facilities 
which share a collective responsibility to 
provide access to the various levels and 
treatment modalities of ESRD care. The 
designation of network areas.does not re- 
quhe a patient to seek access to c^are only 
th~r6LrgTmie"Taciritle?-Tfr the "designated 
' network area in which the patient re¬ 
sides, nor does the designation of net- 
work areas preclude patient choice of 
physicians or facilities or patient re- 
ferral_by physicians to a facilhy_in 
anotlier^desi^ated network area. 
§ 403.2111 Designation of network co- 
.. ordinating councils. 
—fa) With respect J;o each designated 
network area, the Secretary„wlll,.,after, 
he determines that the criteria listed 
below are met, designate a network co¬ 
ordinating council. The criteria aret 
(l)„Ea_ch,_ certified ESRD facility in 
the designated network area has been 
requested to furnish a network coordl- 
•nattng"~cottrrcll' designated representa¬ 
tive from one of the categories listed in 
paragraph" Ca) (3) of this section. 
><'(2) At least 75 percent of the certified 
ESRD facilities m the network area have 
furnished a deSghated representative to 
ttifeTiet^vork coordinating" council. 
"-'(31 Tf rrof Jhcluded" m" sucli repre- 
• sentativeC the council has~appo!nted_.the 
folIOWtng'members'from within .the net¬ 
work':^ ! ' . , ,./ 
(il teansplant surgeon (see § 405.2102 
(r)(7)V.“ _ 
(il) Inte,iT3ilst;-h.eE.hi’oIogistJ 
(ill) ' Pediatrician (pedla_tric nephrol- 
oglstwhenavallablelr— 
(Iv>' "Chief" ex'ecutive ~b£Qcer "of an 
ESRD'.facilTtyTsee § 405.2102fr) (I) >7 " 
’'(vT7 Qualified dietitian (see § 405.2102 
(r)(2)‘). ~ 
(vi)! Qualified nurse (see 5 405.2102 
(r) (4)y7---- 
(vil) V Qualifled__soclal worker (see 
8 405.2102 (r) (6)). 
(viii) iIMalysls technician. 
(lx) Tlif^'inrorhied consumers.. 
(x) ^li:tt:JatiL_Pi_A_his.tpc.ompa 
testing^boratory, when available (see 
8 405.1314tbrn3T)l 
.. (xl) (Representative of an organ pro- 
curement agency, when available, 
■"(b) Initial functions of a network co¬ 
ordinating council. The initial functions 
of a network coordinating council in¬ 
clude at least the following: 
(1) If composed of more than. 20 per- 
, ^ons, appoints an executive committee 
J of 20 or less persons wlilch carries out 
the activities of tlie council between 
meetings of the council. 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 
(2) _Elects an_executive committee in 
each succeeding year, which is repre¬ 
sentative of the constituency of the net- 
/ work and consists of at least 25 percent 
non physicians. 
(3) Provides a plan for establishing 
working relationships with: (i) contig¬ 
uous ESRD network coordinating coun¬ 
cils; (ii) established Professional Stand¬ 
ards Review Organizations (PSROs) 
established under Part B of title XI of 
the Social Security Act; and. (Iti) 
Health Systems Agencies (HSAs) and 
State Health Coordinating Councils 
t.SHCCs) established pursuant to the 
•Public Health Service Act as amended 
by the National Health Planning Re¬ 
sources and Development Act of 1974, 
P.L. 93-641, which have designated areas 
tlrat are wholly or in part included in 
the ESRD network area. 
(4) Provides a listing of the net¬ 
work’s component facilities, the name(s) 
of the facility representative(s) to the 
council and the disciplines they repre¬ 
sent, ihe name(s) of council member(s) 
other than those representing facilities 
and the membershfp category they rep¬ 
resent, the ESRD services each facility 
provides, and a quantitative estimate of 
each facility’s capacity to deliver each 
service. 
(5) ProvMes sig£ied agreements be¬ 
tween ifseir^'andT each' ‘member facility 
concerning the latter’s willingness to 
participate in council activities. 
(6) Appoints a medical review board 
(see § 405.2113). 
(7) Describes a mechanism for the de- 
velopmentHitijrocednTes for the review 
of ESRD care (including a mechanism 
for the development of criteria and 
standards) under which an establislied 
medical review board can operate. - 
(8) Provides information concerning 
the current and projected need for ESRD 
serrtces within the network area to as¬ 
sist the Secretary in making determi¬ 
nations concerning the certification of 
ESRD facilities within the network area. 
(9) ,EteY.elops_jn£twgrk rules of gov- 
ei-nanceJiicl^dingjuit not limited to tlie 
frequency and'type 'br"meetings of "the 
network‘cddf'dmatrng 'council; and the 
medicaTreview board.The' executive com¬ 
mittee, quoimm of these meetings, etc. 
§ 405.2112 Designation of ESRD net¬ 
works. 
An ESRD network exists when the 
member facilities collectively furnish the 
full spectrum of ESRD care and a desig¬ 
nated network coordinating council has 
begun to function. Within 6 months fol¬ 
lowing the effective date of tliese regu¬ 
lations, the Secretary will determine 
whether the requirements for designa¬ 
tion of an ESRD network are met. 
(a) (Triterla for the designation of an 
ESRD netw'dfkT " ' 
' Each' certified ESRD facility in 
‘■fthe desTgiiatea area'must beiSermItted 
to'TQlnr thejoetworkT ^ 
(2) Tim ESRDjtaflliyes_must_execut6 
a mefnrb'ei~^p ag^mejit v.dth the nfit- 
work coordinating council. 
(3 > "Cdllectrveiyrfhg member facilities 
,mu3t In'clude the capability for; 
22513 
(i» Kidne>rtransplantation. 
(ii> Inpatient diali’Sis. 
(iii» Chronic maintenance dialysis. 
(iv) SeTf^care dialysis training." 
(V) Support, services for_patients di- 
alyzing.themselves at home. 
(Vi) Or_^an (kidney) procurement. 
(vil) Hlsroddmpatibilify testing. 
(4) A'designated network coordinat¬ 
ing council has been formed and has 
begun to function. 
(5) The oouncii has establishedjL_tned- 
ical_reyiew board~i^icTf~ira3 begun, to 
function to assure, tlifough the appli- 
cauori~or^altable-procedure3-ot-_h^:tli 
car(r^evtew,rthat the "services" f ()r which 
paymeiil may be' rriade under^the Social 
Security Act conform"' to appropriate 
sfa"ndard.s~rfo'mfe~ Pi^oylston 20f_jmajth 
care. 
^ (6) Tlie council has established proce- 
‘nures for'uttllzlng^lntormation available 
rroin the national ESRD medical infor¬ 
mation system.'and has begun to finple- 
nmnjjhe pfoc^ures. 
Cl) 'The cgunciThas established work¬ 
ing relationships with each PSRO..and 
with ea.ch^desigh'aced'HS'A and SKCC in 
the ne'i'worx~area"'and'"Witli coilLiguous 
network coordinafThg comicils. 
'~(Wnyngor7ig' fu7icUo?ls~^ri7ie vetwoik 
coordinating council in an approved 
ESRD-networkr. ■Tl:ie ongoing functions of 
the" network coordinating council are 
per^rmec^by the council or the council’s 
execiiti\;£ Committee. Tlie network co- 
ordinaUn^coimcil performs" the follow- 
Ifigl)iYgorng fiinrtlons: 
- Tir'13eveIops a'written plan, updatei-^*-^ 
annuallyrwhiciv-eontains a- staje.ment of ' 
thejmEivbfk.oJIedtryM.j).'meUiod for at- ' 
tafinng,thejl£-twqrk objectives', and a de- ■ 
senption of the mechanisms to be used | 
for "ev'aTuacio'Oif nr^'gres^lmvan^ieet- 
'ing_^.e_rifit,AYork ohmciives^ 
(2 )^g.ubmlts. tQ^t]ie.,Sgcr£tary ..within 2 
month^after each calendar year an an.-'__ 
nlial report which contains the followlt 
mg information: 
'' (i) Tire"ESRD services that each fa¬ 
cility in the network provides; 
(li) An"quantitative estimate of each ^ 
facility’s capacity to deliver each serv- j 
ice: 1,, 
(iU) 'l^ie anticipated uUlization 
^or each E^D^seiwice3~D..each-facility . 
gerinii:—- 
(iv) A statement describing reasen.'j 
for the 'partlc'Tpatiqii'bf an_ESKD"racii- 
lty"reportml"Titirization rates' whlch.lclp 
'TlQCsaIisfy'fhe"standafd(s) for uncondi¬ 
tional sfatu.'Ttsee § 405.2130); and 
Cvl—An-overview report on tiie medlcai. 
review activities undertaken in the net¬ 
work during tlie previous year. 
(3) Confers with its component ESRD 
facilities to assist each with the formu¬ 
lation of data for the annual report. 
(4) Monitors the functions of themed- 
leal TS3TiW7l3^rd_and provi3^"f6r~ th.> 
lipdatlng as lie^ed of pfocedm-es for re- 
Vlew, mclndtngmrlterra~~andstandards. — 
•'T5) Makes recommendations to mem¬ 
ber facilities as needed to achieve the 
objectives of the network. 
(6) Continues its working relation¬ 
ships with each PSRO designated in the 
ft 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS mi 
t!,-work area with respect to the estab- 
Ijiment of standards and criteria and 
t! procedures for medical review. 
:7) Continues its working relation- 
5 psjIffil^e-siiaiatgiJTTSAs and SHCCs 
b'the network area, assuring woi^king 
rationships with respecfto ihforination 
cicemlng current and projected needs 
f ;'^RD~servtces~wIth m3b e jie twor k 
asa. 
'8) Furnishes consultation, as. re- 
5) or the appropriate PSRO where it 
ii; assuflTed'theseTevlew'fnncliohs, coi^ 
rhing the~mM^l necess!ty^f~servic^.~ 
nary concerning current and projected 
jlization of network member facilities. 
10) Establishes mechanisms to man- 
i! the administrative aspects of Its ac- 
j.ties. 
11) Establishes mechanisms to man- 
li the fiscal aspects of its activities. 
| 05.2113 Medical review board. 
а) The medical review board consists 
).& ”5i^'lhfTrm‘35f~seven members. The 
rmbers; fwith'a desi^ated alternate for 
^lh) are appointed by_the_^netwprkjco- 
tffia^g 'council. The medical review 
ji^raiiohslsTs of the following members: 
'D Aiilihtpnfi5L.actiy£iy^ 
IBUcare; 
2) A qualified transplantation surgeon 
i ivel^eiTga geddn-ESRD- caTC'i 
37~iir~qualIfieg~Trcrr5e responsible for 
rsing'sefvrce;- ' - ■ 
4) A qualified social worker; 
5) Ohe~{o tfu-ee^additionaL physi- 
:!n(s)jaclively~cngagjd iir ESRD.care, 
jari^:^ea wheFe^ specialized care (e.g;, 
)llamc_jcareT_is’ regaij_arjy being re- 
rwedTone of the additional~physicians 
!rspeoalist in that area of caroT^nd 
б) In adihti'on, there are available to 
}• medical review board consultants in 
ijHalty areas'as needed. 
tb) No person sertUng on the medical 
dpw^'finar'd lF?tF!W’ rgSP'Onsiblfity 
'( a case in which~hg has, nr hnf!'~?uiv 
1 
ic) No person serving on the mescal 
hew'board with a financianriferest, 
leCtrnrlndirect.as deSned in § 1155fa), 
:(TB) j.'pf ,the_ Act,, in a Facility—that 
■^ifish^ EBRD services may review^ the 
SRD services Of that facility. ' 
yd) The~medical r'evTew' board performs 
if _IqlIowing junctionsIitllrlJin^^ a 
i]:s of theL^iatient Jong-terjn-pxogram 
11405.2137 (a)) in assesstng_the_flPPro- 
)|ateness_ofrpatlenta.FQr_tlm grossed 
^jaSient procedures; 
'!i2nieviews and coordinates the eval- 
jjiJon of comparative performance of 
|illtles and physicians based on ag- 
figate data concerning patterns of care 
irelation to both normative data from 
medical information system and crl- 
ria and standards developed by the net- 
Jrk for at least the following areas of 
itlent care: appropriateness of patients 
the propos^ treatment procedures, 
brtality, and morbidity. This review in- 
idea both physician and nonphysician 
rformance; 
‘ *3) Jn concurrence with the network 
C0Qr.dinatmg council, coordinates' the per- 
formance of medlcaf care~evaTuafIon 
' studies' \vnh!n~The:;network7 with ..each 
ESRlTTacnity participating in at. least 
one but usually more than one medical 
care evaluation study per year. The m^l- 
cal review board assures that the follow- 
i Tng'tasks' are-performed-for each medical 
I cSre'evaluatfon snigy~:'~FefectrdhrahcL de- 
I sigh__of "Ihe^ study^..settixig..criteria_and 
I standards, data collection .and .displaj', 
' irTterp'relatioh and’ ahalysi^ofjthey find- 
J, ings, mstitutfon o^orrective actidh’.' and 
'.repexihfcliahce of any_study-whlch-ihdi- 
cates a problem; and 
fry-As- -necessary, performs or dele¬ 
gates the performance of other indepth 
studies based upon information emanat¬ 
ing from paragraphs (d)(1) and (d) (2) 
of this section, the medical information 
system, or a perceived need. This includes 
the coordination and evaluation of indi¬ 
vidual patient data as necessary for at 
least the following areas of patient care: 
appropriateness of patients for the pro¬ 
posed treatment procedures, mortality, 
and morbidity. This review includes both 
physician and nonphysician perform¬ 
ance. 
fe) On the basis of its reviews under 
paragraph (d) of this section, the medi¬ 
cal review board provides, to facilities in 
the netw'ork and to physicians, written 
recommendations for improvements in 
the EBRD care of individual patients qr 
groups of patients (or both). If there ar'5T 
facilities in the network, or physicians, l 
that continue to deliver care which the 
medical review board considers inappro-' 
priate or of substandard quality, the 
medical review board provides all factsi 
concerning tfiis care to the council aij^ 
to the Secretary. 
(f) The medical review board, from 
time to time but not less than annually, 
submits to the council and to the Secre¬ 
tary a report on its activities, which in¬ 
cludes the following: 
(T) The plan of the board for con¬ 
ducting review activities including the 
process and scheduling of reviews and 
studies, and the process of Information 
e:<change between the board, the council, 
and the facilities wivhin the network: 
(2) Findings of its reviews and stud¬ 
ies; and 
(3) Recommendations with respect to 
the more effective accomplishment of the 
purposes and objectives of the board. 
§ 10.S.2114 Rel.Tlionsihip of ESRD_net- 
works to7io;t'tli care~revTcK^x)rKail.iza- 
rlmi-i .Turi lr> jirn'itii_<frY;<.<. plaunillg 
orgaiilzaliuns. 
(a) .The network coordinating council 
aevelops~written workIng~arrangemefits 
wlth'Healffi' Systeins'A ge hcIe^'n'cTState 
"Health T^cordinattRgCouncns.whose-des- 
f^aEed~pTanning area is ^holiy qr in part 
included In. the ESRD. network area, .to 
assure that these organizations receive 
appropriate professional advice conc,em- 
Ing the need for EBRD facilitles-aind 
sendees. These writtenjLJTangpment.s dft> 
scribe Ibe procedure(s) by which_tiie 
council Integrates its'planHing. responsi¬ 
bility with the planning responsibilitipc; 
oTThe Health.SjsIemslAgcncies and the 
State_^Health Coordinating Councils. 
With regarcTTb coritTniied planning 
cil accepts planning responsibiiit.y_as 
r^que.sCeg~hyT'he"K'ectltH' Syrfems A*gen- 
cies'lind tlin. State Health-.Coorciinatdag 
Councils. , 
< b > The medicuLreview board develops 
writterfi'arrangemepts with PSROs ps- 
tablished under Part B of title XI of this. 
AcHwho^ de'signated area is jv,-holiy or 
itiTixirt mciudea_ia_the_EBRD,_iietycorii- 
area to assure that these organizations 
receive appfopflat'e~prores'sronaT'advice 
concerning the qiiallty'oflnedlca'rserv- 
ices_recLUired^^y'and'glveri' to EBRD pa'- 
fients. Jhese v/ritten^trfaiigeffiehis d’e- 
scribe the procedures by which tTie mpdi- 
cal review board will__integrate.. fits 
medical review responsibility with_the 
medrcal retfiewIIxes'p’dhs’Iblli'Gill’of j-the . 
PBRUs. These inrrangement^ jye jle-i 
signed so as'CtTavoid. to'tlie ma.vimura 
extent possible, the duplication of activ¬ 
ities, ail'd "beebme effective only after the 
approva! of 'the Secretaiy.__\Vitli regard 
to continued medical review a.ssistance, 
th'b -medical review beard will acc'mt-ra- 
v~iew 'responsibility ”'a^f’c<iuestetL±)y_the 
P^Os. 
§ 403.2120 31iruinal utilization rates: 
general. 
Section 226(g) of the Social Security 
Act (42 0.B:C. 426rg)')~~authbn'zes~tTie 
•Sg7Tetary~Io'~l:mit relmbursemeht for 
. ESRDca.re to those facilities wEich meet 
s_i!Ch requirements as the Secretary may 
preSCi'lBe7'IhcludnTTTTnfnrh'al 'utlllzation 
rate.s for covered proc^ures. T’he ’.mini^ 
'mal utiiizatibrTrnr.ps. wfirbTT are~ex5Iajned 
and specified in §§ 405.2121-405,2130, ') 
pertain td" dialys'es and~{ranspIantatior.5 J 
These utilization rates may be changed 
from time to time In accordance with 
program experience, and such changes 
will be published as amendments to 
these regulations. 
§ 103.2121 Ciisis for deterininuig luin- 
imal utilization rates. 
In developing minimal utilization 
rates: TfiS'Sgcretar? tn.kcg~nito""rrgCBujit 
the performance of ESRD facilities, the 
availability of care, the qualTty of care, 
and the'efScieni’utillzaticn of equipment 
ancniersDnnel,"'based-on—thtrroTIdwing 
evidence: /_ 
(a) Information obtained from th^ 
Netwol'ir Coordinalmg Council (see 
5 40b.2ii2(b) (2) ) and other ’sdiiroes 
covering current rrrh^wTrxTtjin 
EBRD facilities; 
(b) Information_on the geographic 
distribution of EBRD paFi^nts’aTKTTarili- 
tles; 
(c) Information on quality of cape: 
and —^ ' 
(d) Information on operational and"^ 
management efficiency. 
§ 403.2122 Type.s and dur.-ition of cJ.tssI- 
fication according to utilization rales. 
An ESRD facility which meets all the 
other conditions lo rcoverage of ESRD 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 2251S> 
services will be classified according to its 
utilization rate(s) as follows: uncondi¬ 
tional status, conditional status, excep¬ 
tion status, or not eligible for reimburse¬ 
ment for that ESRD service. Such classi¬ 
fication will be based on previously re¬ 
ported utilization data (see § 405.2124) 
and will be effective until notification of 
subsequent classification occurs. 
(a) Unconditional status: Uncondi- 
tional Status v.411 be granted to tho.se 
calculated m § 405.2124) 
r^tej as 
meets th.e_rates 
Tor unconditional status, Such clas.sifica- 
■tloS^^ continue until subspniientiy cau- 
culated statistics or amended minimal 
uraization require a change. 
■—Tbl Conditional status: Conditional 
status ^1 be granted^: 
(i) To an ESRD facility whose utiliza- 
tlon rafe meets tlie~minimarrate icr con - 
ditional status in § 405.2130: and 
r' (ii) To an ESRD facility which _ has 
no^previously participated in tlie ESRD 
prog~falh providea that the ESRD facility 
§i^mits~a'written plan which details how 
it will achieve conditional utmzati^ 
raters by the cnnr.lii.siQn nf the firsg?;aten- 
dar~year of its operation under the nrc^ 
CTam and uncnnriitinn.n1 iifilizatinn rates 
juring the third calendar year np^ra. 
tlbiTimder the program. Such an ESRD 
facility wiU be subject to~Tvaluation of 
lts"cIassiflcation after the close nf 
fiFst calendar year to ascertain whether 
thjp written plan is being propai-lv 
Implemented. 
"Tc)~~Exception status: A renal dialysis 
center or a renal dialysis facility meet¬ 
ing neither the unconditional nor condi¬ 
tional minimal utilization rate classifica¬ 
tion but meeting all other conditions for 
coverage under this subpart may be ag- 
proved for a time limited exception st.atu5 
by tht;~Srcretaiw providing the facilityjs 
locate in an area laciahg a sulficient 
population base of support in addition to 
. iusuffIfrEiltrhuiiibeTS"bf patients to m^ 
thera'te ana~ttre~firgniCy's absence^^Id 
adversely affect tKe a.clVnkyeraflnt—nf 
E^D program objectives. 
§ 405.2123 Reporting of utilization rates 
for initial classification. 
(a) Within 3 months after the effective 
date of this subpart, each facility fur- 
'nlshing ESRD services under the Interim 
ESRD regulations or a new applicant 
facility will submit to the Secretary a 
report on its utilization rates which will 
Include the following: 
(1) Each hospital furnishing repal 
the number of 'transplants peFformed 
during themipst recent-^i~ear of oneratjon 
^d the numb£r_P£rIormed during_each 
of the preceding 2 ca^ndanveaxs. 
■-"t^^^actrhdSPltal or nonhosnital-f a - 
Cility furnishing r]jnlY<;i5 TiriU_ca- 
. lAjrt~tHe number of riialvsis_<ifAf.ion.'>-.it 
operation during the reporting period 
wIir~oe~inc'ruded. Self-^care dlalysLs train- 
ihS_sgftisr^_a’hich~w'efe"'ufnized to suc- 
cessfully train aneast six seif _dla]35is 
patients per statioh~per calendar year 
wiir~be reported but may be excluded 
from the calHiIation of utTT.zatlbh'rates. 
(^''The~dialy5g5~'perfuriiied~on~ahv~3^u.ch 
^f-care dial.vsis~tramiiig stations wil] 
als“d he _excluded~~in the calculation gf 
f acility utilization rates. 
§ 105.2121 Calculation of utilization 
rates for comparison with minimal 
utilization rate(s) and notification of 
status. 
For purposes of classification the Sec- 
re taiw will use~eHrier tne utilization Tate 
^for the preceding 12 months or the aver^ 
’’age Utllizatimi rare nr the precodThT 2 
calendar years, whichever is higher. The 
Secretary will inform each ESRD facility 
and the network coordinating council of 
the network area in whim t.n^^--Ksh?.r) 
facility is located of tlie results of. this 
cfessTnrrrttTjrrr “ 
(b) For the purposes of this report, all 
dialygg5_jietfennea--LboTirinpatient and 
■ cmtpattent) and all dialysis stations in 
§ 105.2130 Condition: Minimal utiliza¬ 
tion rates. 
The ESRD facility meets the apphcable 
minimal utilization rate(s) indicated 
below for unconditional or conditional 
status, unless granted exception status 
in accordance with § 405.2122(c) : • 
(a) Standard: Renal Transplantation 
Center. 
rrr Unconditional status: 15 or more 
transplalits performed annually. 
•(2) Con'diUonaTlTatus: 7 to" 14 trans- 
plants' performed annually': 
Tffl Standard: Dialysis facilities or 
centers p^ormTiTd dfedTer~i7rdn~2^per- 
deni Of tneifSTalyses on ouipaJients. 
* u) y'or any'Tacillty located within a 
standard metropolitan statistical area of 
rSDO.OQflipopulation or greater: 
(1) Unconditional status—6 or more 
dlalysis'*~St3ti&m with peifoiinaiice~~df 
an ave^rage ot 4.5 or more dialyses per 
station per week: 
(ii) (Conditional status—6 or more 
(lialysis stations with peiTKSrmance ^a^n 
average of between 4.0 aiitT 4.5 dialyses 
peFsXattan perRveetc: or 4 or 5 dialysis 
stations with performance of an average 
nf 4.5 or more dialyses per station per 
'week. 
(2) For any facility located In a 
standard metropolitan statistical area of 
less tlxanl 50070^ population, or in an 
area not incTuHed^ in a standard metro¬ 
politan statistical area: 
(1) Unconditional status—3 or more 
dlalj'sis stations witn pCTTuimance~of 
"uii average ot 4.0 or TSTDreRiICTyselZper 
station per week^ 
'HD Conditional status—2 dialysis 
stotions-wtth-peyfenrmTice of ail'uee^rage 
of 4.0 or. more dialvses per statton per 
week. 
»c) Standard: Renal dialysis centers 
performing 20 percent of less of ttieir 
jontpati&xils: (1) U^ondl- 
tlcnal status—3 or more dialysis stations 
with performance of an average of 4.0 
or more dialyses per station per week: 
(2) Conditional status—2 dialysis sta¬ 
tions with performance of an average of 
4.n4^r niot-e drriTv.se^'p*'''’ ‘if.a7.Triri~ppr Typ^lr, 
§ 405.21.31 Condition: Provider siiUii.i: 
rt;Tuil tran-olatitaiioii ronttr or rfo:d 
diaU.-is <-<Miter. 
A renal transplantation center_or_a 
renal dialysts center (j 405.2102(6) (1) 
or i2>) operatecT 1^“^‘hospital may 
qualify for approval and be reimbursed 
pnilpr the E.SRn_ prngrnip_dn1y 'fhe 
hospital is .otherwise an approved pro- 
TtPor m cheMediyarel)rDgraril~ 
§ 105.2132 Condition: fulfillment of 
service nefrds in nctwcirhC ~ 
Th^ ESRD facility, or an expansion of 
the renal dialysis center or facility's 
capacity, i.s neened to increase the avail- 
ableESRDservices_wFuch_would_gther- 
wlse be inadequate lor the network area. 
The taclTitv furnishes evidence ht sup¬ 
port of its request for apuroyiaLfiliQwing 
that: 
(:?) There are ESRD patients ln_ the 
network area for whom 'tlie propb-sed 
Services of the facility are needed; 
(b) These patients cannot be expected 
to receive appropriate therapy from 
ahotfier ESRD treatmenTTaciITty in'tlte 
(c) The facility is qualified to furnish 
tlie proposed servicp.s. 
§ 405.2133 Condition: furnishing data 
and information for ESRD progran* 
administration. 
The ESRD facility._laboratory pey- 
fofhiing histocbmpatlbilitjr~testing. and 
organ procurement_agency fnmfolros 
data and information in the manner and 
aT~the ihterv'als'specified'~by the ‘Secre¬ 
tary ^pert^np.SLtoits_ESRD pa tiehthare 
activities and costs, for incltision in a 
national ESRD medical information sys¬ 
tem and in compilations relevant to proV 
gram'^I^m inisJaxuion>..inclucrmg„cl.ai.m.s 
processing and reimbursement. Such in- 
formation is treatelTashbhfidehtraT when 
it pertains to Individual patients and is 
not disclosed except as authorized by De¬ 
partment regulations on confidentiality 
and disclosure (see 45 CFR Part 5, 5b, 
and 20 CFR Parts 401 and 422 (Subpart 
E)). 
§ 405.2134 Condition: Membership in 
a network. 
Si.x months after the effective date of 
tITIs~~iubparh tITe~ESRD—facility—mtist 
have executed a memT)er5hlp~agrgeffT^it 
t^th an approved netwoi5c~aTrrT musiE.'ha 
providing acceptable representation to 
the NsewovK uour.ciT; 
TaT StuiTdTlTdrrmevihership agreement. 
The membership agreement is signed by 
aiTagthSi^gtlpllYtdual^^ tlie 
ficipation In Council activities and medi- 
cai care evan3arron"^irciresTaee 0(15.2115 
(d7(3)). 
(b) Standard: representation. Tlie fa- 
cility appoints a_^ least one representa- 
five to the Council ah~d~mor'e~thah one 
representative, when nece.ssary, (005.- 
.2111), for proper ndmini.sti-^^tinn nf 
the r4~etvv'ork’s general program ^ 
functions. 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS M6 
I )5.2135 (^nijition! conipliance with 
Ftnipral. and local la^l^dZrcgr. 
ulations. 
■he ESRD facility is in compliance 
ira applicable Fedefal, State and local 
as, and regulations. 
.1) Standard: licensure. Where State 
hnsing~of ESRD facilities, the facility 
s 
I^ licensed oursuant to su^ch law; or 
2f Approved" by the agency of such 
iite or locality responsible for such.li- 
fdng as meeting~the standards estabr 
neHToTsuch licensing. 
■|D) Standard: licensure or registration 
^personnel. Each staff member^i^ip:- 
etly licensed or regisife'fed'Ih a'ccord.- 
iie with applicable lawv 
'^ Standard: conformity with other 
rules and regulations are in writing and 
dated. The governing body ensures that 
they are operational, and thartlTey are 
reVlETTM"^ least a^ualTy and revised 
asInedessaryT 
(1) The objectives of the facility are 
formulated in writing and clearly stated 
in documents approprTate lor distrlbul- 
tion to pauents, faolity personnel, and 
the public. 
(2) A description of the services pro- 
vided Py tne laciiitv. toaetner with a cat¬ 
egorical listmg of the types of diagnostic 
aiTd therapeutic procedures that may be 
performed, is readily arallable updiTTg- 
1^(3) Admission criteria are adopts by 
me fac:HT7~arrdTire rL-a~dny"~avaIIaBIe to 
fensure equitable access to suc!i"sen-lce. 
(4) The operational objectives and ad- 
mini3tfa.tive rules and f^uTaXro'tTS~crr the 
fadilitv are reviewed at least annually Ulicable laws and regulations pertain- 
HloJire safety, equipment, andlother . , .. , _ . 
■evSvThiirtTri^rci^fit'^ri^^ trative_s.taff. m_gQic^dir^^and_omer 
•-----=-appropnate personnel of thpTac.ilitVT-aRd 
1)5.2136 Condition: governing Inidy adopted when approved bv the gov- 
and ni.anagement. eidling body. 
he ESRD facility is under the con-^(5) 
r "orsmaghtifiable goveiming^Fody, or 
[j^gni^^^ersonlSl-sa^Iuhctidnin 
r.i full legal authority and responsibil- 
tfor the go'v^rnance and operation of 
T facility.'The cdvem]ng.h:Od.y adonts 
u [ enforces rules and regulations_r_gla- 
ir to its own governance and to the 
rlth care and safetyTor^atfents, tdlhe 
litection of the patients’ pei^nalAnd 
Jipsyty rights, and to the general oper- 
Liin 01 the'fac.irity. The governing body 
:eives and-acts UP<5ii r^ommendations 
ii, communications from th^Medical 
^lew Boai'd aiid the We^ork CqofdJ- 
uing Cnuncir^The~gdverning' Body ap- 
SnTy q_/Trif.f executive omcer wno Is re_- 
imsible for the overall management of 
J; facility. 
a) Standard: disclosure of ownership. 
r,! F^PD faHlit.v snnnhps full^gind 
iiplete infprm^^-tion to the Siate-sur- 
ft"agency (§ 405.1902(a)) as tO-lhe 
d Tgi;gjTr^~7Tlpnrh person w ho ha.s.any 
1] Kit or indirect'ownexs]aiaJiit£J(^t--of 
filer centum or more in. the faclllty^-or 
if) is the owner (in whole or in paidiLof 
iV mortgage, ceeg~gf trust, note, or 
5ler ohlTgation seclired tin whole orJn 
jit) by the facility or any of the_Drap- 
pl:er and director of the corporation, if 
facilFty is organized as a corporatign; 
iir~(3) eacITpafther, if~the facility Is 
Sorts to the state_su^ey,agenCT-a.riy 
^Iirarv of the information SO required 
file supplied. 
b) Standard: operational directives. 
le operational objectives of the ESRD 
Including the se?yirea_._th'at_it 
tfiyldus. uTr~gsta5IIshed by the gayem- 
li^ody and delineated in writing. 
*ihe governing bo^y adopts effective 
aidnlstrative rules and regulations 
tit are designed to safeguard the health 
ai safety of patients and to govern the 
fieral operations of the facility, in ac- 
c dance with legal requirements. Such 
There is a written requirement 
(ii),^Organizing and coordinating the 
admimstrative IuncEIbhs~brThe' facility, 
TedeTSgating"dutiewas'autTldmed, and‘es- 
tablljlTtng formal meam of accountability 
for those involved in palieht jaTS: 
am AUihurizixig 'expendltufes in ac¬ 
cordance with established policies and 
procedures. 
(iv) Familiarizing the staff with the 
facility’s policies, rules, and regulations, 
and with applicaUe Federal, State, and 
local law’s and regulations. 
(V) Maintaining and submitting such 
records an'dTeportSTlnclTrdlng' archfono- 
logicaFfecora 01 services provided to pa¬ 
's 
internal cmiunittee_s_and _gpvernjng body, 
the MedicaPR'evaew Bc”a£d (3 4^05.3113), 
or^as required by the'Secretaiw. 
TvTFParticipatln'^ir'the' development, 
negotiation, and implementation of 
agreements or contracts into which the 
facility may enter, including network 
agreements, (§ 405.2134h subject to ap¬ 
proval by the govermng body of such 
agreements or contracts. 
(vii) Participating in the development 
of the organizatlona'nffwrr~and enstrrtng 
"and impiementation of 
ommendations and communications from 
fire Medical Review Board and the Net¬ 
work Coordinating Council and appro- 
hiTnaielv act bn~strcii~recbm~mend'atidns 
and communications. 
(c) ^lancTardr'chief executive officer. 
The governing bodj’ appoints a qualified 
^ef e.xecutTve oliicer who, as th^FTSRD 
facility's adiniruslrat'dl'r is responsible 
for the overail management 01 the la^ 
pijjt.y-l-TwrTnrrAq Lh&.nuip.s anQ regulations 
relative to the level of health care and 
saiety" of patients, ancTt^ti^ protection 
'Cff~t^lf'T)e^mbnar~arL(r7properfO'lg'htsT 
fing Plans. Qigariizea.' .and direcfs_thQ^e 
responsibilities delegated to him by the 
go^ming bo(Iy.'^'hrougK~meetlngs a^pd 
periodic reportsTfhe^chief'executive offi¬ 
cer maintains on-going liaison among 
the governing body, medical and nursing 
personnel, and other professional and 
supervisory staff of the facility, and acts 
upon recommendations made by the 
medical staff, the governing body, and 
the Medical Review Board. In the ab¬ 
sence of the chief executive officer, a 
qualified person is authorized in writing 
to act on the officer’s behalf. 
(1) The governing body delineates in 
wTitin!f"fhe resporgrbilities 6T"tITe~chgf 
'executive officer, andTensures that he^^e 
'fre5"Trbm other duties to 
provide effective dlrectibn ahd nijuia'g^- 
ihehrdrihe"cirerstioris and fijacaLaflairs 
onh? fzTcnity. 
' (2) The chief executive officer serves 
on a fuUdlme’dr'paft'-Iime basis, In^- 
cofoance witirRTb~sc~ope of~the racilily’s 
operations andlicuninistrative ne^ds, and 
devotes sufScientlume to the_coQduct. of 
such responslblUtres. 
-rT> The rp^rnnc-ihilitipq of the chief 
executive officer include but .are-notiim- 
(i) Implementing the policies of the 
facility and coordinating the provision 
of services. In accordance with delega¬ 
tions by the governing body. 
an accounting and reporting sysTemTln- 
rliiding nnnuar~development of__aL_de- 
tailed budgetary~program, maintenance 
oFfi.scal recQi-ds. and Quarterly submis- 
siormto the governing body of reports 
_ hues generated 
through the facility's operation. 
(viii) Ensuring thaiTThe^iacility em- 
plovs the"fuimber b'f quaTinecl Tyersounel 
needed,' that ah employees have appro- 
priate orientation to the facility ajid 
their work responsibilities upon empjoy- 
m'ent; and tnartrtheylTiu e un"DPportimity 
velopment activities. 
(d) Standard: personnel policies and 
procedures. The'goveming bodyTthrough 
the chief executive oiflcexJofTthOISEI? 
facility, is responsible for maintaining 
and implementing written personnel 
poIicT?r"and' pruct^ifre^that support 
sound p'anent care ahd^promotej'good 
personnel practicesr'Thdse policies' 'ahcl_ 
procedures ensure that: 
(1) All members of the facility’s staff 
are qualified to perform the duties and 
responsibilities assigned to them and 
meet such Federal, State, and local pro¬ 
fessional requirements as may apply. 
(2) A safe and sanitary environment 
for patients and peHbnnel exists,_and 
reports of inclclents ~and~ai^ctdgnts_Jo 
patients and personnel are reviewed to 
idSCry^^Sth and safety'"hazards. 
vided, and they are refeiretLfor-perlQciic 
•heiat.b evaminnt.inns and treatments^ 
necessary or as required by Federal^ 
StateT and local laws. ProcedureiZirg 
established for routhm testing to ensure 
detection of hpn.atitis ~nn3 other'i^e'e- 
tloiis diseases. -h 
(3) If the services of trainees are utl- 
llzed "in providing ESRU~t:ervt'ges'. such 
trainees are imder the direct supervision 
of qualified professional personnel. 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 22517 
(4) Complete personnel records are 
maintained on all persoiihel. These^tn- 
rlude health statuT~repoTt57~re5mnes- of 
'{fining and experience. and~curren^T6b 
rtipo^Vbilitles and^ork assignm^tiT 
toFT’ersonnei policies are wntteiTand 
made available to all personnel In the 
facility. The policies provide for an effec¬ 
tive mechanism to handle personnel 
grievajices. 
*TgTAlL personnel of the facility par¬ 
ticipate in educational programs on a 
regulal^^s. These prol;rarns~cbver.ini- 
tlajnrientation. and continuing iiiservice 
tfaShng, Including procedures for Infec- 
Q5D~T.nntrnl. 
.showing the content of training sessions 
ftlid t.he jj^tendance arsucn se^ions. 
(7) JPersonnel manuals ar5 fnain- 
tained,'*perlOd!calTy updated, and made, 
available to all personnel involved in 
patient care. 
(e) Standard: use of outside resources. 
Tf the ESRD facility makes arrange- 
mento fm the provision orargnectflc ypry- 




the terms or eacn arnm^ment 
Ing financiaT^ro\u^iohs a'nd^hafges, are 
dpUue’lr.pn in n. fincnniPTi'r~rif';ti?^d'lS3P 
authorized representative of the facility 
and the person or agency provIdThTTbe 
-^ervice. The chief expcuLivQ-Qffiftef-whMi 
utilizing nntsidp rpsniirpp ag a P-Qn^ii]±- 
anyassule.s'thtrrh'g'l^pprlsed of recom¬ 
mendations, plansTor iinplemenfaxioh. 
^nd coTrtlnulnr: asSSssment—tlirough 
dated, signed repmts, which are retained 
by the clifer~executive officer for TpHow- 
up action and evaTuaTion of o'erform- 
ance. 
■^f) Standard: patient care policies. 
The ESRD facility has written policies, 
tCgproved by the gbve^r!Tln]r~bcrdy. coh- 
fgfnlng the provision" of dialysis anc^ 
"Other ESRD servIces~~To~patleht5. The 
governlHgT)b'dy“fevre'ws implementation 
of policies periodically to ensure that the 
Intent of the policies is carried out. These 
policies are developed by the physician 
responsible for supervising and directing 
the provision of ESRD services, or the 
facility’s organized medical staff (if there 
is one), with the advice of (and with pro¬ 
vision for review of such policies from 
time to time, but at least ai"mually, by) 
a group of professional personnel asso¬ 
ciated with the facility, including, but 
not limited to, one or more physicians 
and one or more registered nurses expe¬ 
rienced in rendering ESRD care. 
(I) The patient carejKilhfl£SLiiQy£r-the 
following: 
(i) Scope of services provided bv the 
iacilityTeilher directly or iTnder.aiTange- 
mentri -- 
(II) Admission and discharge policies 
(in relation to both in-tacrntyTarezand 
self-cafe or hpinexare). 
(lii) Medical supervision and physician 
services. 
'~nv) Patient long term programs, pa- 
tlent care Plans and methods ~o?~Imple- 
mentatlon. 
(V) Care of patients in medical and 
other emergencies. 
(vi) Pharmaceutical services. 
(vli) Medical records (including those 
maintained in the ESRD facility and in 
the patients’ homes, to ensure continuity 
of care). 
(vili> Administrative records. 
(ix) Use and maintenance of the physi¬ 
cal plant and equipment. 
(x) Consultant qualifications, func¬ 
tions, and responsibilities. 
(xl) Surveillance of home adaptation 
if the facility has responsibility for home 
dialysis patients. 
(2) The physician-director of the facil- 
ity is designated in writing to be respon¬ 
sible'Tor Ihe execution of patient care 
policies. If the responsibility for dayj;to- 
dto^xecution of patreiTtrcgTgTj'oIIcies has 
been delegated by~a ph^ician director to 
a fegrstereThurse.The pHysiciaii:::dire.at-Qr 
Provides mecITcarguicTance to the nurse 
in saich maSei-s. 
^ (3> The facility policy provides that, 
wheri~ever_feasibTe7Tioui's fur dialysis are 
scheduled forHi^gnt-roirvenience'-and 
that~arrangements are made'to accom- 
rhodate gTrmtoyednrittents "^o wlsliTb 
be dialyzed, during their non-wbfkirig 
hours. 
TlT The governing body adopts policies 
tp Is ■ ev'idQa:ttgn---of—the 
progress each patient is making toward 
the goals stated in the'patient’^ohg 
term program ~and~patieiffi’s care plan 
(see § 405.2137«^a)). Such evaluations are 
carried out through regularly scheduled 
conferences, with participation by the 
invnivpij the Patient’s care. 
(g) Standard: medical supervision and 
emergency coverage. The anverning body 
of^the KSRD-4ia]v,siF.-f)nd-:ot-tran.splapt 
facility ensures that the health care of 
supenusion of a physician andr~thaT a 
r—  
■sniefgehcy physician is available' 
situatioilsl 
(irTTlie physician responsible for tlie 
patient’s medical supervision evaluates 
the patient’s immediate and long-term 
needs and on tills basis prescribes a 
planned, regimen of care which covers 
indicated dialysis and other ESRD treat¬ 
ments, services, medications, diet, spe¬ 
cial procedures recommended for the 
health and safety of the patient, and 
plans for continuing care and discharge. 
Such plans are made with input from 
other professional personnel involved in 
the care of the patient. 
(2) ’The governing body ensures that 
theig.is always avalHble nie'dlcaic^re'for 
emergenclesjmTours a dayT^ndsyj'a 
weex. 'I'herels posted at TK§~Ynirsmg/ 
mohitoririg station a__ro^erJwIth the 
nafiiSs of tire“phygTcTans to be 'called, 
when the3^a^e-trvailable-f^o^■emergencies. 
andTTSwTheyTSirbe reached^ 
ihi Standard: meaicOt staff. ’Hifi-sov- 
erning hodv-of .f.he ESRD-Licilit.v 
naTSaqualifled physician (see §'405.- 
2Ib2(r) (5) as director of"the ESRD serv¬ 
ices: the appointment is~TTrade upon the 
recbnhnen(fatToh~of7th6~TacnityV~Ofga»- 
nized medical stag,-Jl- thereJs one. 'The 
goV'efning._body. estabjishes writteiTpoll- 
cfesTe.garding the development, h'^otia- 
tion, consummation,_evaluation, and 
termination~df~appointments to the'mid^ 
leal staff. 
§ 405.2137 Con«lition: patient long-term 
program and patient care plan. 
Each facility maintains for each 
patient a wriTten lo~ng-tefmrpTogram-and 
"^"btuTtlen patient "care plan to_ensure 
tliat each pati^ receives tlfe" appro- 
priate~rnbdality ol care~'aiid ’the_ap- 
propriate care \rithin that modality. Th.e “I 
patientj or where appropriate, parent, or. 
legaLgua.rdignJs involved withjhe health 
team in tiie planning of care. A copy, of 
the cun ent/ program and plan, acc.om.r 
pany tlie patient on interfacility 
transfer! 
^ (a) Standard: patient long-term pro- 
g'ra77i.'*The.rOs-a'writfeiTlong'^eriiV pro¬ 
gram representing the.. selection_.of 
suitable treatment modality (i.^.,.dialysis 
oT tl"aTl?pl!lKtatroTD~arrd~dlaiysis setting 
('e.g., home7'self~car'e)^6r~e~ach~~patient. 
"(1) The program is developed.J?y a 
professional tearn vvhich includes buMs 
hbnpTrted~tO~the physic.I.nn direernr qf 
the d'ialjvsia^facillfy or center where the 
patienf is currently being treaded. ' a_ 
physician director of a_ center or facility 
wBi£li5]rers_^lf£care_dialy.sis.training.iif 
not available at the location where the 
patlSIiOOffiins_treated> ,..a transplant 
surgeon, a qualified nurse responsible for 
nursing servibe'sT^Jiuallfied dietitian and 
a qualifTetTsbcral worker: 
"(2) The prbgfain'IsTormally review’ed 
and revised in writing as necessary by a 
team which Includes but is not limited 
to the physician director of the dialysis 
facility or center where the patient is 
presently being treated, in addition to 
the other personnel listed in paragraph 
(a) (1) of this section at least every 12 
months or more often as indicated by the 
patient’s response to treatment (see 
§ 405.2161(b) (1) and § 405.2170(a)). , 
(3) 'Ths—patient,—T)ar_eni._or_^legal y 
guaj:2lL2Jl^Ais_J3ppifipr_iate, is involved in 
tlie development o_f_the''pattent’3' long- 
term prop-am, and due consideration is 
given to his preferences. 
(4) ' ATOpyurrhirpatient’s long-term_ 
program accompanies the patient on 
interfacility transfer or is sent within 
1 working day. 
(b) Standard: patient care plan. 
There is a written patient_care. PlanTor 
each patient of ah^SRD facility based 
upon the nature of theliatleiitnilhcss, 
theTreaiinrat preseribed,-and an asscss- 
ment or'the patient’s needs. 
(1) JTRie_ijaiiim.t:.eatey3lan_Js^ 
alized for the individual, reflects the 
•pSycTiologlcal, social, and functional 
•ireeds_pOhje jpabr^t^nd Indicates ‘ the 
ESRD and other care''required.as-well as 
th8~ihdivlduaiized modifications^ln .ap- 
fifoach necessaryTo achieve'rthe_long- 
teTm anbbliort-terrnwdaIs. 
(2) 'rne plan Is developed by a pro- 
^essiondnrtnh consisting oi’^at'Ipast. the 
i^iy'slclau responsiDie lor the patient’s 
ESRD ca'Tg.'Tt quattfiedmirse'bespohsibTe 
for nursing sefVTc5s. a cjualfficd ^social 
worker, and a gualifieydletitlan. 
(3) The patient, parent, o^legal 
guardian; ■as~iiPT)r&pnaT§ns mvolyed in 
tiie~development of'The'care plan, and 
dtwccmslderatibh'ls'giveh' foTiLs'prefer- 
encesr--- 
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2)18 RULES AND REGULATIONS 
4) ^Uhniieh rare is CTOluated and 
a|{^tp<^^-^»nt^nuously. the care_praif is 
niewed by the i/e&m at leastjnonthly 
ir revisea~as~neces5aTy to ensure that 
Iprnvifips for the ohgoInjT hee^ or the 
pient. A coor^iiaXor-f-coinTJio' team is 
i jointed by-T^^Dhysicianu^The co- 
r> inater'ensures that conierenjces'are 
ciivS^fb review the paxientTare plan, 
E nhat changes~are recordecf and prog- 
r(» notes incorporated ,.intp„the_j)a- 
ti it’s Tecord. ” 
"tmWTiatieht care plan accom- 
p iies~ iliF uutie'ni’~'nyqn^'intFrfacllity 
hnsfer or is sent wlthin l work^g_:d?^ 
^:03.2138 Condition: patients' rights 
and responsibilities. 
^1a.e governing body of the ESRD fa¬ 
il ty adopts written policies regarding 
t]; rights and responsibilities of patients 
ai, through the chief executive officer, 
Isresponsible for development of, and- 
aierence to, procedures implementing 
5ih policies. 'These pol^es^and proce- 
dres are made avafLaBTe to patjenisduid 
a 7 guardians, next~oT’kin, sponsoring 
l(Eea~blir5uant to~~secTroh"2Do<'r7~of ffie 
Sual Security Act and Subpart^Q^of 
P^4n4 of M-iiq maptefTi andj^ the 
palic. The staff of the facility is trained 
ill involved in the execution of such 
picies and procedures. 'The patients’ 
t:[it5T0nctHS"5tid procedures ensure at 
Ust the following: 
a) Standard: informed patients. All 
plents in the facility: 
1) Are fuilv lnformed of these rights 
ai ressponsihilities and of a" rules and 
riylations governing paUent—conduct 
ar~responsibIiroes, 
^(5) Are fully informed of services 
aiilaoie. in the facility and o7 related 
"SiJrv- c-uges including anycliarges~ __ 
tirnot covered under title XVlll of the 
E:ial Security Act; 
Jill^n’S'luiry'informed by a physician 
6't5Hr medical co'hdition~Trrdess_m^l- 
tIv conirainalcated <as~documented in 
ilir medical r^gry). "' ~ 
:b) StandardT^rticipaticn in plan- 
mq. All patients treated in the facility: 
y’.lirAre afforded the opportunity to 
jprticlp^ in t^~planning oi their m^l- 
pti~In experimental res'earch'i 
:zrAr6 rraitsfornjdTirdlschargcd only 
f "lnedjcal~lcaions or for the patient’s 
vir^g~^that~^'6tlTgr~patientsrbr for 
Sipayment of fees Texce^ as proTiib- 
R1 by'tifle AViii, oFthe Social Security 
^ - 
e 
fer.to_another health care Institution or 
^_re<iuir£cLb^ederal..State^or local law 
and the Secretary for proper admmi*^- 
tration of tEenpfogram.*” 
'(e) stdfidUTdrnirievance mechanism. 
.AlLpaUents are encouraged and assisted 
tq_undej:2i^il:au<37?lercise thelTTigfits. 
Grievances and rec6mhiendeJ~changes 
in.poli(ngs~ancrg’ei'vices Dihirbe addressed 
to facility staff, administratiolirtlielHet- 
work Council, and agencies or regulatory 
bodies with jurisdiction over the fne.ilit.y, 
tlirough any representative of_ the_pa- 
tienfs choice. witEo'^ restra'int or inter^; 
■ ference. and~wiEri'6ut~fear of dts'cnmlna- 
tinn.or re.p,ri.sal.i 
§ 403~139 Condition: medical records. 
plete medical records on alTpaTie'nts (i.e.. 
those receiving care within the facility 
and those self-care or home dialysis pa¬ 
tients for whom the facility has assumed 
resnon.sihilit,v) m accoi^ance witb^ac- 
cepted professional standards and pr.ao- 
tices. A member "of tlie facility’s staff is 
'designated to serve as supervisor of 
medical records services, and ensures 
that all records are properly documented, 
completed, and preserved. The medical 
records are completely and accurately 
documented, readily available, and sys¬ 
tematically organized to facilitate the 
compilation and retrieval of information. 
(a) Standard: medical record. Each 
patient’s medical record contains suf- 
fiHentTnfbnriation to identify theTatient 
clearhCItoZ iustiivl-lhe di.a gnosis_and 
treatment, and to document the results 
acchratelv' All~'nieaicaPrecords_ contain 
the following general categories-of-ln- 
forination: Documented evidence of 
assessment of the needs of the paJient, 
of establishment oi an a'pprouiiate plan 
of treatment. ~and of the care ani_£erv- 
i(^s prbVIc?ed~ (see § 4fiA'TniT~7a-') nnri 
~(b)); identification and social data; 
sighed consent forms 
tiorr 
referral informa- 
trnthenlication" 'with~au l lb  of diagnosis; 
medical~^nd nursing history~of"patient; 
report(s) of p'H^ician exanffnatignis); 
diagnostic and'~^erapeutic orders, ob- 
servauons. and progress notes; fepbrti'joX 
treatments and'cTinical findings: reports 
of~HbQratory and~bther diagnostic tests 
anri prneefhirps;:ag7t-riisrharge-ymnmarv 
TTand are given advance notice_to 
ure orderly transfer m di^mrge. 
'.(B~Stmtd:<irdrrTV'^P~eet'dndf^ighit^ All 
ptients are treated with considerStiOn, 
of theirJn- 
c/iduality and personal needs, includ- 
irtheffiged for mffV'a'cy'liTTreatment. 
loyision is made for translators ^^^ere_a 
I'iguage barriersT 
*ij3rStandard: confidentiality. Ail pa- 
tntsTIte ehsHretTtrcrrrna'fntiai treafhieht 
cThelr personal and~medIcaT 'records, 
J.d m'ay approve or refuse release of 
tbh''records to ahy^IgdlyldUStlSUtside 
leYacilllyrexceprrn case of their trans- 
dficTuding final diagnosis and prognosis. 
(b) Standard: pTofecfzon of medical 
record information. The ESRD facility 
safeguards medical record information 
against loss, destruction, or unauthorized 
use. The ESRD facility has v/ritten poli¬ 
cies and procedures which govern the use 
and release of Information contained in 
medical records. Written consent of the 
patient. (3r of an authorized person act- 
fo^release" of information not provided 
able unrlfr stipulating o.f conhdintlality 
fnrj in.^-c.tionlto-authorized agents of 
the Secretary, as requiredJtoir adminis- 
of the , farn program under 
l^Iedioare. 
(c) Standard: medical records super- 
staff Is des.ignated to serve ^"supervisor 
of the facility’s medical' records service. 
The^functions of the medical records 
sufier^.sprhnclu^e,' but~are riot limited 
tOj. the foliowihg'TEhsurmg that the rec¬ 
ord are documented, completed, and 
maintained in accordance with accepted 
pfofession'ar' standards and practices; 
safeguardiiig the codifidentialityL, Qf_lhe 
records in accorhan'ce with established 
pbhey andlegal requirements; ensuring 
tMafTITe7reconis_jIdhrain_pertinent medi- 
cal information and are_ filed for _easy_ 
retfievaj. When necessary, consultation 't 
is secured fr(mr ahuannetTmedlgalxecord 
pT5ut!trohe£r~ 
(d) Standard: Completion of medical 
records and cenJrdnzUttOfToT'cli^alJn^ 
'/ormatfon.ITniTeirtnTrecncaTTecor'ds and 
i;TTn«;c nf discharged patients are com- 
pleted promptly. AU chmcal Iniormatlon 
pertaining to a patient is centralized in 
the patient’s medical record. 
(e) Standard: retention and preserva¬ 
tion of Tecords. Me'drcnTu'EC'orcTs are re- 
tamecTfor a period of time not less than 
that determined by the State~ statute 
governing records_retention or statute of 
—hmitatibhs; or in the absence of a State 
statute. 5 yhars from the^dafe'hl^'dis- 
charge; or, in the case of a ^dnorj^ 3 
yhars alter thehatieht becomes_of_ags 
uhaer"State"law, 'whichever is longest.^, 
(f) ~St3mdardi~loeation and f acilities. 
The facility maintains adequate facili¬ 
ties, equipment, and space conveniently 
located, to projyide efficient processing of 
medicai records (e.g., reviewing, filing, 
and prompt retrieval) and statistical 
medical information (e.g., required 
abstracts, reports, etc.). 
(g) Standard: transfer of medical in¬ 
formation. ’The facility provides for the 
interchange~dnhegical and other infor¬ 
mation necessary or useluTlh the care 
and treatment of patients transierrcd 
"betw'een treatingTacilities, or in deter- 
minlng~'whetlier such' patients can .be 
adequately cared for otherwise thgji in 
either of such facilities. 
§ 403.2140 Condition: physical environ¬ 
ment. 
The physical environment in which 
ESRD services are furnished affords a 
functional, sanitan% safe, and comfort¬ 
able setting for patients, staff, and the 
public. 
(a) Standard: building and equip¬ 
ment. Tne physical structure in which 
ESRD services are furnished is con- . 
structed, equipped, and maintained to in¬ 
sure the safety of patients, staff, and the 
public. 
(1) Fire extinguishers are convenieht- 
Iyu4eeatgd=:ggIl£acF~nbOT of 'Che'^ facility 
andjn areas of speclarhazardTFire reg- 
ulatlonsand^elnanagement procedures 
are prominently posted and properly 
followed. 
(2) All electrical and other equipment 
used in the facility is maintained free of 
defects W’hich could be a potential haz¬ 
ard to patients or personnel. ’Ther^ is 
estabhshed a planned program-di. pre¬ 
in dialysis and related procedures in the 
facHityj " 
V (3) The areas used by patients are 
maintained in goddTepadr-antHcept free 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 22519 
of hazards such as those created by dam- 
ag^Zorrilefective'parts of the building. 
■ (4) The facility is equipped_with an 
alternate electrical pow;er_ source pro- 
^ded^ygn &Mefgehcy generator located 
on the premlses'JTb supply elecjtirical 
power necessary'ln the event the normal 
electrical supply "is interrupted. Tha 
emergency~electricarpower system sup- 
pileg~Pdtcgf~Tidgquate~~t03maTnTain_the 
operation or the dialysis ma^iiies and 
m all meahs'oT egress,“ah^^UIpment to 
inaintgtrr~flre“'detectionT alarm, and^ex- 
tfnalMnhg sysTei^. 
(5) Water used for dialysis purposes is 
analysed pgrierdlCtmy— ami-—treated as 
laj5:s_and accepted public health proce¬ 
dures! ^ 
(d) Standard: emergency prepared- 
ness. Written policies and procedures 
specifically define the handling oFemei^ 
gencies which may threateli^he health 
woulij-exist diiring.a fire or natural dis¬ 
aster or during fiinr.t.innnl .faihiree in 
equipment. Specific emergency prepared¬ 
ness procedures exist~for different kinds 
01 emeFgencles. These are reviewed and 
tested at least annuaUv and revi.sed as 
necessary by. or under the direction of, 
are knowledgeable, and trained in their 
respective roles in pmer^pnFy ■^it.inTf.Tr>n<; 
•neCESsai-y ■t^maintain_a^piiG^ous wa- There is an established written 
•tersupp^that is biologically and chem- 
"ICally compatible with acceptable dial^is 
'^uipment maintenance are maincamed 
at IhtJ Taciiuy! ~ ^ 
yj- ‘||T(JTli;ie^rical circuite SCT all me.di- 
center are provided with 5 milliampere 
ground-fauir liUerrupTors: ~ 
(b) Standard: faeotable environment 
for patients. The facility is maintained 
and equipped to provide a functional, 
sanitary, and comfortable environment 
with an adequate amount of weU-lighted 
space for the services provided. 
(1) .Ttiere are written policies and 
procedirres in effect for pret'cntirnrand 
controlling Hepatitis and olh 
tfons! These policies inc^de,_^t_ar2-not 
''limited~T'6r~al5pfopfIa'te m-ocediires for 
surveiEance~and reporting of infections. 
housekeePlng~.~liaiidIIag aho-disposaLof 
waste and contaminants,_ aT^_steniiza- 
tlon n,h dliisiixf.eiit ioiL-ixuU.ud iir^th^^^^^ 
. ilization and maintenance_of equipment. 
(2) Treatment areas are'd??5igir€d and 
equipped to provide adequate and safe 
dialysis therapy, as well as privacy and 
comfort for patients. The space for treat¬ 
ing each patient is l^uffir.ient to accomo¬ 
date medically needed emergency equip- 
mSit and statT'and to eiysni'b that' su'cTT 
edmpfrTenf. and ,sf.qff r.qp rf^ch tha-pa..- 
tient in an emergency 
VS) 'Tnere is provided a—mirshig/ 
monftoHng station frnm which adequate 
surveillance of patients rpcpunpfr hpmrt- 
dialysis services can be m ade. 
. (41 Heating and ventiTatln 
ye capable of maintaining adequate and 
Cwnfortable temperatur<^. 
^ "(ST-bach laciiity utilizing a cen? 
Ytral-batch delivery system provides. 
either on the premises or ttifough afillia' 
■tlBn agreement of arrangement (see 
fjUb.i^iidOFsuflilcenrindivlduaydelivefv 
systems for the treatlggmrpf~5ily patient 
'requiring special dialysis solutions:— 
'“(c) Standara: coictainiiiutiuTl preven¬ 
tion. ^The facility employs appropriate 
plan for dealmg witn nre and other 
'’Cirrei'gericies wrnch, when ppcessary is 
"developed in cooperation with fire and 
otlrer~gxpert personnel. 
(2) AU personnel_are trained, as part 
of Jiheir^rSpi^ment orientation, in aU 
aspects bf~preparedhess for 'ahy~^mer- 
gericy" or disaster. T^e emergency pre- 
paredness plan provides for orien^tion 
and~reguTa'fTraining and. Derlnriic drills 
that each person promnt.lv and cnr- 
y"an emergency. 
T (3)^ There is available at all times on 
the premises a fully equipped emergency 
cal supplies, and equipment, and staff 
a^trained m its use. 
(4) The staff is familiar with the use 
of all dialysis equipment and procedures 
to handle medical emergencies. 
§ 105.2160 Condition: aflili ation agree¬ 
ment or arrangement. 
^ (a) A renal dialysis facility'and a renal 
dialysis^cenly ,(s^ §"405.2102(61 (27) 
ha.ya_ in effect~an afliliation agreement 
ihg, for the provision of inpatient care 
aha otneFTiOsPltiyrsf-'rvice.iC 
"(b)) The afBIiation agreement or ar¬ 
rangement provides thrhaTs'is for effic- 
tlve W(5fking relationsTups under which 
'inpatient hospitaTcare or other hospital 
serv’ices are available promptly to the 
^dialysis facility’s patients when needed. 
>jyThS~dIaIysis facility has in its files docu- 
■ m&ntation from the renal dialysis center 
to"the eifect Tnat patients from the~di- 
slysis laciiity will be accented and treated 
dn emergencies. There are rensonahlft a-q- 
surances that: 
71) Transfer or referral of natienhs 
sis center and the dialysis facility when- 
ever such transfer or referral is deter- 
atteh'dlhg physician, wutlTlimeiy accept- 
__ _ ...... ddce and adihission; 
.jechniquea^to prevent cross-contamina- 
tlop^etween the unit and adjacenthos- 
pltal or public areasTiiclUdlhg, But“not 
limitedtorTobd~ laundry. 
_f-term 
prdgfanTahd patient care plan, and of 
mTdical and otlier Information necessary 
or useful hi the care and treatment of 
Laminated equipment, and disposal of 
contaminants Into sewage systems. 
Waste storage and dlsposaPare carried 
out in acc^ance wltill^ppIIcab^e^dcal 
1- patients transferred or referred between 
tli^acliitles, or in determining whether 
such patients can be adequately cared 
foipTtfaerwtegThatrin either of .such fa¬ 
cilities; and 
(3)_ Security and accountability for 
patient^pensOPdl egect5~are a.s;^ireH. 
§ 405.2161 Cxmdition—Director of a 
renal dialysis facility or renal dialysis 
center. 
s_under the general super- 
vl4ion_iif_a Three tor who is ^physlqian. 
The physician-director need not devote 
full time as__Dicectch_burTsj responsible 
for_pianning,._Drganizlng,^_coiiducting, 
and ^irecting the profess.i.ona 1_ESRD 
serv_ices and must, devote sujfici^t time 
to carrying out these responsibilities. 
The-director~may^al50~5ervg~5gTiyG Chief 
Executive Ollicer of the facility. " 
(a) ' SEandard: gnali/icdtlons. The di¬ 
rector of a dialy'sis facility Is a qualified 
physician-director. (See F40aTT02Tf) 
(5)1 
(b) Standard: responsibilities. The 
responsibihties of the physician-director 
include but are not limited to the follow¬ 
ing; 
(1) Participating in the selectloi^of a 
suitable treatment modality, l.^.,_trans- 
tfiantatton^ot^dlalvsr.^and Ilfalvsi.s set- 
tingTfpr alTphtients: 
(2) Assunng adequate training of 
nurses and technicians in dia.lv.sis tech - 
. niques: 
(3) Assuilng adequate monitoring of 
the patient and thejjjajysi^proce.s.s; 
(4) Assuring_the_development and 
availabiITtynif a patient care policy^ and 
pYOceduI'es manual and its implementa¬ 
tion. As a minimum, the manual de- 
senbes the types of dialvsis used in the 
facility and the procecIiTres loIldw'ed~ln 
periormance of such dial.vsi.s; hepatitis 
prevention and procedures for handling 
an individual with hep.ati; .grid gig- 
aater. preparedne-ss plan (eg., patient. 
V 
emergency, fire, flood) i and 
training is ot- 
that patient teaching 
(5/ Whi 
fered, assuring 
'ifiaterials are avai]able~7or patient use 
during training and at times other than 
during the dialysis procedure. 
tO.5.2162 Condition; 
dialysU facility c 
center. 
staff of a renal 
p renal dialysis 
Properly trained personnel are present 
in adequate numbers to meet the needs 
of the patients, including those arising 
from medical and nonmedical emer¬ 
gencies. 
(a) Standard: registered nurse. The 
dialysis facility employs at least oneTuTT 
).2102'(r) (4)) 
“(b) i>famdard: on-duty personnel. 
Whenever pa tient5_arq_undergo.lng_dial- 
ysis7 other thari self-care"dialysls, ope 
curreully licensed health professional 
(e.g., physician, registered nurse, or li- 
cehsed practical nurse) experienced' in 
rendering ESRD care is on “duty, to over- 
sedTTSRD patient ca're.' and an adequate 
number of personnel are present to“meet 
the" needs of patients, and ah Adequate 
number of personnel are readily avaii- 
"able to meet medical and nonmedical 
emergencies. 
~XcT~Sldndard: self-care dialysis train¬ 
ing personnelfacility offers.seLf-7 
care dialysis training, a quallfied_nurse 
Is in charge of suchTtralning (see J 405.- 
21()2(r)(4)). 
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22520 RULES AND REGULATIONS 
J 40S-2163 Condition: Minimal service 
retyairements for a renal dialysis fa- 
cililj' or renal dialysis center. 
In addition to chronic maintenance 
dialysis, the facility provides adequate 
laboratory, social, and dietetic services as 
needed to meet the needs of the ESRD 
patient. _ _^ 
(a) ^landard: labaratnrv servicpn. Thp 
dialysis facility makes available labCrrr^ 
liory .sexvlces fotlTef than the specialty 
tissue pathology and histocompatibil- 
ilty testing>, to~ meet the needs of the 
IF,^RD patient. Laboratoi-y services are 
Performed either by a Medicare-approved 
inspltal or by ar~qnaT!nHr~;^fcdicttfe- 
ipproved independent laboratory, except 
he facility uses to monitor fts'^^alTents’ 
luids incident to each dialysis- treat- 
aehC may be- performed by the~giaTvsis 
'acility’s staff, who are qualified bv edu- 
:ation and experience to perform such 
iaties, under the direction of a physician. 
Siandarcl: sociaL sefvices.\tic>cizl 
and 
'(b>__^ 
.ervicd3~~are provided to patients 
R5ir fainineT^iTcTTirH-dh’gctgirTi’rsup- 
ibrt!lig'andmra:x:mTlzing~the~social func- 
ionihg' and~adjustment of tire patient, 
kiglill services are iumished biraTcTuah- 
ls3 Social worker (§ 405.2102(rM6)) 
?ho has an employment or contractual ^ ^ 
lelattonsfalTrwmrthe lacihtv. The auali-t^~V- (d> ilssurmg tn^transplantation^r 
_   -   - -- ■ — ^ 4-a r o >• 
<■5) Testing: 
of the-wader: and 
<6)' Ordering of supplies on an ongoing 
---- 
<e) Standard: participation in recip~ 
ient registry. The_dialysia facllity_ar_cen- 
tenparticipates in a patient registry pro- 
gram for patFents ~who are awaitipg 
Cacavenc donor transplnnt.atinn 
§ t05.2170 Condition; Director of a 
renal transplantation center. 
The renal 'transnlantation center is 
fled tTan.sr)ln.nf-atinr» <^nr^pn-n 405.2102 
(7)) or a Qualified nhv^-icion-rpTPctnr 
<§ 4C5.2102(r) <5)). who'need not serve 
full-time. This...Phvsician i.s re-snonsihle 
fcjdplanning, organising, conducting, and 
directing the_EmaJ_TransnLar.tr^n 
Center and devotes sufBcient time to 
c'arry out these responsibilities, which in- 
■ 
ParticT^ting the ppi^ctinn of n 
suitable treatment modality for each pa¬ 
tient. 
Assuring adequate training, of 
nurses uvthe care of transplant patients. 
fcO As5uring~That tissue Typing" and 
organ procurement sewaces are available 
eitner airectlv or under arrar.^mentl 




pacieht ilclpatlirg in Tea review of 
;ir^‘ess and recommending changes in 
gychosocial needs, providing casework 
nd groupwork services to ^xitienta 
ltieir~fam-ilies in dealing witn the special 
roblems associated with 'arid 
lentiiymg community social agencies 
nd other resource" and a^istin^ pa- 
imts aiid families to uTTTgp~t:hj^n.-^ 
Xc.y ■ ^tandnriTT'Tnettitir. .te.nncd^. Each 
atient is evaluated as to his nutritfOHal 
leeds by the atteaioing physician'djTcOy" 
I "qualiiied dietitian (§~TQo~.2T02(r) (2)) 
•ho has an empio3Tnent or contractual 
slationship witn theTuthlity: Thejdl^tl^ 
m consultation v/Uh the ntrending 
hysician, is responsible for assessing 
hfe nutntioTiurand dietetic neeu.s oreefeh 
atleiit,' r'ecofnmendin^herapeutic diets, 
minimal service 
renal transplan- 
Dunseling patients ahcTthelr families on 
rescribed diets, anJ'monitorihg adher 
aCe and resnor-se to diets. 
Td) Standard: self-care dialysis sup- 
\ort services. The renal dialysis facility 
r center furlTSTillig self-ciTrg~~giqIysis 
ilnmg upon completion of the patient’s 
■aining, makes available as appropriate 
rither'directly, under agreement or by 
rrahgement with'anothernSRErfacil- 
iy.) the following services: 
^ (T) Surveillance of the nalianiia-b^ime 
feptatlon, including provisions fon^sits 
> ffie~hnme or the f^ility; 
C2) Consultation for the nat^nt with 
; quadgled so~ciaI worker and a qualified 
07 A record-keeping system which as- 
I ires continuity of cafeT~ 
t4) In&taliatibni and maintenance of 
iBalpmen^ ~~ 
gery i.s pericrmea under the direct super- 
vTsTOn ot a ouallneGr" trans'plant^^on 
surgeon.. 
§ 405.2171 ConcHrioir: 
requirements for a 
tation center. 
-4^^idney transplantation is furnished 
cTreccIjT'by a hospital which is parXlci- 
patmg~'as~~a~provrder~dr's^TTces in the 
Medicare program and is approved^by 
the !:^cTgr5ry~a3' il'"H&hal i'ran.sblanta- 
tlon Center. The Renal •rransnT^t.n.t.lon 
'Center is under the overall direction of 
. a^iosPltal admiiits’tTSEDr and mp.rllo.al 
sfaii'; ii operated by an organizafidhaf 
sub.siciiary, ITTs UfldST the "direcLIuil 'OT 
anadministrator and medical staff mem¬ 
ber I or cQmmiftee) who are, directly re - 
spcnsible to the hospital administrator 
are accepted for trauisplantacion only on 
tha order or a~hriVsician anTlEeir core 
continues uhdeF~^9 suripi-visinn of a 
pSysician. 
tST~Standard:' participation in recip¬ 
ient registry. The Renal Tran.qp1a.ntji- 
tion Center participates in a patient 
registry piugiam 1 Or "patients wh'd~are 
awaiting caaaveric donor tran^lajita.- 
tion. 
ib)‘ Standard: social services. Social' 
servlceg are provided to natieht.s and 
tnel'r familiesanti a.re-hirccted. at suQg 
portly and maximizing the social func- 
^'Idriing n.rijn.«;t.rr!Pnr._nf fhp- paiifint, 
Sccial__.se^icea-axe_£uzrushed_byLa quali- 
social worker (5 405.2102fr) (6)) who 
'^asjlhjCTpIoyment_or contractual rela- 
taonshipjvTth.the-iacIIIfytrThe-qualified 
sdHat worker ts re.-^ponsible lor^conduct- 
tng: psychosocial evaluations, jparticlpat- 
fn^m. teaja:_reylew. of patient progress 
«jidirpp.r>Tnineii.dingcharigea In treatment 
sociaI_needs,_providing casework, and 
groupwork servicesMapatients and their 
families m dealing wUch the special prob- 
' lerns.Asspciat^^withlESRD.. andddenti- 
f ying comm uni ty _ _s o c ia 1 _a gen c i es and 
other resources and n-ssisting pauenj^s 
and families'to utilize the.m. ' 
^cy']standard: dietetic services? Each 
pa^^t_is evaluate^ ^ to his nutrilTonal 
need.s by the attending _pny^crah~and a 
qualified dietitian ('ji 405.2 lOZTr.niij) 
reiatiQiishia with the Lacility. The dieti- 
tian, in consultation with the attending 
physician, is resp'onsible Tor assessing 
the nutiaflonal ahd'dietetlc needF'o?' each 
panent. recommending therapeutlc'’diets, 
counsH!rrg~X)'aEiehte and~t.'EeifTa~milI^ on 
prescribed diets, and monitoring .adher- 
ehC£-and response to aletsi 
(d) Standard: laboratory services. The 
renal transplantation center mSkes 
avallaWew^directly or—tmder- arrahge- 
ments. laboratory seiwices to m^t the 
••mggdj of—E&RE)—patients; Eaboratory^ 
services ar~pefidT-''urecr'lh~''a~raboratorv 
facility approveePto particlua:re~ur~the 
'Meolc'are _prograhi and, for.Jjistocom- 
patlbllify testing purposes. . .nat-viih- 
'stan^ng'approvarpursuant to Subpart J 
also meeIs^4{ji571'3ITrb)'rT2T“and § 405.- 
1317ta), (b)(2) (i) and (ii), (b) (4', and 
<b) (8), and (when services are furnished 
in the specialty of tissue patiiology) 
I 405.1314(b) (8) (i) and § 405.1317 (a) 
and (b) (6) (ii). 
(1) Laborator/ sei"/ices for cross- 
matching'of recipient serum an5~~gonor^ 
li^phocyUeTfor preformed arrahyRltes by 
^n accept^G technique are available on 
a 24-npu'r_emerg~ehcy'basis. 
(2» Available laliorafbry .seiwices also 
incIudeT~ " 
' (i) Suitable maintenance of recipient 
sera and typing regean'ts; 
' "(ii) Phenotyplrxg for donors and re- 
cipientsl 
' (hi) Updating and retyping for HLr-A 
and better defined ahljgen5~aj~trrd!caled: 
(jy) Screening of recipient sera for 
, preformed antibodies witli a suitable 
lymaESm^lpanerr ~ ^ 
(V1 TesHng,£uch,-as-.the. mixed...hnn- 
phocyte cultures^tqdetermine cellularly- 
d^ned antigens: jind ' --- -- 
typing 
(e) Standard: organ procurement. If-.j 
a renal transplantation 
the services of an organ_ proc'aTerqsnt 
agency to obtain donor organs, j^t has a 
•written arrangement covering tliese 
services. The renal transplantation 
center agrees to notify the Secretary in 
■writing v.uT.hln 80 rin.v.s nf the term'jria- 
tion of such arrangements. 
APPE2.’Drt 
Pursuant to 5 405.2111 of this Subpart, tho 
follo'wlng are designated as End-Stage Renal 
Disease Network Areas: 




Tha. Trust Territory 
of the Pacific Is¬ 
lands: 
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ESEB KETWORK NO. 2 
The State of Alaska 
The State of Idaho 
The State of Montana 
The State of Oregon 
The State of Weishlngton 
KSED NETWORK NO. 3 






Calaveras San Benito 
Colusa San Francisco 
Contra Costa San Joaquin 
Del Norte San Mateo 
, El Dorado ' Santa Clara 










Modoc • Tuolumne 
Mono Yolo 
• Monterey Yuba 
Napa 
The State of Nevada excluding Clark 
county which Is Included in Network area 4. 
ESED NETWORK NO. 4 









The following county in Southern Nevada: 
Clark 
ESED NETWORK NO. S 
San Bernardino 
San Diego 




The State of Colorado 
The State of Utah excluding the Navaho 
Beservatlon portion of San Juan County 
which Is in Network area 6. 
The State of Wyoming 













ESED NETWORK NO. S 
The State of Arizona 
The State of New Mexico 
The Navaho Eeservatlon portion of San 
Juan County, Utah, 
• ESED NETWORK NO. 7 
-The State of Minnesota 
The State of North Dakota 
• The State of South Dakota 
























ESED NETWORK NO. 8 
Composed of: 
The State of Iowa 
The State of Nebraska excluding the fol¬ 
lowing counties which are included in Net¬ 











ESRD NETWORK NO. 9 






counties In the State of 
Bock Island 
and- the following counties which are In¬ 
cluded In Network area 9: 
Clinton Monroe 
Madison st. Clair 
ESRO NETWORK NO. 16 
Tlie State of Indiana 
ESED NETWORK NO. 17 
The State of Kentucky 


















ESED NETWORK NO. 18 
The State of Alabama excluding the fol¬ 
lowing county which Is Included In network 
area number 20. 
The State of Missouri excluding the fol¬ 
lowing counties which are Included In Net¬ 
work area 18: 
Dunklin Pemiscot 
Mississippi Scott 
New Madrid - Stoddard 
The following counties In the State of 
Illinois:' 
Clinton Monroe 
Madison St. Clair 
ESED NETWORK NO. 10 
Tlie state of Arkansas excluding the fol¬ 
lowing counties which are Included In Net¬ 
work area 18: 
Crittenden Mississippi 
The state of Oklahoma _ 
ESED NETWORK NO. 11 
The State of Texas 
ESRD NETWORK NO. 12 
The State of Louisiana 
ESRD NETWORK NO. 13 
Russell 
The State of Mississippi 
The State of Tennessee 
The foUowlng counties in the State of 
Arkansas: 
Crittenden Mississippi 








New Madrid Stoddard 
The following counties In the State of 
Virginia: 
Scott Washington 
ESED NETWORK NO. 19 
- The State of Florida 
ESRD NETWORK NO. 20 
The State of Wisconsin excluding the fol- State of Georgia excluding the follow- 
lowlag counties which are Included In Net- Ing counties which are included In network 









ESRD NETWORK NO. 14 
The State of Michigan excluding the fol¬ 
lowing counties which are Included In net¬ 















The State of South Carolina 
The following county In the State of Ala¬ 
bama; j 
Russell 
ESBD NETWORK NO. 21 
The state of North Carolina 
ESED NETWORK NO. 22 
Composed of the State of Ohio excluding 
the following counties which are Included la 
network area number 17. 
ESRD NETWORK NO. 15 AdamS 
Brovm 
The State of Illinois excluding the follow- Butler 
Ing counties which are included In Network Champaign 
area 8: Clark 
Clermont 
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ESRD NETWORK NO. 23 
fhe District of Columhla. 
The following 
Virginia: 
counties In the State of 
Irlington Loudoun 
^hlrfax Prince William ' 
The following coimtles In the S»ate of 
>laryland: 
lalTert Prince Georges 




























ESRD NETWORK NO. 2 5 
















ESRD NETWORK NO. 26 
The state of New York excluding the fol¬ 
lowing counties which are Included in Net¬ 
work area 25: 
ESRD NETWORK NO. 24 
[he state of Delaware 
The following counties of Eastern Pennsyl- 
ranla: 
Idams Chester 






















ESRD NETWORK NO. 27 
Tlie state of Connecticut 
ESRD NETWORK NO. 2S 
The State of Maine 
The State or Massachusetts 
The State of New Hampshire 
The State of Rhode Island 
The State of ■Vermont 
ESRD NETWORK NO. 29 
Puerto Rico Virgin Islands 
ESRD NETWORK NO. 30 
The State of Virginia excluding the fol¬ 
lowing counties which are Included In Net¬ 
work area 18: 
Scott Washington 
and the following counties which are In¬ 
cluded In Network area 23: 
Arlington Loudoun 
Fairfax Prince William 
The State of West Virginia 
ESRD NETWORK NO. ST 
The state of Maryland excluding the fol¬ 
lowing counties which are included In Net¬ 
work area 23: 
Calvert Prince Georges 
Charles St. Mary's 
Montgomery 
ESRD NETWORK NO. 32 
The State of New Jersey 
[FR Doc.76-15924 Filed 6-2-76;8;45 am] 
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r 4*iuk .fii,aM^". ! All ,t* »v ^tf) 
I gcXemcu! 
B^ALUih-J C D 
V'^ /ceKfet" ba$c<i dioJysijs' 
popu.Ici.tion bettueen Z/l/^T^ <xnc* 7/2/77 
1) UMat ic t;ho C0'*g. nurr.bcr <l£ the j^sasss^^'Pcctre.it 
2) Wheit is the pt.'s a^se? 
3) Wi\at is the unierlylnij; cause of the Pt.'s reruCi fail'.ire, 
if deteririinable? \ / 1 
( 11« (jf’.'-l 
'O ffou’ long has the pt. had hSJ^DUi. 
5) Is pt, Ia eSRD progrein? 





c) 1)063 the nv2dicaJ. record indicajee that the pt. has 
"pecjytxiient ” or “irreversible" renal failure oi “tSPsD"? 
"(the term chronic will not S’iLffic.e) 
yeS'L no^2 
7) Prior tc the assarrption o£ maijiteneLnce dialysis, the 
rricdical record docuiiievits a 
t^csrec-tinine clearance less than 5 
Z^^et\xm creatinine greater than 10 it^/lOCutl 
3'-neither 
h=VLi\a,V<xilahle 
S' At IKe ei\S£t of dlal^'sls u;Kich of tke -fb\lca>in^' ike 
medical record- deeui^neiti c\5 Collaboif'a.'ti*^©'<s-'^ideiice of--tke in¬ 
dicant ion -f&r 6\ofe if norae ctociiMci\icd: leaue blch^tK 
l-pd>os^ nutv''iHoKal str<xie 
’2-?-iTA.U5e<i- ^viul \/ot54iting 
3t iAtract-i-ble itc)tb\g 
^=cerabrcU. d^^-fuaiietioa 
5=cl ini cal-ly S4m|)to/na.tlc 




9>i cMSti-ti sfrectoky coktrei 
of bone diseajsc 
5=P<3r i cordit 15 
iO^LAtri^ct Ibf a* 
or uJCaKiie/is 
ll”5(2't^eTal of- th^ ab^>l/o 
7) Ikere a ncte by a p.Hysici<2n or consejt^ fbrt'Uoi'K Lck in¬ 
dicates tkat pt/fctcuily kawe irtifcrfvitct -the onions'? 
y^S=1. tckia.ua i 1 atl a--^3 
10) X5 -tiudre a note \?/ a_ pKysIcirJi. or a cptuSevit •fDr.WA.oiiirlu 
lhdlc^i-e6 tUat tk^ pb./•ftrVtu.l a kai/^\pceK Wf-orkvel cff-reatibil iic 
d^ p ecd^-t-t o Ji s ? 
LU4.oVailal?le—3 
1Js t-kfr-e^ ^ Vve-le by pbyS t exoM <a_- co nso'it by 
pf- OT faKily) trhieW trKe pt./i^vn-ily has accepred'^ 
kre^ttkieivf'? 
UAtav;a.it(iL-bIc-3 
12) Xs tkdre an. 
bility o-f pt for 
ye5=-1. 
ituitiel n5ycitia:trio €V'c<^taiai-io^^.■ re; 44e Suiie^- 
dialysiS?.' 
^^£>•^2- ucaA>v<ulcLbtep3 
‘.T!' :> i> Mzi ■ 
J ^ (Li., i h ‘ ) ^ ly * --Ci/t 
:\V ■ •■'< »i 
4^' 
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,J ’A# ‘v i rJ •5.*Ci*i c :tt I 
Tj:/»orJi|o ^ . , :’Ai A>.s»'r - T.rtf 
e«#AU(t . t/ai/ ' =*zyi 
■,' T>5. 4 ^ j7* Opg^ *> ^ Ttc hU, cV/^ - V'*^ ^1 
ji^^i yh/if |L 4 .''♦; c-V^iir 
7iA«>WwMix31 
ymlf ^ i oviojfcu" . 43*^ 
b.*- 4f. ', .D 
Alii 
,:.. .- > p. 
■fkfn 
j-v-' fi JJ'iilf 7>T^f* 
vf rj ^L f 1 
y )//)W 
•“Ji44i4^'* .'I 7- .mo4 IjP" f/VS/ 
?«.>Wjan*‘V ^ 
4lt 4*i4.ai|£>Q Jim C-i. (1 
^|4S«j#€ia -jn\ >q ijJiJj 
p) is Sct'lcci {jOoV'U.^fr ,3/o-f i ok 
.^felly/kcnie Si'tiJi4Ltiio!K cLg lir lntpq_c't^ ojv p'te, 5u.tfa.bt 1i ty -Aw' 
dialysis?. 
jf<!^S. = 1 VtO'=2- <UnaLUrt_llcLMG’'3 
t 
l*fj Is Ihere oit ihLfia.1 pre-dialysis <ritJLrsii>j ev«] tiicdridUc of- the-pt? 
/es^l <a\a)=='2- UAja.v^iJ.la'ol<2”3 * \l—\ 
^5) Wivet^ vtk.S tlia )i\o-tesl C!i>'tyfh'e}rs&Cisive. nursing ev'^mtt'-ion 
p-tr. * s sti3Ltu.5 t/ivas. 
£.51 Ig; IKere- a.i^ ii'vilia.r e.t/5.tuA^IioiA ^ d-ierfa £4an ret. pi* ’.S' 
dlefttfe'y ■«utvag<2te^t- ^rv d-ieJ^sU"? 
yes=l via»"2' imavailirLblG:--3 
t7J WKen u.%LS' the la.st ivc)ted c^wpreKensive e’/al uaat i. d;^ 
th(2: pt. by ^ dieVieif^wi ii^ i;.'K2>£’). 
P ytr. be iderej for iraLJ^?pI^^:U■-t^..■t-iofa 
i 
I8I I5 t1\ere o^ocr-iHen s-fe^-fetkent- hy ai pKysieiaxa -bhat- Ui7£ pt. 
Ls L Cal 1 ^ sui- fab Ifi ic -feroHS' p taiilatLn % 
n2>-'2- u]aai;txila<l!>3i-^3 
13^)^ Is there a nate by a physician, cr K.is <^esig/iiee. bKa^t the pt. 
is pSycKolcgically stutcble Icr 'bmas'planttabicruf 
y<£5-l rvi?'=2:^ ULijaUac tablet 3 
20) there S; note thi^ cl n«?pKroh&.,5 pV^seAhG^ -the sjptriarN 
o-f traj4spI.aiTL-fa^ion aM di^cu^sed its iris% wiitv the pb^ ? 
Z1) "the pt. gleets trai'\5pla^itali^, re-^osrrel to a. 
tr/ensplant ^urg^oe^ ir\ ccrtbi.tigZ 
yes t h(9 -2. tlnttua n abl e=3 
n) 
fdr 
itliisk >&f the ^olloi,pi?ig is indic^t^di as a c<s!frtraij^di £.a:!tiei?:» 
t r ans pi anta 11 ? 
l=ac;td.va infeefcim 
d>sl^ 
pi3i<s:ir yr-, j 
b=uncDn.trg?l 1 gji k-ypertensioi^ 
C. l(;Of> pf ptg. Ibr hoP^iC'<Iia? vs 
5=active p&ptie diseas-e 
6-'£l- c ovt treul-VsS i 2iit i a n listed 
by the tr^ai^S'^lairfc- s'crgoaK 
to 'i^hofA pb, IS referred 
-7-Ft refos e^ 
G^Uriavailable. ^ 
23) flas the pt, been ^tJvised a>r his apti^/n dialyze.a-tr home? 
yes=l ti£>=^2- bLnot/fulahl e-3 
2H) iff pt. elects' tra dicd^/ie ect hamg. is he scheduled or heL^ 
'trained -for honie dialysis? 
ye^^L yi^2- 4JLva(/ailable-3 
25) \bHledk of the.-fallsJA^ing doe^ the chart indicate as exclusion 
frox hcwve dialysis? 
1-pt, doc^ nat ^yavc tcill Ivta ar sai tabic pact-xie-r 
dc>es net- haVe ^dequaW-space a>r fccilitie^: 
3=pt GnaS unstably I^udical . con«ll'ition 
l^=pt scheduled for living donor transplant in ne;ct 6 iraag 
5=phySician disapproved pt. as ca.odidato for hon^ dialysis 
6=i3(Svar«.l of th(0 SPbov g.  
« 
f * 
•^ ‘'-Jki '>. riill* JV>. 
‘ *■' ' *•/ < «« ^•3ifSyr/ 
f 
r.r fix ’ - -n 
i** •» .*. V • -a: i t r^ i-a, fin a }’*l^49 «iav 1 V '• -■ 'll, ' tj *' 
i.-’C 
jV'ia ■' - ** -# H.<1 *!>•.•* * »•• ■ * J J-4 s ^ )/,; . b /W- ;3 J 





I -f -i' - »> ' . >7 kiDCfi 
. t i J qT 
< I 
f'^JLTVt 
» < .• -1 • ■ ; 
^ - ) ' - i .i i 
• fmM jf z :%H: 
^ ft ti ic, dDvsij 
V-" • »' J ,1.-^' ^ •• - ' .w-". •- 
t%f ! It,: 
f. - s» 
•, of^ y: 
' UiSil^Zf* 
:: f *“ ■‘^-T i j v^-; ,1 
‘ ■*> 
- _ 1^ ■ _ :: .!: 
■ i *.,'■ " 4* W 
r^:. 
'.c^-Vvx ii|kj 
- U I 
1, . * t 
•'■•-. tTAA*’? •* ,■ 
i:' *«T.\* ', Ljtflib'. *' lor .w-*■- 
1/ 
et'' :«3 lMiil4tt A' 
M i -asJg 
^*,» i-{ :, i ’. i /jii.>i> r# ■>'»'^ • - i "5-'3' 
, f: ' lii,.*i i '.‘JSU^ '^.•' J'VV|J 
*■ t VVJ *-‘V i: •'*- y !t i'~-'T ^ -' ’*.c .J- -L.'ft 
mtyl ft 
1*; V ' ■ 3‘»<i 
" ^ r :Vr/f 
f» V ■ • / .; 
•♦ .i: 
2C) pt. presci^t^y oin cciw^^r bcus^^cl buii U/h.s on 
home efietly^is', \\0fj3 long hccs pb, beeA ok oci\ke.ir biised cil.a.lysi.s? V 
l--=0-6fr>(5S ' 5-2->yrS 
2^-5n)os-lyr ^=3 uf> Lo ^yrs 
3^1 yr UjO to )8 wjos 74yr$' up tcJ 5 yrs ' - 
4-l3max up to Syr^ 8=5 or Oiore yrs 
p-5tuiavatldbl e 
27/i^ha.-t is Ibe. r^son-^or i,hg. pt, *§ c-6"l^ut*n centct hascid 
dialyffis? 
2.^) 1-^ pt. is oi’i center based dialysis ^nd Ko^ K^Ver baei?t qk hic'^ve 
dialysis, hca* lang Iri^s ba^n on ce.nt0r basai dialysis? 
1-0-^mo5 6-3^ up bo ^yrs 
Z=Sm&s to> lyr 7=^ up to -Syrs 
•• up to or p»'di’o yrjj 
9=ui\avi5.ilablo 
^ VfSin^tliciilys'rS' ^iood Sicxdleg To in the Ed^luMio^ t>€ 
i citfjS S (JulC0'^6'_vvveA- Tf"?" 
27) wag Pt. dialyzed? 





J-^/xck o\r ff^re 
^=ut-r!avail£ibl(2 
30} Hcai’ af-tew Woi^ pt.’s Hgb er Met, draa’j&,2 
l^graaitrr bho-K onoe a 
2~onee/wK 
every 2 u^.s, 
4=^uev‘y 3 
^•=every 2 uirv\l-|^ 
o-fterv Olian- e’tjary 
'T'i^O I'ilOT . 
S^HAiidet-erpvv.<.nQjjL(2 5]f> 
ir2r€j|wi(aLtd y 
3 - ui'iiu'a.i 1 ca^bii e 










l6s^lG or v>\)C'e ti^^^ss[: 
ll=maav’ail&<4L£ 
32) bide pb. '5 'body’uiOLghi jflvjLCtuate by wore than ;t5^ of ideal 
bady weight tS (idt'eriuii^dd by pile’s >i-Ci£i4\? 
Y^o'2- iJ-is^\XLiLi cLhle. ^3 
33J Oid p-^» ev:?e-rieiifi<2: Sc\5ere^ ivypafcensdoh 
dtu-k:vx.a or past dlatc/sistdrg, ^^^ncop(Zj,<S^sdo 1 tc. Gg \dS5 'ttv;u*\ 
^0 iMur ) t 
^<os:?:C. ]^o-Z tiiDSrV&Llel>le-3 
3^) boCh^ertr cou-t(5i i a d id t 0 rde r pre S;e Ik ,5oci tai?) 
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Dear Dr 
'Ihe final phase of tJie End Stage Renal Disease grant by the Connecticut 
Regional Medical Program was to assist the newly found neb.vork in tlie de- 
velopnent of methodologies to measure the quality of medical care in the 
various stations. 
Such assistance should be directed toward testing at least one approach 
to such measurement and of identifying more specific areas where in depth 
peer review should be undertaken. 
Mr. Michael CWens, a fourth year medical student at Yale, has been devoting 
considerable time to this program with consultation with Dr. Finkelstein. 
The methodology to be tested is based on the process of care patients in 
ESRD are receiving in Connecticut. It was necessary, therefore, to obtfiin 
frcm physicians, treatment protocols v;hich would give some fix on what 
diagnostic tests and treatment procedures the patients sho'ild receive. The 
second part of the report, then, will cerpare these standards with a sample 
of patient charts in order- to determine ccmpliance with recognized cri¬ 
teria for high quality care. 
What is new required is -the completion of the attached protocol by Mr. 
(X^ns on a sample of patients urier care at your hospital or station. Mr. 
Owens will contact you in the near future in order to arrange for such da-ta 
gathering. 
No patient, physician, or s-tation will be identified in the report of this 
phase. The purpose of -the study is not to measure -the quality of care, but 
to -test a methodology for such measurenent. A complete report of -the 
findings will be submitted -bD the nebvork. 
We would appreciate your cooperation in -this endeavor and -thius bring -to a 
final closure the ESRD-CF^ grant. 
Very truly yours, 
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DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS AND/OR SERVICE 
TITLE 2 .. END STAGE RENAL DISEASE 
CRITERIA AND STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT. 
ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME - 500 HOURS, 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY: 1, TO DEVELOP 
AN INSTRUMENTAL DATA ABSTRA-CT SHEET 
DERIVED FROM RECOMMENDED TESTS FOR 
PATIENTS WITH E.S.R.D, AND 2, TO 
TEST THIS INSTRUMENT AGAINST A SAMPLE 
OF E.S.R.D. CENTER BASED PATIENTS 
IN CONNECTICUT. 
DATED^i2/2^?^^'^^*^^^ invoice ATTACHED. 
PURCHASE ORDER 
48T8'19 
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Date: Noveni^er 23, 1977 
To: Francis L. Crowley 
from: John D. Thonpson 
Subject: Mr. Michael Owens 
NIichael a^^ens is preparing a report on the ways of measuring the 
P«ient care in the End Stage Renal DisLse fomecfl™? 
Network, niis report was part of the Original R.m!p! prono^l Nlf 
^ to be paid $1,000 for the report and started^gatheriiig data 
curing tne surmer. 'ilus report will le due .lay iSlli data 
Since Mr. Owens has already incurred some expense in this endeavor I 
appreciate payment of 80 percent of the agreed upon fee at this 
JDT/iuy 
cc: R. Simmons 
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March 30. 1977 
Dr. Paul Doolan 
Fredric 0. Finkelstiein, M, D. 
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Quality of Caro 
The guidelines of the quality of care committee should provide 
the framework within which each unit can be reviewed. Each ufri'-t - 
should be expected to define their basic medical practices to re- 
viev7ing committees concerning the points listed below. The purpose 
of these guidelines is not to dictate practices, but to insure that 
each problem be dealt with in a consistent and reasonable fashion. 
Units should not be expected to file \^7ritten reports, but just re¬ 
spond'verbally during a site visit. 
I.^ General Data 
A. In-Center Hemodialysis 
1) # patients treated 
2) dialysis duration 
a) times/week b) hrs./shift 
3) equipment 
■f) pattern cf nurses technician staffing 
B. Limited-care hemodialysis 
1) 1- patients treated 
2) dialysis duration 
a) times/week b) hrs./shift 
j) equipment 
4) pattern of nurses & technician staffing 
C. In-Center Peritoneal Dialysis 
1) // patients treated 
2) dialysis duration 
a) times/week b) hrs,/shift 
3) equipment 
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11; Homo llcmodia Lysis Training, 
a) # beds allocated to home training 
b) equipment used ^ 
c) dialysis duration and frequency 
d) outline of training program and staffing patterns used 
e) which patients are considered for home training 
f) how are patients evaluated for home training 
g) is it offered to all patients 
h) how many patients has your unit tried to home-train 
how many successfully dialyzed at home 
how many successfully dialyzed at home and then returned to 
in-center dialysis 
i) # patients home-trained last year 
III. Home Peritoneal Training 
a) # beds allocated to home training 
b) equipment used 
c) 'dialysis duration and frequency 
d) .outline of training program and staffing patterns used 
e) which patienrs are considered for home training 
f) how are paaients evaluated for home training 
g) is it offered to all patients 
h) hov7 many patients has your unit tried to home-train 
how many successfully dialyzed at home 
how many successfully dialyzed at home and then returned to 
in-center dialysis 
i) # patients home-trained last year 
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a) criteria for aclini.s.^6Tr"Co”(l:Laly.si5> progr; ini 
b) arc any patients excluded from dialysis? If so, expla^ar 
c) criteria for assignment to different treatment modalities 
1) hemodialysis, in-center 
2) hemodialysis, home 
3) hemodialysis, limited care 
4) peritoneal dialysis, in-center 
5) peritoneal dialysis, home 
V. Mortality Rate 
a) # deaths during last year in different treatment modalities 
1) hemodialysis, in-center 
< 2) hemodialysis, home 
3) hemodialysis, limited care 
4) peritoneal dialysis, in-center 
5) peritoneal dialysis, home 
VI. [problem AreTs] 
A. Osteodysrroi: r.v 
1) how is presence of checked_for? 
2) treatmenr cf: 
a) clinical osteodystrophy 
b) radiological osteodystrophy 
c) no osteodystrophy 
(details of use of phosphate binders, calcium concentrations and bath 
^use of vitaraijx-d^—pr^par-atdron^-;—s^ipplomarLtal oral calcium, types of 
Xj^rays taken, criteria for interpretation of x-rays, use ^ bone 
biopsies) 
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1) hov/ i r; .iiKMuia ova lua Loci 
2) LreatrnenL 
3) moan and ranges of Hct of patients 
(details of folate and iron supplements, use of androgens evaluation 
of h emolysis, how frequently Hct's are checked, hov/ iron deficiency 




3) indications for nephrectomy 




(details of how neurological status is followed and what changes in 
management are recommended for patients with neuropathy) 
E. Activity 
a) what of patients are v/orking or in school? 
-1 X. j_ 
^ VA ju jk- L.a.uic:; 
part time 
b) of paoients in National Kidney Foundation functional classer 
I_ T.l____^_ Ill_ IV_ 
F. Contamination 
1) how and where are non-hepatitis infected patients dialyzed 
2) Hepatitis 
a) how often do you check for Australian antigen 
b) do you have any patients or staff members with hepatitis 
if yes, how have you dealt with the problem ' 
if no, how would you deal v/ith it. 
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VIII 
how did you deal with this problem? 
Vascular Access 
a) % patients with fistula 
b) 7o patients with shunts 
c) 7o patients with grafts 






a) what pat 
b) is t rans; 
c) ho"^-; many 
d) how many 
e) to w hat 
f'l wha arr 
last yeai 
'> ^-^ a"p-~enrs have been made for tissue tvnins 
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Yale-Mevv Haven Hospital 
709 Mowird Avi-fiiin • hJow Hnvon. Coiiiir^clicut 0(5',(M 
April 11, 1977 
5 Paul Doolan, I-ID 
? St. I4ary's Hospital 
^ ^6 P'ranlclin Street 
: V/aterbury, Connecticut 06702 
• Dear Paul: 
Enclosed, please find a copy of the optimal guidelines of practice for Hephrclo^ 
Social Worters. This raaterlal is the result of a "brain storming", session we 
did as paru o± our agenda at our scheduled meeting lield March 22. 1977 
St.^Raphael's Hospital. -o 
In oijr attempt ^ to respond to the repuest of the Quality of Care Committee - ve 
have tried to identify broad universal goals that can relate to all Connecticut 
Dialysis Units. Therefore, these guidelines are acceptable to call Connecticut 
Hephrologj'' Social Workers at this time. More definitive definitions can be 
developed laser if its mucually beneficial to the Social V/orlcers end the net¬ 
work. 
I have also enclosed a copy of the psycho-social data base. We hope to begin 
using this month, v/here this information vrill be kept and hov7 it will be 
shared with other dialysis staff members will be left to the judgment of each 
social worker, because communication patterns and unit structures are so diverse.- 
^ The^riephrclcs/ Dietitians of Connecticut also met recently and have compiled 
thej.r optimal guidelines of practice. A. copy is enclosed. 









Wendell Stevenson, Connecticut Kidney Foundation 
920 Farmington Avenue 
West Ilartford, Connecticut 06107 
Ms. Linda Press, Community Health Studies 
60 College Street - LEPH 105 
Nevj Haven, Connecticut O65IO 
Telephone: 1826 - 1976 • 150th Anniversary 
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Tlie ntabc dopartraonb of }io,'i.lbh hat: t:tandrar(l!! for clialyni:: fno.Lli bicn, 
Ms. Sv;anson has recoaimendod the standards developed by AAI'INT for hemodialysis, 
home training and peritoneal dialysis. They are thonghti’ul, responsible stand¬ 
ards. Mrs. Kitsen and the social ’.vorker have also developed policies that assure 
us of the indicated support needed in tiiis ai’ea. We have a number of outstanding 
dietitians in the state, more than one thoroughly acceptable manual for the ESRD 
patient and hence a solid competence in this area as 'v/ell. Dr, Fred Finlcelstein 
has submitted specific thought and/or comments on selecbion census, staffing, 
eq^uipment and training. He has included the issues of mortality, vascular anceps, 
routine lab and transplan.tation as v;ell as the problem areas of osteodystrophy, 
anemia, hypertension, neuropathy activity and contamination. Dr. John Maher 
has commented on many of the same matters and in addition ones that v/ere of a 
morje invesbigational nature such as mean generation times. 
Related to but independent of the above efforts you have the ] ong hard v/ork of 
Drs. Grant and Silverman in Bridgeport and Dr. Gelfman in Danbury to develop 
information s^'sterns. The systems have not been designed for the same purpose 
one being patient and the other problem oriented. In addition to all of this 
we have the California guidelines. 
There is therefore no lack of standards and criteria. The prudential course 
for this committee may be to simply sort out criteria, tabulate them and submit 
that to the MRC for their consideration. It may all come down to this anyi‘/ay 
for these will be the realities of compliance v;ith federad gjudelines. The 
only additonal requirements v/ould be to mal:e some gestures on behalf of trans¬ 
plantation and peritoneal dialysis. If the coucil so wishes they can move to - 
a. instruct the quality care commj.ttee to do this. 
b. so instruct with the MRC members as a joint committee. 
There is however some policy issues I would like to raise for consideration. 
One issue centers on comnuters and compliance while bhe related one has to do 
x-jj-hh audit. My preference would be for minimal stnadards and criteria and only 
the most epidemiological type of information for the computer. I am speaking 
in terms of a BP, wt, Hb, K and Cr, age, sex aj:id dates. The emphasis v;ould 
be on task forces that address themselves to specific problems such as - 
1. Hovf do you evaluate the BP? 
2. hnat have autopsies on dialysis patients shovm? 
3. V;'hich patients have done the best on dialysis and why?- 
I4. What is the mortality? 
Each of these questions involve other questions but the intention is to use 
them as examples. The social workers inighb v/ish to look at the percents v/ork- 
ing and dietitians might v;ish to examine the influence of drugs on appetite, 
Tlie contention is that addressing questions such as these v;oud.d insure a mean¬ 
ingful involvement of more of the nephrologist and their colleagues; it v/ould 
allow us to look at questions of our own choosing when we chose to do so; it 
would be a better learning experience than audit. 
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Nl'Ji'JlUOI.OGY [SOCIAL V/OKia^G OF COilKKCTICUT 
In rcsponcc to t}ic request of the Quality of Care Committee of Network 
27 - \7c the HephroloQA Social Workers of Connecticut^ have attempted 
to define basic guidelines for optirial professional practice. In 
order to define standards of practice we find it advantageous to 
focus on tlie following three broad categories. Patient-Team Member 
and Social V/orker. 
PATIEin?: 
ij Caseload: One ful.l time social worker per ^0 
patients--, assuming availability of allied mental 
health professionals for consultation and/or services. 
Also reasonable geographic distribution of dialysis 
units, referral sources and patient population. 
2) Referral to Social Services: Patients identified as 
dialysis candidates should be referred as soon as 
possible, no later than when vascular access is being 
discussed or considered. 
3) Social Work Services to Patients: 
a) Minim-jm direct patient contact-weekly 
b) Opportunity for group approach as well as individual 
casevrark services 
c) Family conferences with and without other team members 
A d) Home visits 
e) Coordination of Community Resources 
TEAM ME:-3£HS: 
1) ^cial Worker to participate in patient care conference 
and goal setting, 
2) Staff development: Social Worker should be available to 
staff for consultation and education. 
3) Social Worl'.er would participate in community education 
as a tccua member. 
* Stated in tentative guidelines of National Council of hhphrology 
Social V/orliers. 
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SOCIAL WORKER: 
1) i^esponsibility for providing psychosocial data base 
and ongoing case recording of significant information. 
2) Availability of appropriate on site office for inter- 
vie\7ing. 
3) Opportunity for professional development attending 
vorkshops; conferences and continuing formal educa¬ 
tion. Encourage membership in Professionad. Organi¬ 
zations for mutuaJ- support and sharing of luiouledge 
and e>5)erience. 
• .. Respectfully submitted, 
N.S.VLC. Committee Members 
Jenny Kitsen, 
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I'lKPJlKOliCXJY oCXJJLAL WOKJU'IiG 01*’ COnK'KCTICUT 
In rcsponGc to tlic rcquect of the Quality of Care Committee of Network 
27 -- Uo the Nephrolocy Social V/orkers of Connecticut, have attempted 
tiasic cuidelines for optimal profecsional practice. In 
order to define ctandards of practice we find it advantageous to 
focus on the following three hroad categories. Patient-Team Member 
and Social V/orker. 
PATIEilT: 
iT Caseload; One fuJ.l time social worker per ^0 
patients-"-, assuming availability of allied mentaJ. 
health professionals lor consultation and/or services. 
Also reasonable geographic distribution of dialysis 
units, referral sources and patient population. 
2) Referral to Social Services: Patients identifj.ed as 
dialysis candidates snould be referred as soon as 
possible, no later than when vascular access is being 
discussed or considered. 
3) Social Work Services to Patients: 
a) Miniimm direct patient contact-weekly 
b) Opportvanity for group approach as well as individual 
casev^ork services 
c) Faiuily comerences wiuh and without other team members 
A'd) Hone visits 
e) Coordination of Community Resources 
TEAJ-1 .ME:-3ER3: 
1) Social Uorker to participate in patient care conference 
and goal setting, 
2) Staff development: Social Worker should be available to 
staff for consultation and education. 
3) Social Worlier would participate in cornraunity education 
as a tcccn member. 
* Stated in tentative guidelines of National Council of Ifephrology 
Social V/orl:ers. 
$ 
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GUIDELINES EOR NUTRITIONAL CAR]' OF ESRD PATIENTS 
Dietitian is responsible for: 
scssmeat of nutritional status with 
rions for~3ictary management. 'Ibis 
VOIves identifyine problems and re- 
etcrmining patient needs and evaluating 
”^earn and attitude toward dietary 
« 
evidence of riU_trition. jducatic^ and 
coi^patible with patient's ability, to 
is process must include planned oppor- 
or patients to demonstrate, in a measurable 
understanding of dietary management. 
3. Intervention when nutritional goals are not met to 
an acceptable degree. This should be judged on 
basis of recognized nutritional recommendations 
for ESRD patients, the policies of the ESRD facility 
and individual patient situation. 
4. Follow-up assessment at least every ^^ree months. 












Committee of Nephrology Dieticians 
Jacquelyn S, Cost, R.D. 
Veterans Administration Hospital 
West Haven, Conn. 
Ethel Hall, R.D. 
St. Raphael's Hospital 
New Haven, Conn. 
Mary 11, Misiasek, R.D. 
St. Mary's Hospital 
Waterbury, Conn. 
Mary Jane Halllday, R.D. 
Danbury Hospital 
Danbury, Conn. 
Betty Schmitt, R.D. 
Yale-New Haven, Hospital 
New Haven, Conn. 
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Ac of A/V77, 9 pnticnt, 8 on Hcmoclialy.oiG, and I, on * 
peritonial dialyaia. 
™::QU3i:dgY OF^COCmj'ORK COHTACT: 
V/orlcer makes daily rounds„ 
8001 All V/OkKEk III DI/)I,Y8I8 ITi'TTT: 
. pY ocial v/orker in the dialysis unit is to 
assess the psychosocial r;eed5~~o.f the"pa'E[^rbG~'~aniI~lja-oir 
families and to help meet these needSoAlso,~thr"^7orke^ tries 
to be involved v/ith other nepnrology social workers so as 
to enhance her professional expertise and thus, enhance 
quality of care to her patient’s, 
PoY0K0I,0CtICAL hlYIv JoIOM: 
Along the Ps.vcho 1 or:ioal Pir.iensicni_> the vrorker assists the 
patient and his family in ad,-justing to the patient’s renal 
disease. She helps the patient and family to eopa vritb -che 
life style changes that might occur as the patieir!; starts 
dialysis and encourages the patient and family to interact 
with each other and v;ithin line community as closely to their 
former life style as before the onse't of dialysis treatment, 
SOCIAL DIMLYSIOY: 
■H-iun^ Li.j'L. Lpcxcil—jY-iilii? <^-^0 wux'ke.e aaisit-la i-ht; pai/ieuL 
in securing the financial and social services that he is 
entitled to and that are needful for him, O’-his involves 
overseeing that the patient receives adeqiiato insurance 
coverage, this often involving Medicare and State V/elfare 
services, and also involves arranging fur all other communit;> 
services; for example, transportation and vocational coun¬ 
seling, ./hat the patieirt requires in ordej.-* that his life¬ 
style can be as normal and rewarding as possible with chronic 
renal failure, 
COMMUNITY CONTACT: 
A dialysis social worker needs contact with other dialysis 
,.0 7' 
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order to onbnrjcc qrolity care tov;arclc the paand bin 
fainily. 
One such outlet for this is the' Counsel of Neplirology Social 
V/orkerSo This is cin organization founded in 1975 vrith the 
primary purpose of: 1* professional on-going education and 
sharing of information and to comment upon and recommend 
legislation repparding social sen'ices and 2. to serve in an 
advisory capacity to the National Kidney Foundation and the- . 
other orgonizations of the social v;ork profession, and on 
the psychosocial issues and problems that confront kidney 
patientSc 
The local chapter of the CliSV/ consists of all renal social 
workers in Connecticut and meets approximately once monthly. 
The last meeting of v;bich vras held on 5/22/77 at St. Raphael’s 
Hospital in Nev; Haven, Connecticut. The agenda at that 
meeting involved finalizing the final revisions of the social 
service record, a social service form especio.lly drafted by 
this chapter for use in the dialysis unit to be kept in the 
patient’s chart. 
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March 14, 1977 
Dr. Paul Doolan 
St. Mary's Hospital 
56 Franklin Street 
Waterbury, CT 06702 
Dear Paul: 
The enclosed comments or rather series of questions are intended to help 
survey the quality of medical care of maintenance dialysis patients. 
Excluded are considerations of monitoring, e.g. for air embolism or dialy- 
zer leaks. Other pertinent exclusions assumed to be covered elsewhere are as 
follows; Are all patients seen by a dietician, are all encouraged to home dialy¬ 
sis, etc. 
If the council wants, there is extensive information available from the 
Monterrey Conference and the Boston study, but as they could easily dismiss these, 
1 do not favor so lengtny a report. 
With best wishes, 
Sincerely yours, 
, ..i-L r- C. 
John F. Maher, M.D. 
Director, Division of Nephrology 
JFMiajl 
Enclosure 
TOOL OF MEDICINE 
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In assessing Uio qualify of medical care provided for iiiainLetiaiice dialysis 
patients, the following should be considered. •L.i , 
How is liernodynaiiiic status evaluated? During dialysis, wfiat assessment is 
made to anticipate and recognize volume depletion and how is it managed? What 
is done to evaluate recurring hypotension and how is it prevented? How is per¬ 
sistent hypertension evaluated and managed? How often are the end organ effects 
of hypertension, e.g. heart, retina evaluated? Is there evidence that uremic 
cardiopathy is sought regularly? What cardiovascular drugs are given? /v 
. When pruritis occurs, what is done? When a skin rash is recognized, how is 
it evaluated? 
How is mental function assessed and how often? How is peripheral nerve 
function assessed? What is done if abnormalities are found? How often is a 
neurological exam performed? 
How is the gastrointestinal tract assessed and how often? What assessment 
of dietary intake is made? What is the mean net urea generation rate of the pat¬ 
ients? How often are serum proteins measured and what fraction of patients have 
low values? Are vitamins prescribed routinely and if not, how is deficiency ex¬ 
cluded? 
How often is anemia assessed and what is mean hematocrit of the population? 
How often are transfusions given. Is iron supplementation routine and if not, 
how is deficiency excluded? What is the indication for more thorough investiga¬ 
tion of anemia and what fraction of patients have been so investigated? How is 
the incidence of abnormal bleeding assessed? How is bleeding investigated? 
What measures are used to prevent local infection. Is body temperature 
taken routinely, on suscician, or never? Is white cell count measured periodi¬ 
cally? 
What assessment 
fUU|;>iif9 ui uo uc o c 
cium is prescribed? 
Has the water supply 
is rn^ce of bone disease? What is the incidence of hyperparathy 
^ £ X. !ilWa+' Ka'hin 
C 1 . 7 • M wvv ^ ^^ ..... 
Has dialysate water been tested for calcium or deionized? 
been tested for trace metals? 
Have serum lipids been measured on the patients? Is there an assessment of 
endocrine abnormalities? 
. What is the mean clearance of patients starting dialysis? How often is 
|\;'i>'clearanee measured in nephric patients? What is the mean clearance of patients 
1 to 2 years after starting dialysis? 
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"* cc podi lavender tube (if done in unit) 
1 cc pedi lavender tube (if sent to lab) 
2 cc pedi red top tube -on patients newly started on DHT & 
Calcium until Ca & PO, stabilize 
Glucose - 2 cc grey top tube -on insulin dependent diabetics 
EVERY DIALYSIS - 
Hct - If evidence of falling Hct - 1/2 cc pedi lavender (in unit) 
^ 1 cc pedi lavender (in lab) 
Potassium — If K greater than 6 meg/L — 2 cc pedi red top 
Glucose - During regulation of insulin dose - 2 cc gray top tube 











1 full large red top tube 
1 full pedi red top tube 
1 full pedi lavender tube 
QUARTERLY -(JANUARY, APRIL. JULY, OCTOBER) 
Iron 
Iron Binding Capacity 
Complete Electrolytes: 










Australian Antigen - 1 full pedi red top 
CBC \ 
Platelet count j 2 cc pedi lavender 
gEMI-ANNllALLY - (JANUARY AND JUNE) 
3 large red tops 
Magnesium ^ 
Triglycerides I 
Choi este rol j 
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Hepatitis Screening of Patients 
Ml new patients prior to admission to unit must have bloods drawn for 
! 
1. 1. Australian antigen 
f 
i 2. SCOT 
IMl patients must have blood drawn monthly for , r * ■ 
1. Australian antigen 
' ^ 2. SCOT 
If SCOT is elevated, complete liver function tests must be drawn. 
If Australian antigen is positive after repeat, patient and all equipment used 
on patient must be isolated. Hospital administration must be informed in order 
to arrange isolation facilities. 
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Danbury Hospital the community health center 
Danbury, Connocticut 06810 Telephone 203-797-7000 
June 2, 1977 
Mr. Royal A. Crystal 
ESRD Program Director 
Room 16A-16 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, Maryland 20857 
Re: NCC //27 RESPONSE TO THE CALIFORNIA REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRvVM PROJECT REPORT. 
Dear Mr. Crystal: 
In response to your request of April 20, 1977, I vould like to submit the 
formal comments of NCC //27 in regards to the California Regional Medical Program 
Project Report. In reviev/ing this document you requested feedback on both its 
usefulness and clarity. Our response will consist of both general comments and 
specific remarks by council members and staff. 
Reviewing the California RMP project provided an interesting framev/ork to 
begin the formulation of our needs for a quality of care review system for 
Connecticut. It is evident that the California project was a substantial under¬ 
taking v.'hich required a Task Force, an interdisciplinary staff, and considerable 
fiscal resources. It is clear that many Netv7orks will not have similar resource^ 
available to develop such a comprehensive review system in a short time period 
Never-the-less, v;g think that it is critical to the meaningful interest and co¬ 
operation of our member units that a program such as t.he California project be 
developed onsite in the respective netvrorks with the full participation of thei’ 
members. (Please see attachments A & li) Therefore, we are in agreement with 
the conclusion of the Task Force which stresses th.c necessity for locally de¬ 
veloped criteria as a basis for the Medical Review board functions. We also 
concur with the need for MRR unanimity in the criteria setting process. 
In considering the informational needs of the Medical Review Board we agree 
witli the Task Force's recommendation that local augmentation of tlie National LSRD 
Medical Information System is essential to a successful quality ol care review 
system. Over the past two years we have developed a registry of our units and 
patients which will provide the basis for local imp! cineutation. This process is 
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commented on by 
Attachment "C". 
also enclosed fo 
our Information Coordinator, Mrs. Margaret Duniilngton in * 
Our basic data collection Instrument and a model study are 
r your information and review. 
^ we visualize a staff component which will consist of an 
health professional, whoso sole responsibility 
^.®.,tho MRB, and our present*Information coordinator. Wo view this 
staffing pattern as the necessary core for'optimal NCC and MRB functioning. 
The initial fiscal appropriation will be sufficient with the addition of local 
RMP monies for our first year of operations. This assessment is based on the 
fact that computer time has been donated on an in-kind basis. We would anticipate* 
that additional monies maybe necessary to support our commitment to information 
and data gathering on a local level in our second year of operation. 
; In regards to the relevance of specific criteria sets we submit the following 
I; suggestions. .P^°Posed criteria sets. wi 11 best achieve the goal of 
P^sician coi^itment and interest in quality of care review through a methodological 
i aPEljoach which is based on diagnostic-specific criteria .' * Fj2r example," the events 
^ t]^3t^pre-determine^ the decision to dialyze are different in the' foliowing' diagnostic 
groups: ^ Hypertension, Diabetes MelMtus, Polycystic kidney Disease, Gloraerulo- 
Simlarly the incidence,of complicating conditions such as anemia, 
' h^ertension, and bone disease have different disease prevalences. The patient 
the unit with respect to age, sex and race will also influence applicability 
V certain criteria. * .... 
The application of different methodological approaches in some areas of 
quality of care review would seem to be desirable. For example, an on“site 
I survey by an interdisciplinary team to a transplant unit may actually result in 
mere effective patient care monitoring than solely relying on a statistical 
i review as described in Criteria Sets //15 and 18. To achieve the goal of main— 
I taining and/or improving the quality of patient care a combination of methodological 
IT, approaches would appear to be necessary. 
1 ■ Criteria Sets //lO and //ll a balanced approach to measuring the 
I- qug:irty of dialysis would also include a measurement of a patients' activity level 
and overall well being. Our experience indicates that some of the most reliable 
frjMcators of quality of care can be summarized by the following points: " 
The patient's actual ability to perform his/her activities of daily living. 
The subjective sense of well being which a patient expresses during an 
individual dialysis treatment. 
*5'*' The differences in respective unit's equipment and procedures must also be 
these differences will effect such indicators as average pre-dialysis 
» BUN values. For example, the use of the Redy system or the single needle method 
with higher BUN values. The uniform application of normative 
chemical indices potentially inliibits the essential individualization of the care 
giving process. llie art of dialysis is an evolving one in which the optimum dialysis 
schedule and equipment (liardware) choices are not yet clear. It is important that 
a medical review system not prematurely inhibit continued experience with different 
treatment approaclies. 
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In closing we would like to concur in the Advisory Council recommendation 
that the Bureau of Quality Assurance further fund the demonstration project in 
M^thern California to complete an audit cycle in order to determine whether this 
t)tp,e_,of audit criteria does improve the quality of patient care. Perhaps the 
BQA would consider funding a second project here in Connecticut where we already 
h^VC a registry in place and v;here the predominate setting of dialysis differs 
g^gnifleantly from northern California. 
Sincerely yours, 
Nelson A. Gelfman, M.D. 
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attaciimi;nt "a" 
TO: Mr. Koynl A. CryfJtnl 
KSRI) rrof’.r.'un Director 
Room 16A-16 
5600 Fislicrs Lane ^ . 
Rockville, Maryland 20857 
FROM: Mrs. Jennie Kitsen 
Hemodialysis Unit 
Social Worker 
Yale New-Haven Hospital 
RE: Response to California Regional Medical Program Project Report. 
' GENERAL REMARKS 
I. I realize the study for California limits age (16-55) and only 
Medicare patients to one year post-transplant follov; up, but it seems that 
important information should be kept on patients of all ages in order to learn 
-about these patients. Tliere should also be long-term follow-up on all 
transplant patients regardless of the Medicare payment structure. 
II. It would appear to be necessary to adapt criteria and threshold action 
to fit the differences in each Network. Around the country geographic, 
population, socio-cultural differences should be considered in criteria 
development. For example, perhaps the percentage of patients in the inner- 
city who are able to perform home dialysis is less than a middle class area. 
III. The need for flexibility in criteria application and development should 
be recognized. 
IV. It is suggested that staff in e^ch dialysis and transplant unit be trained 
to retrieve information from patient's charts for MRB audit procedures. 
Would monies be available to pay for training and staff time? How much time 
would actually be needed to abstract said information? 
I am in agreement with the statement that any adopted criteria or audit 
system must be agreed on by all professionals. 
SPECIFIC REMARKS 
CRITERIA SET //18 
In regards to the rehabilitation status of transplant patients the issue 
of the number of patients who arc capable of work but unable to gain employment 
must be considered. How would you define these individuals rehabilitation 
status? 
II. CRITERIA SET #4. 
I feel that a Social Worker should be an inherent part of the evaluative 
work-up of both the transplant patient and the living related donor. 
CRITERIA SET //8 - TRANSPLANT. 
Tlie feasibility of a Social Worker being able to realistically evaluate 
the rehabilitation status of post-transplant patients within the first two 
months should be examined. For those patients with medical complications this 
time frame may be unrealistic. It Is suggested that a psycho-social and re¬ 
habilitation assessment is ah important component of the transplant process. 
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IV. CRITI'RIA SI:T 119 - TRANSPLANT. 
In addition to the Social Worker evaluating a patient's psycho-social 
status at least once, the patient's rehabilitation status sliould also b»*.a . 
component of the Social Work assessment. It is my experience that the most 
successful transpJant patients are able to return to vork within the first 
year. 
CRITERIA SET //5. 
This criteria set on Home Dialysis seems to allow no choice on the patient 
part to decline going homo if be wishes to remain in a unit setting. The 
whole question of freedom of treatment choice is an obvious issue. Tlie 
question of the patient's reason for refusing homo dialysis on the grounds of 
excess cost must also be considered. The California experience may be that- 
local or state funds are available to pick-up the 20% deductible which is not 
covered by Medicare. In Connecticut a patient's personal insurance must cover 
the costs. However, many private insurance policies do not provide this 
coverage. 
VI. CRITERIA SET //13. 
The importance of adequate Social Service follow-up of Home Dialysis 
should be included. 
VII. CRITERIA SET #25. 
The stated criteria are presently included in the data base which has 
been developed by the Nephrology Social Workers of Connecticut. (Copy attached). 
\lllj CFtITERIA SET #26. 
^. These criteria are reasonable and are included in the Connecticut 
Nephrology Social Work Recommendations. However, I have some concern about 
the phr^;se "when requested." This term suggests that we cannot see all now 
dialysis patients and that we must wait for a referral from a physician or 
nurse. I would hope that this would not be an operational problem in Conn. 
It is my thought that all physicians have enough respect and understanding to 
realize the need for all patients to be seen at least once by a Social Worker. 
At Yale and many other units in the state I know that it is assumed that all 
patients will be seen by a Social Worker. 
/ 
IX. CRITERIA SET #27, 
I know that these topics are discussed with some patients in our units. 
The availability of Social Work time in some units in Connecticut is a major 
problem which also makes documentation in patients charts a problem. The 
Importance of good-record-keeping procedures should be noted. 
ix\ CRITERIA SET #28. 
^ A six to twelve month follow-up time frame is reasonable as a standard. 
In many units it is done more frequently. The need for information in the 
first three months of dialysis should be addressed with the mechanism for 
obtaining this information from the patient's family. The rationale for 
Interviewing the family is that the patient is frequently too sick or stressed 
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Yale University N('i/> Ih/ju n, CnttnciliLiil 
sciiooi. OF mi;dic:in1' 
Cedar Street - . 
Dcparttnciit of Internal Medicine 
May 31, 1977 
Nelson Gelfman, M. D, 
Interim Chairman 
Network Coordinating Council 
ESRD Program 
Dear Dr. Celfman: " - 
At the request of your ESRD quality of care Committee, I have 
reviewed the file report of the project to develop model criteria 
and s-tandards for care of end stage renal disease patients develop¬ 
ed in California in July 1976.il It appears to me that two major 
comments need be made concerning this project and its possible 
applicability to end stage renal failure programs in Connecticut. 
First and most importantly, the criteria established for this 
California group may not be directly applicable to care in the 
•Connecticut area. Criteria for review of several medical problems, 
including transplantation, anemia, selection of patients for home 
dialysis, and others differ in some respects from what I would 
consider optimal criteria in Connecticut,^^ For this reason, it 
would appear to me that we would need to recommend our own criteria 
for such medical review. Secondly, it is clear from the size and 
comprehensive nature of the report concerning criteria and standards 
that a considerable amount of effort will be required both to 
establish and to maintain in a practical way these criteria of care. 
If I can be afforded more time to carefully review this document, 
I could specifically tell you in each area how my recommendations 
for review might differ from those established by the California 
group. 
Sincerely, 
Alan S. Kliger, M. D. 
Asst. Professor of Medicine 
/am 
i 
cc: Paul Doolan, Chairman 
Quality of Care Committee 
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TO: Nelson A. Ge]finnn, M.I). 
Chairman, Network Coordinating Council 1127 
Danbury Hospital 
95 Locust Avenue 
Danbury, Connecticut 06810 
Mrs. Margaret Dunnington 
Conife'tticut Hemodialysis Registry Information Coordinator 
3Crjgpulder Hill Road ' ‘ ..• 
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877 
response to CALIFORNIA AUDIT PROJECT ref: LOCAL ADAPTATION* 
IJIO LSRD REGULATIONS WILL MOTIVATE PARTICIPATION IN LOCAL AUDIT STUDIES: 
a. that facilities must participate in at least one medical care evaluation 
study; (e.g., audit) 
b. that Medical Review Boards must use data from ESRD/MIS ^ their own 
criteria and standards or both to evaluate appropriateness of treatment 
modalities for patients (ref: transplants); 
LOC/VL IMPLEMENTATION MIGHT MINIMIZE TWO OF THE MAJOR CALIFORNIA PROBLEMS: 
a- IIML Majority of the 10 months' project life was spent training for 
audit and decreasing resistance of a selected group of varied 
professionals prior to initiating studies. 
Since then, the federally mandated networks are "in the 
works" so a nucleus may already be formed to approve criteria sets. 
Also, the ground work" of methodology and, in many instances, 
quite simple criteria sets, already developed might be adapted in 
a short time. ESRD/MIS regulations may define immediate areas for 
audit/study. 
AUTHORIIY: California's grantee/study project had no authority to assure 
responses. 
Connecticut, as a network, might endorse the studies/audits 
and thus have the power to ensure responses. 
The Registry experience has been 100% response (finally Included 
two units which needed repeated prodding) on a voluntary program. 
Indicating that the unit directors were "sold" on the registry 
through their professional associations. 
(note: Since the March 21 printout w^as mailed to units, 
continuous input has been received from 10 of the 15 units without 
further follow-up.) 
"" 1 
OPINION:/ If the requests for additional data are simple, clear, 
anctvmiiiiiiia 1 (most units do not have clerks to do the enormous volume 
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^^^RbGJSrRY ALREADY MEF.TS MANY OF THE CALIFORNIA RECOf-IMIilNDATIONS : 
a. Our Input forms elicit recorded facts (not judgements) which increase 
reliability. 
b. A non-medical person can abstract and transfer to computer sheets. 
c. In most units, the same individual does all that unit's reporting and 
Is the contact person for the Registry Aide. 
^better documentation leads to better care": Our Registry combines into 
a single printout information about each invividual patient not available ' 
In a single source in most units. 
IV. FEASIBILITY OF USING CALIFORNIA CRITERIA SETS: 
( ^ The Registry does not presently elicit all of the data in their Criteria 
^ Sets. 
Several could be obtained if there is unit staff or project staff to 
abstracT" fTom our 495+' piafient files: social worker contacts; selection for 
'rransplant-5-“'OptidtT'for'home dialysis; transplant survival. 
(b 0*jr^Iiemistry data does not coincide with either their renal osteodystrophy 
o^aniemia criteria sets. Lab result^ giving this data are probably 
reported in the unit files; however, obtaining them would necessitate a 
sejrieS of monthly or bimonthly reports and would require a commitment of 
®ba£f time at each unit. The reporting forms could be simply designed. 
(NOTE: this non-medical person cannot judge whether or not the California 
ciiteria chemistries might already be in our Anemia Study (copy enclosed). Computer 
space is already programmed locally for hemoglobin and hematocrit, so these could 
be studied if units are willing to supply the values for several weeks or months.) 
c* ^ st.udv.,,of transplants appears to be needed: _jthis Registry..Aide did not 
observe much documentation in patient files about previous transplants, 
clQration, etc. We are not requesting this data in the new Patient History 
Form, however, We are developing a file of patients transplanted since our 
first complete Registry in March, 1976. The California report noted that 
the national registry does not follow up transplants past 12 months. 
V. POSSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN AUDIT/STUDY PROJECT UTILIZING OUR REGISTRY: 
B. INITIATION: studies, and the criteria objectifying them, should be 
initiated by an existing "authority" group such as the NCC or MRB. 
b. IMPLEMENTATION: A staff person "Coordinator" could then carry out the 
following tasks: work with computer programmer to translate requested 
studies into programs; develop forms for inputs from units and forms for 
computer Inputs; 
communicate authorized requests to units; 
receive responses and fo]low-up nonrespondents; 
transfer to computer forms; 
coordinate with computer programmer 
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analysis for authority group 
oinlsnlcnin and errors 
o for rpiostlons from 
rom units; prepara 
The California project recommends that data be 
this seems advisable to protect confidentiality 
and accuracy of data. 
supplied from units 
of patient records 
y 
To facilitate th 
should fulfill b 
knowledge of the 
: various stages 
-th coordination 
project. 
of the project, a 
and clerical roles 
ingle individual 
have overall 
If the authorizing group feels it is 
also collect the data from the units 
necessary, the coordinator "could 
(but not recommended) 
VI. 
It would appear to be optimal that 
with the information coordinator in 
unit staff work in conjunction 
the data collection process. 
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS; 
A central conmiunlcation center for: files, sending 
sending and receiving telephone communications. 
This could be shared space, although work area and 
would be necessary. 
and receiving mail, 
typewriter availabil i ty 
Access to computer facility. 
Equipment: typewriter (paper, carbon, ribbons, etc.), mailing supplies 
(clasp envelopes, address labels) marking pens (for computer inputs) 
file folders, file drawers (currently four portable cardboard drawer/ 
boxes are being used), desk or work table with supply drawer, 
telephone (shared), access to copier. 
VII. COST ESTIMATES OF DATA COLLECTION: 
a. As a rough measure of time/cost: Maintenance of Registry (after all units 
visited and registered) and preparation for updated March 21 printout - 
68 hours; December, Jan., Feb., and March = $204.00 wages. 
Special project (changing the program for 500 patients: involved consultation 
with programmers, redesigning and typing both the unit input form and the 
computer input form, and recategorizing primary diseases and complicating 
conditions for all patients, entering the now codes for the computer) - 
35 hours: December, Jan., Feb. = $105.00 wages 
Because of the time log of the incumbent was not complete, a Coordinator should be 
planned for at least 15 - 20 hours a week; more, of course, if it is necessary to 
obtain data from the units. 
Expenses during the time this Aide has been working with the Registry 
(November, 1975 through December, 1976) - $ 76.85 
(primarily mailing costs & gas - .15/mlle) Tliere has been no expense for duplicating 
hundreds of pages of forms, some mailings done through the Hospital), typewriter and 
Gupplies, phone service, or office space and equipment. 
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